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ABSTRACT

There is a growing awareness of serious problems associated with the use of energy. These 
problems include local and global environmental degradation associated with energy use and 
depletion of resources. The awareness of the problems associated with energy use increased as 
a consequence of the two oil crises in the 70s which led to rising costs for energy. Today, it 
is environmental issues that are becoming increasingly important, and it is primarily concern 
for a higher concentration of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere and the effect this has on 
climate that are highly prioritised.

Analysing the potential for improving the specific energy use and environmental 
performance in a steel mill can be difficult due to the interactions between the many sub-
systems. Changes in one unit may lead to a chain of changes throughout the system and the 
overall effect may not necessarily be improved performance. This thesis addresses the issue of 
evaluating and analysing an industrial material and energy system with regard to energy use, 
and economic and environmental performance, through a systematic approach. The main 
emphasis is on the development of analysis methods and tools for an integrated steel mill.

Several applied studies of the integrated steel mill of SSAB Tunnplåt AB have been carried 
out. The results show that large savings in energy, cost, and emissions to the environment 
can be achieved using the analysis methods developed. From the analysis of energy use, a 
potential reduction of up to ~17% could be identified within the existing system, e.g. 
through more planning and control, less volatile matter in the coking coal mix, and by 
increasing the scrap rate in the BOF. From a cost perspective, the method showed that 
significant savings could be achieved through using a wide system boundary when 
performing the analysis. In the existing steel making system, the CO2 emission proved to be 
among the lowest compared to similar systems. Improvements could be taken even further 
using the optimising methodology proposed. A method for analysing the trade-offs between 
different objectives is also proposed.

The process integration model is a good tool providing new insights into the material and 
energy system. It can serve as a benchmark for different steel making operations and 
constitute the basis for continued work on improving material and energy efficiency. 
Implementing such a tool in the industry is a good complement to the existing analysis tools 
in order to assess the effect of energy saving measures and can be used together with an 
energy management system. 

Keywords: Iron and steelmaking, Energy use, CO2 emission, Environmental impact, 
Optimisation, Process integration
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1 INTRODUCTION

Energy use is positive for our prosperity and is a basic part of the infrastructure necessary for 
development, but it is also associated with challenges for our environment. The modern 
society is depending on a secure and cheap supply of energy. Sustainable development, 
development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the needs of future 
generations, is today a major goal for the society as a whole. In Sweden, the basic industries 
are important actors for economic growth, financial stability as well as social welfare.

The drastic increase in oil prices as a consequence of two oil crises, the first from 1973 to 
1974 and the second from 1978 to 1980, led to increasing energy costs for industry, which 
caused an increased awareness of the need to conserve energy. The specific use of oil, which 
is a measure of energy conservation, has decreased continuously since 1970. For the steel 
industry, it has fallen by over 50% since 1970, partly due to a shift to other energy carriers 
but also due to replacement of old technologies and the integration of new, energy efficient 
technologies. Oil used as reductant in the blast furnace (BF) has been replaced by other 
injectants such as pulverized coal. Oil used in heating ovens has been replaced by natural gas. 
The recovery of residual energy has increased, e.g. the recovery of process off-gases from 
integrated steelmaking which are used as fuel internally in various processes.

Today, it is concern about the increased concentration of greenhouse gases (GHG) in the 
atmosphere and their influence on the climate that have gained in priority on the 
environmental agenda. Climate changes caused by the anthropogenic release of GHGs into 
the atmosphere are at the moment considered to be one of the most serious challenges for 
society to handle. According to the UN’s Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 
(IPCC), the concentration of key anthropogenic gases (i.e. carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous 
oxide, and tropospheric ozone) reached the highest recorded level during the 1990s. The 
average surface temperature during the 20th century increased by 0.6 ±0.2°C, and is 
expected to increase by 1.4 - 5.8°C between 1990 and 2100, (IPCC, 2001). The UN’s 
Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) has set goals to stabilise the GHG 
concentration with the overall objective of stabilising greenhouse gas concentrations in the 
atmosphere at a level that prevents dangerous anthropogenic interference with the climate 
system. The Kyoto protocol and the implementation of emission trading are example of 
policy instruments to steer the development along a sustainable path (EC, 2003)*. According 
to the Swedish commitments to the Kyoto protocol, Sweden is allowed to increase its GHG 
emissions by an average of 4% over the period from 2008 until 2012 compared to 1990 
levels. In the Swedish climate strategy bill, the internal goal is an average decrease of 4% over 
the same period (Ministry of the Environment, 2001). Great efforts must be made in 
Sweden, not least in the industry sector, if this goal is to be attained.

Accordingly, a major task for the industry in general and the steel industry in particular is to 
minimise the consumption of raw material, the use of energy, and the environmental 

                                        
* A scheme for GHG emission allowance trading (ET) within the European community will 
come into operation on 1st January 2005. The ET is a political instrument which aims to 
decrease the emission of GHGs within the community in an economic, feasible way. 
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impacts. Good integration between industry and the community can lead to both 
environmental and energy savings. The industrial energy systems are in different markets and 
subject to different regulations and other boundary conditions, which will vary both in time 
and magnitude. The energy crisis in the mid ‘70s resulted in a shift from oil based energy 
carriers to natural gas and coal based energy carriers. Future, more stringent environmental 
regulations and requirements, and especially the introduction of CO2 trading, may once 
again lead to a shift to other energy carriers.  

1.1 The energy situation 

There has been a radical change in the Swedish energy supply in recent decades. In 1970, 
fossil fuel (coal, coke and oil) accounted for 80.7% of the total energy supply. In 1980, after 
the two oil crises, this share had decreased to 62%. Figure 1 shows the primary energy supply 
from different energy sources from 1970 to 2002. In 2002, the primary energy supply was 
616 TWh, of which approximately 38% originates from fossil fuels, 28% from renewable 
sources, 33% from nuclear fission energy and 1% from imported electricity (Swedish 
National Energy Agency, 2003).   
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Figure 1. Primary energy supply in Sweden (Swedish National Energy Agency, 2003). Note that energy 
from nuclear power is reported as net supplied fission energy.  

Further changes in the primary energy supply are to be expected in the near future. 
Following a referendum in the year 1980, the Swedish parliament decided to gradually phase 
out nuclear power by 2010, if it is possible to replace the installed capacity with economically 
and environmentally sustainable alternatives. In 1997, the Swedish parliament decided that 
nuclear power should be phased out in such a manner as to ensure an ecological and 
economic feasible energy supply. The changeover should be made in a way that ensures 
electricity supply at internationally competitive prices. However, the law on phasing out 
nuclear power gives the government the authority to decide when the right to operate a 
nuclear reactor should be withdrawn (Swedish Code of Statutes, 1997). It is therefore unclear 
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if the original time limit for nuclear power is valid. However, when the nuclear power is 
phased out it will result in a major change in both the supply of energy and how it is used. 
Energy and electricity conservation will be important measures to manage the changeover. A 
voluntary agreement with the energy intensive industry to promote energy efficiency 
improvements through introduction of an energy management system and tax reductions on 
electricity use are important policy instruments (Swedish Ministry of Industry, 2004). 

According to the Swedish GHG inventory, 77.5% of the country’s emissions in 2000 was 
energy use related (UNFCCC, 2003). CO2 is the most important GHG and accounts for 
80.5% of total national emissions. The reduction of GHG emissions is therefore closely 
related to energy use, since CO2 emissions are a consequence of the combustion of fossil 
fuels such as coal, oil, and natural gas.  

The industrial sector in Sweden has historically been dominated by base industries such as 
mining, iron and steel, and pulp and paper. Other important industries with regard to 
emissions of greenhouse gases from industrial processes include the cement industry, primary 
aluminium production and some processes in the chemical industry, e.g. nitric acid 
production, and the petrochemical industry. According to the Swedish Energy Agency, 
energy use in 2003 was approximately 405 TWh, of which industry accounted for nearly 
38% (154 TWh). The process industry sector, with such energy intensive industries as pulp 
and paper, iron and steel, and petrochemicals, accounts for a substantial part of this (Statistics 
Sweden, 2004a). Industrial energy use in Sweden has improved over the last few decades. 
Figure 2 shows the final industrial energy use from 1970 to 2002. Although production has 
increased significantly during this period, total energy use has not increased at the same rate. 
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Figure 2. Industrial energy use and industrial production increase in Sweden, index 1970=100, fixed 
prices (Statistics Sweden, 2004a; Statistics Sweden, 2004b).

In the steel industry, energy use and the different energy sources have changed over the last 
three decades (Jernkontoret, 2002). The energy crises had a significant impact on the steel 
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industry. Oil, which had previously been inexpensive rapidly became an extremely expensive 
commodity, and the industry was forced to adapt its processes to other energy carriers, Figure 
3.
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Figure 3. Energy use in the Swedish steel industry (Jernkontoret, 2002). 

The most obvious changes are with regard to BFs, which are today fewer and larger and 
produce more hot metal (HM) using less coke. The raw materials have been developed, e.g. 
the iron content in sinter and pellets has increased, resulting in a lower energy demand for 
melting slag. The injection of reductants (e.g. oil, coal or natural gas) has also resulted in 
lower coke consumption. For electro steelmaking, development of the EAF has resulted in 
shorter processing time. Scrap preheating and oxy-fuel burners are other developments that 
have contributed to lower energy usage. The introduction of the continuous casting process 
in the 1960s has resulted in a significant yield increase for both processes routes, which is also 
one of the reasons for the reduction in energy intensity.

The development of sustainable energy systems is an important piece of the puzzle to achieve 
sustainable development. The basic industries, especially the steel industry, are key players in 
this respect. The endeavour to find feasible solutions for the steel industry with regard to 
sustainability is the main driver behind the work presented in this thesis. 

1.2  Scope of this thesis and research objective 

The scope of this thesis is the analysis of the energy and material system of an integrated steel 
mill and the potential to reduce energy use, environmental impact and production cost. The 
minimisation of energy and raw material use is an important contribution in the changeover 
to an ecologically sustainable energy system and sustainable development.  

The objective in this thesis is firstly to develop a method to enable a structured analysis of the 
material and energy system for an integrated steel plant; secondly to validate the method; and 
thirdly to show the applicability of such a method through applied studies of the steel making 
system regarding energy, cost, and environmental impact. In order to fulfil the main 
objectives, a thorough study of the structure of the steel industry is required.
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1.3 Thesis overview 

The industrial energy system of an integrated steel plant has been in focus throughout this 
research. The basis of the research is the development of an optimising model of the steel 
making processes, and application of the methodology in the applied studies of the steel 
making system. The optimisation model can be used as an investigative tool and as a 
decision-support tool in the continued endeavour to find modes of operation that minimise 
energy use and environmental impacts. Since energy and the environment are closely related 
to the material system, the model considers both material and energy balances.

The applied studies are focused on the material and energy system of the main iron and steel 
making processes in the integrated steel plant. Supporting systems and processes (e.g. lime 
furnace, oxygen plant) are considered as constants or relations based on the main products.

This thesis is divided into 7 chapters, as shown in Figure 4. Chapters 1-3 provide an 
introduction and background. Chapter 2 gives some insights into the steel industry sector and 
the dominating production technologies, and a review of the energy and environmental 
aspects of the steel industry sector. Chapter 3 presents the main methodology used in this 
thesis and gives a broad analysis of the modelling work behind the development and 
validation of the optimising model for the steel industry system. Chapter 4 presents the 
appended papers dealing with modelling of the steelmaking system together with actual case 
studies of energy, economic and environmental performance. The appended papers are listed 
on page vii. The steel making system at SSAB has been used as study object throughout the 
thesis. Chapter 5 contains a discussion and some conclusions from the work. In conclusion, 
chapters 6 and 7 discuss some ideas for future work and some final remarks are made. 

Chapter 3
Methodology,  
Process integration

Chapter 2
Description of the 
steel industry

Chapter 4 
Appended papers

Energy

Paper I

Paper V
Paper VI

Environment

Paper IV
Paper V
Paper VI

Economy

Paper III

Paper VI

Model development 
Papers I, II, VI

Chapter 5
Discussion and 
conclusion

Chapter 6
Future work

Chapter 1
Introduction

Chapter 7
Final remarks

Introduction/ 
Background

Methodology,  
Applied studies

Discussion/
conclusion

Figure 4. Illustration of the structure of the thesis. 
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2 THE STEEL INDUSTRY 

According to IISI, the world’s crude steel production in 2003 was 965 Mt. The two 
dominating process routes are the integrated steel making route (BF/BOF route) and electro 
steel making route (EAF route). The BF/BOF route uses agglomerated iron ore as the main 
iron source, usually in the form of sinter or pellets. Steel is produced by reducing the 
agglomerated iron ore in a BF. For this, coke and other reductants such as coal, natural gas or 
oil are used. The produced hot metal is further processed into liquid steel (LS) in the oxygen 
metallurgy processes (Basic oxygen furnace, BOF) and refined in the alloying units. The 
liquid steel is finally cast, usually into steel slabs through continuous casting (CC). The steel 
slabs are rolled into coils in the hot rolling mill. In the EAF route, steel is produced by 
melting scrap in an electric arc furnace (EAF); the following processes are similar to the 
BF/BOF route. Other processes used for steel production, but with a smaller share of the 
world’s steel production, are direct reduction or smelting reduction. According to IISI, the 
share of BF/BOF based production of the global steel production in 2003 was 63.3%. The 
EAF based production ratio was 33.1%, while the rest was produced by other processes. For 
Sweden, the total steel production in 2003 was 5.7 Mt of which the BF/BOF share was 
68.1%

Table 1. Global steel production and growth rate (IISI, 2004) 

 World Average growth rates 
Year  Mt Years % p.a. Mt p.a. 
1950 192 1950-70 5.1 20 
1970 595 1970-75 1.6 10 
1975 644 1975-80 2.2 15 
1980 717 1980-85 0.1 1 
1985 719 1985-90 1.4 10 
1990 770 1990-95 -0.5 -4 
1995 752 
1996 750 
1997 799 
1998 777 
1999 789 

1995-00 2.4 20 

2000 848 
2001 850 
2002 902 
2003 965 

2000-03 4.4 42 

The annual global production of steel is predicted to exceed 1,000 Mt for the first time in 
2004. The world’s annual steel production has been steadily increasing from 1945, see Table 
1 and Figure 5. The rapid increase in steel demand due to the reconstruction work after the 
World War II led to an increase in production capacities. Average annual growth up to 1970 
was over 20 Mt. Between 1970 and 1999, the annual increase in steel production decreased 
significantly and can be characterised by large fluctuations in production and demand 
between different years. At the beginning of this period, the oil crisis led to increased cost for 
energy. The excess production capacities, generated as a consequence of the lack of steel after 
the war, resulted in surplus production capacity for this period. All these factors gave rise to 
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critical economic situations for many steel companies. As a consequence of the economic 
crisis at the beginning of the ‘90s, global steel demand declined, resulting in further excess 
capacity, (Tardy and Károly, 2004).

The market for steel is much related to the development of the overall economy. Rapidly 
industrializing countries will have higher demands for infrastructural materials (e.g. building 
materials such as steel) while more mature market economies will have more moderate 
consumption intensity. Over the last couple of years, global steel production has once again 
increased rapidly. The annual growth rate over the period from 2000 to 2003 was 4.4% (IISI, 
2004), which is due to the rapid increase in steel demand in Asia, especially in China where 
222 Mt were produced in 2003, i.e. 41 Mt more than 2002. Chinese experts estimate that 
steel production will continue to increase for some years in the near future, based on the 
huge domestic market. The estimated production of steel in China for 2004 is 260 Mt, 
which is still 20 Mt less than domestic consumption (Cang et al., 2004). 
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Figure 5.  World crude steel production 1950-2003 (IISI, 2004). 

Future challenges for the steel industry will be in respect of the charge material supply to the 
BF, the availability and contamination of scrap, environmental concerns, and future, more 
stringent environmental regulations (Tardy and Károly, 2004).  

2.1 Energy and environmental issues for the iron and steel industry 

The energy intensity, defined as the energy needed to produce a unit of a physical output, 
can be affected by several factors, including the mix of products produced, the type and 
quality of the raw materials used in the process, and the type of processes and technologies 
used. The primary energy use as well as the source of energy and raw material in steel 
production varies between different process technologies.

Both primary energy use and the sources of energy and raw materials in steel production vary 
between different process technologies. Several studies have been made of specific energy use 
(SEC) and CO2 emissions for producing liquid steel in today’s BF/BOF and EAF based 
production routes. Fruehan et al. (2000) studied the theoretical minimum energy needed to 
produce steel. For a BF/BOF based route this was calculated to 7.9 GJ/tls, while the actual 
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energy requirements were found to be 10.5-11.5 GJ/tls (tonnes liquid steel). This includes 
energy for all processes up to CC. However, credits were given for the energy in the off-
gases which were stated to be as high as 6-10 GJ/tls. The theoretical minimum CO2

emissions for the BF/BOF based route were predicted to be 1,230 kg CO2/tls while the 
actual requirements were in the range 1,750 – 1,900 kg CO2/tls (ibid.). For the EAF based 
system the theoretical minimum energy use was calculated to be 1.3 GJ/tls while the 
reported values were in the range 2.1 – 2.4 GJ/tls. The theoretical minimum CO2 emissions 
were calculated to be 220 CO2/tls while the actual emissions were in the range of 470 – 550 
kg CO2/tls (ibid). All theoretical values were calculated without yield losses. In a study by 
Stubbles (2000), actual energy use and future opportunities in the U.S. steel industry are 
analysed. The average energy use for the BF/BOF route is reported to be 24.7 GJ/tp (tonne 
hot rolled product) and 12.0 GJ/tp for the EAF based route. The energy use for good 
practice operation (including commercially available energy efficient technology) is estimated 
to be 21.8 GJ/tp and 10.3 GJ/tp respectively. Future energy savings were structured into two 
groups: new technology and structural changes. Examples of new technologies mentioned 
are alternate ironmaking coupled to the EAF (DRI based), energy conservation in hot cast 
products, and increased capture of chemical energy in waste gases from processes, improved 
material efficiency etc. Improvements are also brought about by structural changes due to the 
replacement of old technology. The average SEC for the U.S. steel industry including both 
BF/BOF and EAF production for 2000 and 2010 was predicted to be 17.9 and 15.8 GJ/tp 
respectively. In another study regarding the energy efficiency for the U.S. iron and steel 
industry, the reported SEC figures for the BF/BOF and the EAF route were 26.0 and 11.8 
GJ/t steel products respectively (Worrell et al., 2001). Note that these values include the 
rolling mill processes. In the study, several efficiency improvements were identified as regards 
both energy and CO2 emissions.

In a report titled ‘Energy Efficiency Improvement Utilising High Technology’ published by 
the World Energy Council (WEC) in 1995, energy efficient technologies and their potential 
for reducing the energy use were examined (WEC, 1995). In the report a detailed 
description of the energy situation for the world iron and steel sector are given. The world-
wide average SEC for steel making in 1990 was estimated to be in the order of 24 GJ/tls 
(ibid.). In the OECD countries, the energy intensity has decreased by average 1.6% annually 
during the period 1971 - 1991. The decrease is partly a result of process shifts towards EAF 
technology. A number of state-of-the-art energy efficiency improvement measures were 
listed (e.g. heat recovery for steam production, dry quenching, waste heat recovery from hot 
stoves, process-off gas recovery). The SEC for the BF/BOF route based on these 
technologies were calculated to 17.0 GJ/tls, the corresponding figure for EAF based 
production was 4.0 GJ/tls. 

In 1999, the International Iron & Steel Institute (IISI) made a study of energy use in the steel 
industry, that included comprehensive data collection and an analysis of different process 
routes (Olunyk et al., 1999). In Figure 6, four different steel production routes from that 
study are illustrated schematically, including SEC for the different production routes. For the 
BF/BOF route, two different levels of energy efficient technology alternative were included, 
EcoTech and AllTech. In the EcoTech (“Eco” for economic) option, only financially viable 
options (that are financial attractive over a good portion of the steel industry) and proven 
energy saving technologies (state of the art) for the conventional steel plant processes, are 
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included. The AllTech option includes all proven energy saving technologies regardless of 
payback time. The EAF route is evaluated based on both scrap and combination with DRI. 
As a substitution of the BF in the BF/BOF route, smelting reduction processes are included.
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Figure 6. Flow charts of different iron and steel making processes. The specific energy use (SEC) per unit 
process, expressed as GJ/t (product) and process route expressed as GJ/tls evaluated based on specific 
consumptions (ton/tc) is also shown. The SEC for the process route are evaluated based according to the 
1998 IISI Energy study (Olunyk et al., 1999). The SEC calculations assume, 100% pellet operation, 
0.91 HM yield, 0.93 LS yield, 0.95 slab yield. No generation factor for electricity use is included in the 
SEC calculations.

Similar studies for the Japanese steel industry can be found in Sakamoto et al. (1999) and for 
the European steel industry in a study by de Beer et al. (2000). In the report presented by de 
Beer, the CO2 emissions from the iron and steel industry and possible abatement measures 
were assessed. The energy use and CO2 emissions from the iron and steel industry sectors in 
Mexico and China have been analysed by Ozawa et al. (2002) and Price et al. (2002). 
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2.2 Benchmarks and scenario modelling

There are several ways of analysing and comparing the production and energy systems in the 
steel industry. Benchmarks are widely used in many areas of society as well as in the steel 
industry to improve performance through competitive comparisons.

International comparisons of energy intensity, benchmarking, may help in identifying 
reduction potentials and the knowledge of these potentials can be used as the basis for 
national policies. However, there are several difficulties in making these kinds of 
comparisons. In a study by Farla and Blok (2001), the energy intensity indicators for 
international comparison using four different data sources were analysed. They found several 
errors in the reported data, making comparisons difficult. Furthermore, the system 
boundaries and the definitions of energy use were different, which added to the confusion. 
Eichhammer and Mannsbart (1997) suggest that the benchmark study should be accompanied 
by a more detailed analysis of the different process parameters through “explanatory 
indicators” such as iron carrier structure for the steel production (i.e. lumped ore /sinter 
/pellet /DRI /HBI /scrap), reductants (e.g. shift from coke to another injection material in 
the blast furnace), process off-gas recovery and flaring and productivity figures. This is also 
discussed by Zang and Ang (2001) where they address the problems in making cross-country 
comparisons. Worrell et al. (1997) suggested that physical energy intensity indicators should 
be used since they provide more information about structural changes as well as detailed 
explanations of observed changes in energy intensity.

In the Netherlands, voluntary agreements* with energy intensive industry have been used as a 
measure to decrease energy use. An evaluation of these policy instruments shows that there 
are significant improvements to be found using such policy instruments and analysis methods 
(Farla and Blok, 2002; Phylipsen et al., 2002). In the study by Phylipsen et al. (2002) the 
energy efficiency of the Dutch industry sector was evaluated against comparable countries 
worldwide using the benchmarking approach. They suggest that energy savings of about 5% 
can be achieved and energy improvements though benchmarking in the long term (2012) 
would be in the region of 5-15 %. This is also addressed by Price et al. (2001) where the 
potential for energy and CO2 emission reduction in key developing countries (i.e. Brazil, 
China, India, Mexico and South Africa) is analysed. They conclude that energy savings in the 
range of 33 - 49% and CO2 emission reductions of 26 - 49% are technically possible by using 
a best practice benchmark in these countries. A study made for the IEA and OECD by Bode 
et al. (2000) examined the possibilities for establishing multi-project baselines in the iron and 
steel sector. They found a number of potential energy related JI/CDM† project types in the 
iron and steel sector. These include: increasing the energy efficiency of steel production (e.g. 
by installing more efficient equipment and implementing good housekeeping measures); 
changing the manufacturing process (e.g. by installing new equipment like thin slab casters); 
or changing the input fuel for direct reduction (e.g. from coal to gas). In Sweden, the 
Ministry of Industry (2004) has suggested a voluntary agreement with the industry to 

                                        
* “Long-term agreement” and “benchmarking agreement” corresponding to an average 
annual efficiency improvement rate of 2%/yr 
† Flexible mechanisms; Emission Trading, Joint Implementation and Clean Development 
Mechanism
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improve the energy efficiency in a five year program through introduction of energy 
management systems.  

Several studies have been made regarding simulations of future long-term trends in the 
production of steel, its energy use and CO2 emissions. Andersen and Hyman (2001) present 
an energy and material flow model to evaluate the US steel industry steel industry sector. In a 
paper by van Vuuren et al. (1999) a system dynamics model is presented for analysing the 
long-term perspectives on world metal consumption and production depending on different 
scenarios regarding the industrial structure, economic growth etc. An approach for estimating 
the evolution of the steel industry (between 1997 and 2030) with regard to energy use, CO2

emission trade, technology developments and retrofitting options was proposed by Hidalgo et
al. (2003). Analysis of emission trading based on the developed iron and steel industry model 
(ibid) is presented in a more recent study by Hidalgo (2005) where the equilibrium price for 
CO2 permits were calculated to 28€/ton for the countries of the EU. However, the price in 
Sweden, Finland and Netherlands would be much higher, indicating that these countries 
would be net buyers in an EU market. This also indicates that CO2 emission reductions in 
these countries are much more difficult and more expensive to realise without emission 
trading.

Much work has been done in the areas of scenario and global modelling of future trends. 
Energy studies are often made as comparison studies between different industrial structures, 
e.g. as benchmarks. This modelling tries to capture the “achievable potential” for 
improvements; however, in order to assess the effect of a policy or energy efficiency measure 
for the actual industry, a site based modelling is needed.

2.3 The studied steel plant system 

The SSAB steel plant which was chosen as the study object throughout this thesis, is an 
integrated steel plant based on the BF/BOF route connected with a combined heat and 
power plant (CHP). In the steel plant, processes are connected together both through 
primary products from each process and through different by-products or re-circulated 
materials. The steel plant differs in some respects from traditional integrated steel plants. 
Firstly, the BF is operated with 100% pellets. The system is therefore not equipped with a 
sinter plant. Secondly, the steel chain is limited to the processes up to the slab casting; the 
rolling mill is located in another geographical part of Sweden. The system studied therefore 
only includes the process up to the slab casting, i.e. the coke oven plant, BF, BOF melt shop, 
secondary metallurgy processes (refining units) and CC units, see Figure 7. The excess of the 
recovered combustible gases are used as the main fuel for a nearby power plant instead of the 
rolling mill. 
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Figure 7. Schematic process layout of the SSAB steel mill. Processes in the figure, from left to right: coke 
oven plant, BF, de-sulphurisation plant, BOF converter, secondary metallurgy processes (refining units 
CAS-OB and RH vacuum degassing unit) and CC unit.

The annual steel slab production in 2003 including sold steel slab was 2,140 kt (SSAB, 
2004a). The raw materials used in the steel production together with the concession limit for 
the main processes are shown in Table 2.  

Table 2. Average annual production data and specific raw 
materials used for steel production (SSAB, 2004a). Steel slab 
production including sold steel slabs 

Prod.
2003

(kt p.a.)

Concession
limit

(kt p.a.) 

Specific
consumption

(t/ts)
Total coke use   0.353 

Pellet use   1.421
Coke prod 619 800 
HM prod  2,232 2,300 0.999
LS prod 2,186 2,500 1.022
Steel slab 2,140 2,500 
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3 THE PROCESS INTEGRATION METHOD

The work in this thesis is based on process integration as a method of analysing the material 
and energy system. The science of process integration in general and the applications found 
in the steel industry are briefly described in the first section below. Subsequent sections 
describe the method and developed model used in the appended papers.   

3.1 Process integration 

The drastic increase in the cost of energy as a consequence of the first energy crisis in the 
1970s led to an increased awareness of energy conservation on the part of the industry. The 
interest for energy saving projects in the industries became economically attractive. 
Techniques for heat integration of processes (pinch analysis) were developed and the science 
of process integration emerged out of this. The basic principles of the pinch analysis method 
are presented in the book, “User Guide on Process Integration” (Linnhoff et al. 1982). 
Today, the scope of process integration has been widened to include more aspects of the 
energy system. The common aim of all process integration methods is to minimise energy 
use, but the approach varies between the different methods. The International Energy 
Agency (IEA) has adopted the following definition: "Process Integration is the common term 
used for the application of methodologies developed for system-oriented and integrated 
approaches to industrial process plant design for both new and retrofit applications. Such 
methodologies can be mathematical, thermodynamic and economic models, methods and 
techniques. Examples of these methods include: Artificial Intelligence (AI), Hierarchical 
Analysis, Pinch Analysis and Mathematical Programming. Process Integration refers to 
Optimal Design; examples of aspects are: capital investment, energy efficiency, emissions, 
operability, flexibility, controllability, safety and yields. Process Integration also refers to some 
aspects of operation and maintenance." (IEA, 2004) 

In the pinch analysis method, the system is analysed with respect to heat transfer possibilities 
between different streams within the network. Possibilities for minimisation of the external 
heating and cooling demand for the system are analysed. The method is preferably used in 
systems with heat exchange possibilities between different process streams, e.g. in heat and 
steam networks but also for heating ovens etc. The method has been applied in several 
studies and been further developed. A similar analysis technique for the BF, the Reichhardt 
diagram, has been used in the steel industry since the 1920s. The analysis method is a way of 
characterising the energy balance in the BF based on the heat transfer possibilities between 
the burden materials and the reduction gas (Reichhardt, 1927). 

In the exergy analysis method, the processes and process steps are analysed based on energy 
quality levels (usefulness). The processes can be analysed with respect to the exergy losses and 
from this, different practices can be compared. Costa et al. (2001) presented an exergy study 
comparing different process routes where exergy analyses with a life cycle inventory were 
applied to analyse the effect of diverse technological options for the different process routes. 
For instance, the use of excess energies or material flows was analysed. Petela et al. (2002)
used a similar approach to analyse the effect of different blast furnace injection materials for 
an ironmaking process. 
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In the mathematical programming method (also called optimisation), different mathematical 
models are used to analyse and optimise the system. The method is suitable for defining 
process behaviour and the interplay between different processes, as well as for analysing the 
total system effect of changes in a sub-system. Simulation models are widely used in the 
industry for total system analyses (Welsh et al., 1999; Grip et al., 2000). However, it is not 
certain that the best system solution will be found through simulation, i.e. the overall system 
optimum is not guaranteed.

Due to the high temperatures and the different characteristics of the different flows in the 
steel industry, i.e. liquid and solid steel, steam, and chemical energy, the area of application 
for the different process integration methods varies. The mathematical modelling approach is 
the method used throughout this thesis. 

3.1.1 Mathematical programming 
The science of optimisation is a branch of applied mathematics that comprises the use of 
mathematical models and methods for finding the best alternative in different situations. In 
order to use optimisation models, there must be something in the problem that can be 
changed (or affected) and described by numerical values. The optimisation problem is 
defined by the variables included in the problem description (equations), and the objective 
function (goal function) that defines what in the system is to be optimised (minimised or 
maximised). From the optimisation, the best possible values of the variables are determined 
(Lundgren et al., 2001). The systems approach deals with important aspects to consider in 
making optimisations of a system (Churchman, 1979). By applying a systems approach to the 
modelling, which is a way of thinking about the components of the system and the total 
system, it is possible to avoid so-called sub optimisations.

Different algorithms for solving the optimisation problem are used depending on the type of 
problem. A linear problem is solved by linear programming (LP). A problem using both 
continuous and discrete variables, i.e. binary variables, to represent the system requires mixed 
integer linear programming (MILP). The use of discrete variables makes the modelling more 
flexible (e.g. possibilities to approximate non-linearities, discrete choices between processes 
routes, or in situations where real values do not make sense). However, the problem and the 
technique to solve the problem increase in complexity. Non-linear programming (NLP) and 
mixed integer non-linear programming (MINLP) increase the flexibility in modelling even 
more. The complexity on the other hand also increases. A thorough overview of applications 
and advances in mathematical programming can be found in Grossmann et al. (1999).

The MILP problem, which is the approach used in this thesis, can be described in general 
form as: 

Objective:

njybxcyxz jjjj ,...1,),(min     (1)
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Where x represents real variables (model specific parameters), y represents binary variables 
and the function z(x,y) is the objective function. 

3.2 Development of the optimisation model for the energy and material system 

The model core is an overall mass- and energy balance for the production chain and separate 
sub-balances for the main processes, which makes it possible to perform a total analysis of the 
steel plant and to assess the effects of a change in the operation practice for the different 
processes. In the model, the different main processes (i.e. coke oven, BF, BOF, and CC) are 
connected together by primary product and by-product interactions. The driving force for 
the model is the production of the final product of the system, i.e. first-rate steel slabs. Each 
sub-process is linked to the next processing step by the primary product from each process 
i.e. coke, hot metal and liquid steel. The steel demand from the CC units determines the 
production rate in the BOF, which in turn determines the hot metal rate for the BF and so 
forth. The different processes included and the main process flows in the model are shown in 
Figure 8. The standard way of operation for the steel plant can be changed by defining the 
interplay with the total system from the integration of new process equipment and materials 
or changes in the specific material use for the existing processes.

BF BOF CC

CHP plant

Coke HM LS Slab

Steel plant

Pellet plant Pellet

Steel plant & CHP plant

Coke oven

Process not included
Process included

BFG BOFGCOG

Figure 8. Schematic description of the PI model. 
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The total material and energy use for the system are based on the process requirements for 
each sub-process, which are determined from the individual process description relating the 
ingoing resources with the outgoing main product. The consumption and excess of by-
products are also determined from each sub-process model. The modelling is made in the 
MIND method, which is based on MILP. The optimisation problem is solved with the 
branch-and-bound technique used in the software CPLEX (2002). 

3.2.1 Modelling of the coke oven  
In the coke oven, coke is produced by dry-distillation of coal. In the coking process, coal is 
heated without access of air to approximately 1,050 ºC (dry-distillation). During this process, 
the volatile matter in the coal (i.e. H2, CH4 and higher hydrocarbons) is released as a raw gas. 
The raw gas is treated in the gas cleaning facility where tar, sulphur and benzene are 
recovered and sold externally. The cleaned gas (coke oven gas), which has a relatively high 
heating value due to the high hydrogen and methane contents, is used as fuel within the steel 
plant. Steam used in the gas cleaning and in other coke oven facilities is produced in a steam 
boiler, using coke oven gas as primary fuel. Typical operation data for the coke oven process 
are shown in Table 3. If the produced coke is insufficient, external coke is used.

Table 3. Average operational data for the coke oven (SSAB, 
2004b*) converted to 100% availability (8,760 operating 
hours p.a.) and main constraints used in model 

  Normal Constraints 
Coking coal kg/tcoke 1.403 
Volatile matter, VM (coal mix) wt% 24.8 22<VM<28
Ash (coal mix) wt% 8.7 
Coke (ramp coke) t/h 71 <80
Size distribution >10 mm % 96.5 96.5
 <10 mm % 3.5 3.5
Gas generation knm3/tcoke 0.472 
Heat value MJ/nm3 17.4 
Used for underfiring nm3/tcoke 225 
Tar kg/tcoke 40.3 
Benzene kg/tcoke 11.8 
Sulphur kg/tcoke 2.8 

Reactions included in the model are the conversion of coal to coke, the production of coke 
oven gas and the energy balance for the coking process. The model is based on a mass and 
energy balance for the coke oven battery and empirically derived process relations based on 
engineering practice for the coke conversion and the production of the coke oven gas.  

3.2.2 Modelling of the blast furnace 
In the BF, hot metal is produced by reduction and melting of the iron ore (Fe2O3, Fe3O4) to 
liquid iron. The raw materials for the BF are normally top-charged, except for pulverised 
coal (PC), which is injected through the tuyeres together with preheated combustion air (hot 
blast). The coke and coal that are used as main reductants (oil or natural gas are other 

                                        
* Information from SSAB, 2004 (Contact person Kjell Andersson) 
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supplementary reductants that can be used) are combusted when the oxygen-enriched hot 
blast is blown into the BF. The combustion products form a hot reducing gas, which passes 
up through the BF, while the burden materials are reduced and melted in their passage down 
the furnace. The hot blast is produced in the hot stoves by firing a mixture of coke oven gas 
and BF gas. Typical operation data for the SSAB BF no.3 are shown in Table 4.   

Table 4. Average operational data for BF during 2003 
(SSAB, 2004b) converted to 100% availability (8,760 
operating hours p.a.) and main constraints 

 Normal Constraints 
Production practice  Ref. Free. 
Pellet ratio wt% 100  
Pellet kg/tHM 1362  
Limestone kg/ tHM 43  
BOF slag kg/ tHM 42  
Manganese slag kg/ tHM 4  
Dust briquettes kg/ tHM 50  
Reducing agents kg/ tHM 468  
 Coke kg/ tHM 339  
 PCI kg/ tHM 134  
Specific blast volume m3/tHM 981  
Blast temp. °C 1099  
O2 enrichment % of blast 4  
Top gas nm3/ tHM 1487  
Heat Value MJ/nm3 2.99  
HM prod.   tonnes/h 255 <265 
Slag kg/ tHM 166  

There are many chemical reactions that take place in the BF, which are needed in order to 
successfully depict the behaviour of the furnace, and which are complex to describe 
mathematically. Instead of modelling all the important reactions, the BF is modelled as a 
black box, taking into account the different mass and heat balances. Real BF operation data 
or simulated operation data can be used as input for the model. Two different alternative BF 
models have been evaluated; firstly, a model based on linear regression of important relations 
of ingoing raw materials and outgoing products (further described in paper I); and secondly, 
cases based on the different BF operations (further described in paper II). For simulation of 
BF operations, an off-line simulation model in which the chemical and thermal reactions in 
the furnace are taken into account has been used (Grip et al., 2000). The model has been 
further developed into a more general web based BF simulation tool, which instead can be 
(and has been) used to generate BF cases that describe possible operation practices (paper II). 
By choosing the cases wisely, it is possible to determine a region (map) of possible operation 
practices that cover the need for the present investigation. The feasible region in which the 
BF can be operated is limited within these cases.

Figure 9 illustrates the map of feasible operations for the two BF descriptions. In the example 
eight operating parameters are included where each octagon (totally 6) represents one BF 
operation. For the linear regression model, the relations between ingoing and outgoing 
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variables (e.g. reduction rate, top gas volume and energy, hot blast) are created based on a 
series of pre-calculated cases, where different operating parameters are changed one at a time. 
In the optimisation the optimal BF operation is determined based on these regression 
relations which make it possible to find an optimal operation. The developed model is valid 
for a predetermined hot metal composition (Fe 94.4%, C 4.7%, Si 0.4%), slag basicity 
(defined as the ratio CaO/SiO2 = 0.98) and raceway flame temperature. In the fixed BF case 
model, a total of 10 different operation practices have been included in the model, which 
describes the interaction of the BF in the overall mass and energy balance for the total 
system. The optimal operation found in the optimisation is bounded between these cases 
either as one of the cases or as a combination of cases. Both models include a specific 
electricity demand for the BF and the surrounding equipment.  

Figure 9. Map of BF feasible operations. In this example each octagon represents one BF operation. In the 
regression based model, the map of feasible operations are limited based on the regression models for the 
different parameters. For the case based model, the map of feasible operations are limited based on outer 
and inner boundaries for each parameter. 

The hot stoves, used for production of the hot blast for the BF, are modelled on the basis of 
heat and mass balances. The primary fuels for the stoves are a mixture of BF gas and coke 
oven gas. The mixture’s heating value corresponds to a hot blast temperature. The electricity 
demand for the blower is also included in the model.

3.2.3 Modelling of the basic oxygen process and the continuous casting  
In the BOF process the HM, and to some extent scrap/iron ore, are processed into crude 
steel. During the refining of the HM, which is done with oxygen, process off-gases (BOF 
gas) are produced and recovered (mainly from the oxidised carbon). Other oxidised 
compounds e.g. silica, manganese and phosphorus, form a slag. During the refining process, 
iron ore (pellets), and other additives are added. The produced raw steel is further processed 
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in the ladle metallurgy (CAS-OB and RH-vacuum degassing unit) where the final alloying is 
achieved. The amount of the different compounds is determined based on the quality of the 
HM, the final steel quality, and the energy balance of the BOF. In the CC process the liquid 
steel is cast to steel slabs which are further processed in the rolling mill. Typical operation 
data for the BOF units and the CC are shown in Table 5. 

Table 5. Average operational data for the BOF and CC units 
(SSAB, 2004b) converted to 100% availability (8,760 
operating hours p.a.) 

 Normal Constraints 
HM kg/ tls 936  
HM yield - 0.958 0.958 
Cold HM kg/ tls 42 2-10%
Scrap kg/ tls 113 
Pellet kg/ tls 17 <2%
RS prod. tonnes/ h 250 <285
BOF gas knm3/ tls 0.103
Flared % of prod. 27 >10
LS yield - 0.979
CC tonnes/ h 244 Driving variable 

The modelling of the BOF converters is based on the total mass and energy balance and sub-
balances for each element (e.g. Fe, C, and Si). The different iron carriers, i.e. HM, scrap and 
pellets, are limited by the mass and heat balance and the contamination (tramp elements) in 
the scrap. A hot metal exchange between the hot metal from the BF and the hot metal 
entering the BOF is introduced. Hot metal cast on the ground, due to disturbances between 
the BF and BOF, is included as pig iron, e.g. scrap with a hot metal composition, corrected 
for additional impurities. The different flux additives, e.g. lime and dolomite, are calculated 
on the basis of the ratio CaO/SiO2 = 4 in the slag. This is the slag basicity practice used for 
the present mix of raw materials. The oxygen demand is calculated on the basis of the total 
carbon content oxidised and the metals oxidised in the slag. The infiltrate air is based on the 
post-combustion in the BOF hood. The post-combustion ratio, defined as the ratio between 
the CO2 and the sum of the CO2 and CO in the BOF gas, is set as a constant (not dependent 
on the type of steel). The temperatures in the heat balance are set in advance, on the basis of 
actual measurements at the steel plant. An energy loss term is introduced in the heat balance 
to simulate the steam recovery from the recovery boiler in the BOF hood. The model also 
includes a specific electricity demand from the BOF and the surrounding equipment.

Specific modelling of the ladle metallurgy is ignored as it has a low influence on the energy 
system. The interaction with the material system is included in the LS yield (between liquid 
steel from the BOF entering the CC). For the CC units, the model is based on a casting 
yield and a specific electricity demand. The casting yield is characterised according to the 
type of loss i.e. recovered (internal scrap) or non-recovered losses. 

3.2.4 Modelling of the surrounding system  
The steel plant interacts with its surroundings in several aspects. The surplus of the recovered 
energy rich gases is utilised in a combined heat and power plant (CHP). The thermal 
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capacity limit of the boiler is 320 MW fuel, while the maximum output from the generator 
is 97.1 MW electric power. Power production is either back pressure, condensing or a 
combination of these. In the back pressure operation mode, the district heating network is 
used as a heat sink. The thermal limit from the heat condenser is 180 MW*. If the heating 
value in the mixed gases from the steel mill (i.e. BF, BOF and coke oven gas) is too low (i.e. 
minimum 2.9 MJ/nm3) or if the energy content of the mixed gas is insufficient, oil is used as 
a supplementary fuel. Table 6 shows typical operational data for the CHP plant in 2003. 

Table 6. Typical operational data for the CHP plant 
(Lulekraft, 2003; SSAB, 2004b) converted to 100% 
availability (8,760 operating hours p.a.) and main constraints 
introduced

 Normal Constraint 
Fuel gas MW 235 <320 
 GWh 2059  
Heat value MJ/nm3 3.5 <2.9 
 Coke oven gas % 6 Free 
 BF gas % 78 Free 
 BOF gas % 16 Free 
Oil MW 11 Free 
Heat MW  82 <180 
Power MW 68 <97.1 

The model for the CHP plant includes an efficiency for the boiler and the two operational 
modes for the turbine (i.e. pure back-pressure mode and condense mode). In the 100% back-
pressure operation mode, the district heating demand of the city of Luleå is used as a heat 
sink. For this operational mode, the alpha ( ) value, defined as the ratio between the power 
and the heat generation, will be 0.44†. In the complete condensing operation mode, all the 
heat is cooled by an external cooling circuit. The steam is further expanded in the steam 
turbine leading to extra power generation. The energy efficiency for the electricity 
generation will then be 0.32†. The mixture of the incoming fuel gases and oil is limited by 
the heating value of the mixed gas.

The solid waste interaction with the surroundings is through the residue material handling. 
The residues produced from various processes are recovered (either as rest products or 
recycled into the process) or put to landfill. The traditional recycling of iron and steel making 
residues (dusts and sludges) is through the sintering plant to the BF. Since the steel plant is 
operated on 100% pellet, this traditional recycling alternative can not be used. Instead, 
recycling is achieved through a top-charged residual material briquette to the BF, produced 
in an externally operated briquetting plant (BDX). The metallic part of the BOF slag is 
recycled as a top-charged material to the BF. Some of the BF slag is sold and used as 
construction material. In paper V, the solid waste interaction with the surroundings is 
included through a residue material handling model. With regard to the waste handling 

                                        
* at full load back pressure operation. 
† Information from Lulekraft AB 
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system, the important recycling possibilities and rest products and the interaction with the 
steel making chain are also described.

3.3 System boundary and limitations 

The choice of system boundary and setting an appropriate system boundary are important. If 
the system boundary is chosen incorrectly, important effects may be overlooked and omitted. 
It is important that the system boundary is set appropriately to handle the aims of the study. 
According to the systems approach (Churchman, 1968), variables inside the system boundary 
are those that can be affected and those that might be affected by the system (e.g. material 
and energy variables). Outside the system boundary are those variables that affect the system 
but cannot be affected by the system (e.g. taxes and legislation). Two different system 
boundaries can be set for the system, one including only steelmaking parameters and 
processes and one including the interplay with the surroundings (CHP and/or residue 
material handling system). The different system boundaries used are illustrated in Figure 10.  
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Figure 10. Different system boundaries used.  

3.4 Objective function / objectives 

The model is based on mass and energy balance for the steel making system. All major 
materials used in the steel making (e.g. coal, pellet, scrap, additives) are included in the 
modelling. The same model developed for paper I was also used in for papers II – III and V – 
VI with minor modifications in order to fulfil the scope of the analysis.  

In paper I, the model was developed to analyse and minimise the total energy use for the 
system. The objective function for minimising the energy use therefore comprises the main 
energy carrying flows and energy use for raw material preparation. Energy in sold by-
products (including heat and power conversion in the CHP) are included as a credit entry in 
the objective function. The energy objective function, with its variables and corresponding 
energy coefficients, is shown in the first column of Table 7. 
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In paper III, an economic objective was applied in the analysis. The objective was to analyse 
the economic effect of the disturbances in the material and energy system that occur due to a 
major renovation of the coke oven battery. The cost objective function includes the cost of 
the bought materials and energy (e.g. pellets, scrap, coal, oil, and electricity) and income 
entries (credits) for residual materials and energies that are sold, i.e. coke breeze, tar, sulphur, 
benzene, district heat, and electricity. All fixed costs, labour costs and maintenance costs are 
ignored. The income from sold slabs is not included; the objective is therefore to minimise 
the variable production cost. The costs are based on actual material and energy costs at the 
steel plant and the CHP plant. The economic objective, with its variables and relative 
coefficients, are shown in the third column of Table 7. The table shows the relative cost 
coefficients due to financial restrictions imposed by SSAB. In the analysis, however, the 
objectives are based on real cost coefficients.  

In paper II, the objective was to analyse the effects of simulated BF operation in the context 
of total energy use and environmental effects (CO2 emissions). The CO2 emission objective 
function and calculation philosophy used were developed in paper IV and applied in the 
model. The CO2 emission objective includes direct CO2 emissions on site and indirect CO2

emissions from raw material handling and rest product use. The distinction between direct 
and indirect emissions is made to where the emissions are located. The direct emissions are 
due to actual emissions on site that originate from the use of carbon and other CO2 carrying 
material (e.g. limestone in the BF). Indirect emissions arise out of the actual production and 
the use of raw materials. For the indirect emissions (e.g. CO2 emissions from pellet 
production) a CO2 emission factor was calculated corresponding to the raw materials. Credit 
entries are included for the recovered by-products where the carbon content is in unoxidised 
form (i.e. other than CO2) and where their use results in a global decrease in CO2 emissions 
(i.e. produced power in the CHP). The CO2 emission objective and its variables and 
corresponding CO2 coefficients are shown in the fourth column of Table 7. 

In paper V, the objective was to minimise the amount of produced residues to landfill. The 
landfill objective includes the different materials treated to landfill. BF slag is not included as 
it has an external use. The landfill objective and its coefficients are shown in the fourth 
column of Table 7 

In paper VI, the aim was to analyse the material and energy system with a multi-objective 
approach with regard to economic, energy and environmental effects. A fifth objective was 
defined as minimisation of the sulphur emission. The amount of entering sulphur was 
assumed to correspond to the actual sulphur emission from the site. A decrease in the 
entering sulphur was assumed to result in a decrease in sulphur emissions from the site. This 
approach was chosen due to the problems in defining the diffuse emission sources that are 
present (e.g. dust, sludge, and slag). The objective was defined as minimisation of the 
entering sulphur in the raw material and energy with credits for the sulphur in the recovered 
by-products tar, sulphur and coke breeze. Sulphur in slag is not included. The sulphur 
emission objective and its variables and corresponding sulphur coefficients are shown in the 
fifth column of Table 7. 
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Table 7. Objectives used in the different papers. Coefficients in 
brackets correspond to discrete values due to different raw 
materials

Energyi

GJ/t
Cost

relative/t
CO2

tonne/t
Landfill
tonne/t

Sulphur
kg/t

Included debits      
Coking coal [t/h] [27.0 - 35.9] [1.1 - 1.3] [2.0 - 3.2] - [5.5 - 14.0]
External coke [t/h] 40.9 2.0 3.7 - 5.5 
PCI coal [t/h] 28.2 [0.8 - 0.9] 2.9 - [3.3 - 8.3]
Transport coal/coke [t/h] - - 0.051 - - 
Pellet [t/h] 0.3 0.6 0.1 - 0.5 
DRI/HBI 9.6 - - - - 
External scrap [t/h] - 2.1 0.019 - - 
Internal scrap [t/h] - 0.1 0.019 - - 
Pig iron [t/h] - 0.1 - - - 
Mn ore [t/h] - 0.7 - - - 
Limestone [t/h] - 0.2 0.4 - - 
Lime [t/h] - 0.9 0.4 - - 
Dolomite [t/h] - 1.8 0.4 - - 
Quartz [t/h] - 0.4 - - - 
Briquette [t/h] 3.9 0.7 0.4 - - 
Power [MW] 3.6 0.5 0.6 - - 
Oil [t/h] 46.2 [12.5 - 13.3] 3.1 - 3.0 
BF sludge [t/h] - - - 1.0 - 
BF flue dust [t/h] - - - 1.0 - 
BOF slag 0-4 [t/h] - - - 1.0 - 
BOF sludge fine [t/h] - - - 1.0 - 
CAS-OB flue dust [t/h] - - - 1.0 - 
Mill scale sludge [t/h] - - - 1.0 - 
Mill scale [t/h] - - - 1.0 - 
Desulph. slag  - - - 1.0 - 
Secondary flue dust [t/h] - - - 1.0 - 
Flue dust landfill [t/h] - - - 1.0 - 

Included credits      
Coke breeze [t/h] -40.9 -1.0 -3.6 - -Sii

By-product:  Tar [t/h] - -2.5 -3.3 - -6.0 
 Sulphur [t/h] - -0.1 - - -1000.0
 Benzene [t/h] - -3.1 -3.3 - - 
Power [MWh] -3.6 -0.5 -0.6 - - 
Heat [MWh th] - -0.3 - - - 
i For power, the energy factor is GJ/MWh 
ii S indicates that this relation varies with the sulphur content in the produced coke, which 
is determined by the coal mix. 

3.4.1 Multi-objective optimisation 
Most real industrial decisions involve several different decision criteria. Research and 
development are driven by the goal of improving productivity. This can be achieved in a 
number of ways, e.g. increasing yields and reducing resources used. The optimisation 
problem therefore often become of a multi-objective character. Worrell et al. (2003) 
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proposed that productivity benefits should be included in the economic assessment of 
potential for energy improvements. By doing so, they were able to show a potential for 
greater energy conservation. A study by Greening and Bernow (2004) contains a 
comprehensive review of multi decision-making methods. They conclude that the 
conventional analysis methods based on one criterion have limitations in analyses of more 
complex nature such as energy or environmental policies.

Many methods have been developed over the years in order to tackle these kinds of 
problems. Generally, a multi-objective optimisation problem can be approached in four 
different ways depending on when the decision-maker articulates his or her preferences 
regarding the different objectives: never, before, during or after the actual optimisation 
procedure (Andersson, 2000). There are several different optimisation methods under each 
preferred approach. Some examples of methods are weighted sum, -constraint, and goal 
programming. In the weighted sum method, the objectives have different weights depending 
on the chosen importance of each objective. Based on this, the total objective, including all 
weighted objectives, is optimised. For the -constraint method, only one objective is 
optimised, the other objectives being instead bounded through global constraints. Goal 
programming means that each objective is formulated as a certain goal that the decision-
maker wants to achieve. This goal might be that the objectives should be greater than or 
equal to, less than or equal to, equal to, or in the range of some chosen value. 

The multi-objective approach used in paper VI is one where the preferences from the 
decision makers are made after the optimisation. The method is based on the -constraint
method, where the results are presented by creating pareto optimal fronts. The possibility to 
apply a multi-objective approach and set global constraints was enabled by implementing (3):
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where xm,t is the flow m for the time step t. cm,t,n is the coefficient for flow m of objective type 
n in time step t. an is a coefficient making it possible to normalize each objective function n, 
while bn is a coefficient making it possible to weight the objectives. The constants also 
provide the possibility to exclude any objectives from the optimisation by setting them to 
zero. The -constraint method was enabled by (4): 
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where Cn is a constant that sets the constraint of each objective n for the whole of the 
analysed period. This global constraint function allows a constraint to be set for each 
objective, for example a maximum total cost or maximum total emission.  

The pareto optimal front is created by using Equal to in (4), and is the solution where no 
objective can be improved without another deteriorating. Figure 11 illustrates a minimising 
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problem where the pareto front is the solutions on the bold line, i.e. where a reduced value 
on objective 1 leads to an increased value of objective 2 and vice versa.  
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Figure 11. Example of a pareto front for a minimising problem. 

3.5 Validation

Validation is important in order to determine if the model description is sufficient to solve 
the problems formulated. Both the model and model results have been validated. In order to 
perform model validation, known cases have been modelled and used as basis for 
comparison, i.e. black-box and white-box validation (Robinson, 1999). In this it is possible 
to validate both model and model result, including the objective function. For the optimised 
results, where no real operation data exists, model results have been discussed with the 
industry. Validations have been performed for each study. More information can be found in 
the appended papers.  

In each paper one reference simulation has been performed, where the model has been 
delimited in production practice accordingly. The agreement between the model result and 
the reported data has been good. Smaller deviations have been seen regarding the recovered 
gases, mainly due to moister content in the gases. Figure 12 shows a simulation of the 2003 
years reference. The main bounds introduced are regarding the steel slab production out 
from the system, the production practice at the BF, the volatile matter in the cooking coal 
mix, power and heat production and drying gas delivered from the CHP and the total mixed 
gas amount to the CHP (compare Tables 2-6). There are some discrepancies between 
reported flared gases and estimated by the model. However, the agreement with the reported 
values is reasonable good.  
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Power
Oil 596 GWh

95 GWh

Process steam (SSAB)
Coal 99 t/h 868 kt/y 735 GWh 1) 29 GWh

VM 24.8%
Ash 8.7%

1411 GWh 676 GWh COG direct
Coke yield 5 0 GWh District heat

1.403 716 GWh

Ramp coke 71 t/h 619 kt/y 
External coke 18 t/h Coke to BF 68 t/h 342 GWh 2) COG 123 GWh

PCI 25 t/h Coke  total 86 t/h 756 kt/y 776 GWh 3) BFG 1600 GWh Drying gases
BOFG 336 GWh 100% 91 GWh

2753 GWh Cooling water
HM 255 t/h 2232 kt/y Mixed gas 570 GWh

HM Yield 91.68% Pig iron 4.1% 2059 GWh
Excl. pig iron 95.81% 173 GWh 4)

0% Prod Hotwater
0 GWh

463 GWh
Other 0 GWh

LS 250 t/h 2186 kt/y Flared
Of gases produced COG (coke oven gas) 17.39 MJ/nm3

LS yield 97.9% Slab 244 t/h 2140 kt/y COG 3% 38 GWh
BFG 14% 377 GWh BFG (BF gas) 2.99 MJ/nm3

BOFG 27% 127 GWh
Fotnotes totalt 542 GWh BOFG (BOF gas) 7.40 MJ/nm3

1) Under firing of coke oven battery, Steam boiler
2) Hot stoves and coal injection 
3) Hot stoves
4) BOF plant including torpedo cart burners, ladle burners and lime furnace 
5)  Coke yield (moist), conversion of coal to coke

Coke oven

BF

BOF (incl. sec. Met. & CC)

Gas holder 
(mixed gas)

CHP

Heat plant

Figure 12. Simulated process operation according to 2003 years practice (SSAB, 2003a; SSAB 2003b). 
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4 SUMMARY OF THE APPENDED PAPERS – CASE STUDIES

In this section, the contents of the appended papers and the most important results are 
presented. Two of the appended papers have been published and one is submitted to 
international journals, while three of the papers have been published in international 
conference proceedings. Two of the conference papers have been recommended for 
publication in a special edition of the International Journal of Green Energy.  

4.1 Paper I 

Reduction of the specific energy use in an integrated steel plant - The effect of an optimisation model 

In this paper the optimising model for the steel plant was developed. The analysis was 
focused on the specific energy use for the system with regard to the material and energy 
system. The possibility to decrease the specific energy use was analysed using two different 
types of measures; changes in operation practice for the different processes and integration of 
new process equipment. Daily improvements, such as yield improvements and decreased 
disturbances, were analysed as general (unspecified) changes. The different process variations 
and equipment changes analysed are briefly described in Table 8.  

Table 8. Different energy efficient options analysed 

Coke Plant Blast furnace BOF 

Practice change 
Variable coal blend 

Production rate 

All coke practice 

Pulverized coal  
injection (PCI)

Variable Fe burden: 
Pellets – DRI/HBI 

BOF slag & dust recovery 

Production rate 

Variable metallic charge 

Decreased pellet cooling 

Production rate 

New process equipment 
 Hot stove exhaust gas recovery Increased scrap rate through:

- scrap preheating 
General

Decreased energy demand for 
under-firing

Decreased disturbances BF/BOF route 

Increased HM efficiency 

Increased LS efficiency 

The different energy efficient options were analysed in ten different cases. As the basis for 
comparison, a reference case simulating the production and energy system for 2001 has been 
included. In the first seven cases the possible changes in the coke oven, BF and BOF were 
analysed one at a time. For case 1, the effect of changes in the coal mix for coke production 
was analysed. For case 2, the effects of changes in the current burden materials for the BF and 
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in case 3, the metallic charge in the BOF (the HM/scrap ratio) were analysed. For cases 4-5, 
installation of new process equipment was included in the analysis; firstly, heat recovery from 
the hot stove exhaust gas and secondly, increased scrap rate in the BOF through scrap pre-
heating. For cases 6-7, a new iron source (direct reduced iron, DRI/HBI) used together 
with pellets in the burden material for the BF was analysed. For case 6, the coke-to-PCI ratio 
was fixed, and in case 7 the burden material was free. Three optimised cases for the energy 
use were analysed. In case 8, the current system was optimised on the basis of the present 
technologies and raw materials. In case 9, new process alternatives and raw material 
(DRI/HBI, heat recovery, and scrap pre-heating) were included in the optimisation. In case 
10, the effect of efficiency improvements was analysed (otherwise as case 9), which included 
yield improvements for hot metal and liquid steel by 1% each, decreased flaring (50% of the 
normal operation) and a 5% decreased heat loss from the coke oven battery. 

Quantified results from the energy calculations for the effects of the different measures are 
summarised in Figure 13. By using the optimising feature (cases 8-10) a great potential for a 
reduction in energy use is evident.  
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Figure 13. Specific energy use. 

The analysis showed that the specific energy use could be significantly improved by changes 
in operation within the current production system. The number of users in the gas network 
and their need for gas has decreased in recent years. This has resulted in an excess of coke 
oven gas. From the optimised results for the coke oven system (case 1 and cases 8-10), the 
VM in the coking coal blend was decreased, which results in less gas production and slightly 
increased coking capacity. The specific coking coal demand decreased from 1,288 to 1,244 
kg /t of coke and the volatile matter from 25.7 to 22% (the lower limit). The effect of this 
on the specific energy use was a decrease by 0.25 GJ/t slab (1.3%).  

For the BF system, several options were identified for reducing energy use. As far as possible 
the coke use was balanced against the internal coke production capacity. When the existing 
BF burden was analysed (case 2), the coke to PCI ratio was decreased, corresponding to a 
shift from external coke–to-PCI. A change to DRI in the metallic charge (cases 6 and 7) 
decreases the total system energy use. Integrating physical heat recovery from the hot stove 
exhaust gas, the source of energy for firing is shifted to more BF gas resulting in a decreased 
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demand for coke oven gas. However, since there is an excess of coke oven gas in the system, 
the only effect of this will be increased power production in the CHP.  

The single most effective way of decreasing the energy use is by increasing the amount of 
external scrap (assuming that all internal scrap generated is used in steel production). This is 
of course due to the fact that scrap has a much lower energy evolution than other iron 
carriers. An increased scrap rate into the BOF can be achieved by decreasing the pellet 
cooling (case 3), which results in an energy reduction of 2.9GJ/t of slab (15.5%). The scrap 
rate can be even further increased by integrating scrap preheating, case 5, resulting in an 
additional decrease of 0.9GJ (from case 3) 

Optimisation of the total system (case 8), including only existing raw materials (what can be 
achieved in the short term), resulted in a decrease in specific energy use of ~17%. This could 
be achieved by decreasing the VM in the coal blend, increasing the PCI rate to substitute the 
external coke, increasing the scrap rate in the metallic charge in the BOF by decreasing the 
pellet cooling and balancing the hot metal production to the demand from the BOF 
(decreasing the production of pig iron). Introducing DRI and scrap preheating and sensitive 
heat recovery results in an even greater decrease in specific energy use (from 15.4 to 14.5 
GJ/t of slab).

All coal entering the system will end up either in the final product (steel slab) or in the by-
products (mainly tar, benzene and process gases). Since the amount of carbon dissolved in the 
main product is fairly small in comparison to the amount entering the system, it can be 
assumed that all carbon entering the system will be oxidised to CO2. A theoretical CO2

emission calculation based on the carbon content in the different coal sources (coal 82.2%, 
coke 89.7% and PCI 82.0%) from the optimised energy results, is shown in Figure 14.  
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Figure 14. Energy use versus CO2 emissions. 

Cases 6 and 7, that utilise DRI in the metallic charge for the BF, deviate from the illustrated 
linear relation between energy use and CO2 emission. This is partly due to the fact that some 
of the emissions in the preparation of the DRI are released in another system.
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4.2 Paper II 

Modelling of the blast furnace process with a view to optimise the steel plant energy system 

This paper deals with the modelling of the BF, and the way of integrating the BF into the 
total optimisation model. A one-dimensional BF simulation model, used to calculate BF 
operation practises was developed and has been used to simulate different extraordinary 
operation practices. The model was tested and validated against real BF operations data, and 
was analysed with respect to energy use and CO2 emissions. 

The integration of the simulated BF operation into the total optimisation model was done 
through ten different cases (four were used in the analysis). The BF operation practice chosen 
from the optimisation is either as one case or a mix of cases. This implies that the region 
between the different operations practises is analysed as well. The model linearises between 
the different BF operations, simplifying the modelling.

In the paper the BF model is validated against four different operations tested at SSAB (i.e. 
Case Ref. - reference operation with PCI, Case 1 - All coke operation, Case 2 - BF flue dust 
injection together with PCI, Case 3 - Low volatile PCI) with good agreement. The 
conclusion was that it can be used to calculate different operation practices, which is useful 
for process optimisation and in forecasting experimental work such as BF trial planning.  

The different BF operations were analysed one at a time in four cases and four optimised 
cases where the energy input and CO2 emissions were analysed. In case a), the different BF 
cases are optimised based on the CO2 emission objective function. Only changes in the BF 
operation were allowed. All other parameters were set as reference. In case b), the total 
system including the other processes in the system is optimised based on the CO2 emission 
objective. Cases c) and d) are identical to cases a) and b) respectively except that the 
optimisation is made in respect to energy use. From the results, Figure 15, it is seen that the 
integration of BF flue dust alternative is the only BF alternative that decreases the energy use 
and CO2 emission for the system. The lowest energy use and emission are found for cases b) 
and d). For these cases, the total system is optimised, the coke oven is operated with a lower 
VM, the BF is operated with the BF flue dust injection, and the HM/scrap ratio in the BOF 
converter is decreased.
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Figure 15. Analysis of integration of new BF operation practices.

It was found that modelling of the BF in a separate tool, such as the developed BF simulation 
tool presented in the paper or based on actual process data from the BF, can be used in the 
optimisation model. The work load and cost of performing the analysis presented are 
considered to be less than the cost and risk of alternative work on experiments and tests. It 
must therefore be regarded as an important tool in the continued work to develop new, 
more environment- friendly operations.

4.3  Paper III 

System gains from widening the system boundaries: analysis of the material and energy balance during 
renovation of a coke oven battery 

Over 2002 and 2003, the coke oven battery in the coke oven plant was to be repaired with 
significant disruption of both the material and energy system. In this paper, the renovation of 
the coke oven battery was analysed in order to recommend an operation practice for the steel 
plant system that would minimise the economic effects of the renovation. Initial 
investigations made at the steel plant showed that there would probably be a lack of both 
coke and coke oven gas for the various users in the system, see Figure 16. 

The analysis was made with respect to the system cost for the two different renovation 
scenarios proposed. The two scenarios differed in practice and duration: (Scenario 1 – 10 
(54) ovens under renovation with a 20h coking cycle*; Scenario 2 – 16 (54) ovens under 
renovation but with a 16-hour coking cycle). The main differences between the alternatives 
are in coke and gas production as well as the duration of the total renovation. The total 
analysis period was two years (2002 and 2003) divided into 11 and 9 time steps respectively 
of different length with regard to the renovation activities for scenarios 1 and 2 respectively.  

                                        
* The time between each oven being emptied. The battery consists of 54 ovens which are 
emptied in four series of 11 and one series of 10 ovens. The normal coking time is 18 hours, 
which means that the oven is emptied once every 18th hour which corresponds to an 
production rate of approximately 80 t/h. 
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The optimisation model was extended to include specific parameters regarding the 
renovation (i.e. additional coke oven demand due to heating of the empty ovens). The BF 
model was based on the case specific description described in paper II, and was based on 
seven simulated operation practices, one normal reference and one renovation case. The 
simulated operation practices were chosen to improve the coke and coke oven gas deficit 
situation within the steel plant.  

The different scenarios were analysed in three different cases with different system 
boundaries, and one reference case according to the operation in 2002 and expected 
operation during 2003 according to 2002 praxis. In case 1, only coke oven parameters were 
optimised. The rest of the steel plant and the CHP were operated as a reference case. In case 
2, the total steel plant system was optimised to compensate for the disturbance caused by the 
renovation, the CHP still being operated as the reference system. In the last case, case 3, the 
total system was optimised. The three different cases represent different aggregation levels. 
The smallest system boundary is for case 1, and the widest system boundary is for case 3. The 
results of the different renovation alternatives, Table 9, show that the greatest potential for 
reducing costs was found for the widest system boundary. In the table, the different costs are 
shown by origin. By widening the system boundary, more alternatives are found to lessen the 
effect of the renovation. For all alternatives, the main gain was achieved in the coke oven 
system, while even some processes were operated in a more expensive mode.
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Table 9. System cost reduced from optimisation compared to 
the reference case (10 ovens and 20h coking cycle) 

  Coke oven  BF BOF CHP Total 
  % % % % % 

 Share of costs reference case 34.2 62.6 15.5 -12.3 100.0 
Case 1 3.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.1 
Case 2 12.0 -1.0 3.0 0.0 3.9 Scenario 1 

20 h with 10 ovens Case 3 13.2 -0.7 3.0 (-)6.9 5.3 
Case 1 4.4 0.1 -0.9 0.0 1.5 
Case 2 12.4 -0.7 3.0 0.0 4.2 Scenario 2 

18 h with 16 ovens Case 3 13.6 -0.4 3.0 (-)7.2 5.7 

The second renovation scenario, although the decrease in coke and gas production are higher 
than for scenario 1, shows less negative impact compared to the reference calculations. For 
the widest system boundary, the lowest system cost (production cost) could be found. From 
the analysis several changes within the system were identified. Generally, the coke demand 
from the BF, for both renovation and normal operation, was minimised through different 
measures. This is in accordance with the fact that there is a coke deficit in the system. The 
amount of coke oven gas used externally shifts to more being used internally. In the analysis, 
this was done by using more in the BF system (the higher blast temperature requires more 
coke oven gas). The coke ovens were operated with less VM in the coal mix. For the BOF 
melt shop, the hot metal share was increased. This has several explanations, foremost being 
the fact that the cost for internal hot metal is less than external scrap of high quality (low 
degree of impurities).

For a normal mode of operation, the following is proposed: 
The coke oven should be operated with a low volatile mix (decreased to the lowest 
limit allowed) 
The BF should be operated with a higher blast temperature, resulting in a lower coke 
demand and thereby decreasing the coke deficit*.
For the CHP, more BF and BOF gas are used as primary fuel and more coke oven gas 
is primarily used internally in the steel plant. 

During the renovation, a reduction in both coke and coke oven gas occurs. By changes, in 
addition to those made in the coke oven system this deficit can be reduced. In order to 
manage the material and energy balance for the system, the following changes are proposed 
for the system: 

For the coke oven system, the volatile matter is slightly decreased compared to normal 
operation, but significantly decreased compared to the reference system. 
The BF is operated with a higher blast temperature and PCI ratio, decreasing the coke 
demand. The blast temperature is lower than for normal operation. 
The CHP is operated using more BF and BOF gas.   

                                        
* An increase in blast temperature of 100ºC corresponds to a decrease in coke demand of 
15.5 kg (Chatterjee, 1995)  
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The optimised results suggest a change in production rates for normal operation and 
renovation, with a higher production rate in the normal mode.  

4.4 Paper IV 

Comprehensive study regarding greenhouse gas emissions from iron ore based production at the integrated 
steel plant SSAB Tunnplåt AB 

This paper is focused on the emissions of greenhouse gases from steel production in the 
existing BF/BOF route. An analysis was made and a calculation principle developed to 
evaluate the production of steel from the local system. The derived calculation principle 
constitutes the basis for the CO2 emission objective.

Analysis of improvements in the existing system or integration of new processes (integration 
or replacement of the BF with COREX, DR plant, smelting reduction and EAF) were 
conducted in an existing simulation tool for the steel production system at SSAB (Grip et al.
2000). Further development of the model to include the CO2 calculation and new process 
route selection was made. The cases analysed are further described in the paper. Figure 17 
shows the suggested process routes for the different cases. Shadowed process alternatives 
indicate new processes to be integrated in the system.
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Figure 17. Schematic description of the analysed system.  

In the analysis conducted, an effect-oriented calculation principle was adopted. Besides the 
direct emissions within the system, the indirect emissions from preparation of raw materials 
and the use of process gases in the combined heat and power plant were included. A specific 
CO2 emission* was calculated stepwise on the basis of calculated or measured process 
variables. The CO2 emission was calculated as the carbon entering the system (as CO2)

                                        
* The specific CO2 emission was defined as the total emission from the process step divided 
by the production volume of the primary product from each primary process product, i.e. 
coke, hot metal, liquid steel and steel slab. 
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subtracted from the carbon leaving the system in products and compounds other than the 
primary as and CO2 in process gases. The indirect emissions were added by multiplying the 
actual material use by its specific emission. The calculation was made for the total 
steelmaking system, with the first process in the production chain (i.e. the coke oven) 
calculated first, after which the other processes were calculated on the basis of the earlier 
calculated emissions. For carbon, leaving the system in other forms than CO2, a credit is 
introduced in the analysis. The carbon is therefore only debited the process where it is used 
and emitted. For re-circulated materials, credits are given if they replace materials with a 
related CO2 emission. The electricity produced in the CHP is credited the system steel 
plant/CHP. The stepwise calculation gives the total accumulated emission for all processes in 
the Luleå system, per tonne of slab. 

Calculations of the CO2 emission from the existing system and the new system are shown in 
Figure 18. The specific CO2 emission from the Luleå system was calculated to 1690 – 3510 
kg CO2/ts (tonne cast steel slab). A large variation was identified between the different 
process routes, due to the choice of process technology and operation practice. As the results 
show, the lowest emission for iron ore based production was found within the existing 
BF/BOF based system (1,700 – 2,020 kg CO2/ts). The largest scattering was found for the 
integration alternative with COREX (1,870 – 3,510 kg CO2/ts). The main reason for this is 
due to the use and recovery possibilities of the COREX off-gas.  

The lowest emission was found for integration of EAF into the system. This is scrap based 
production and should not be compared to the ore based production. The higher value for 
the EAF corresponds to an alternative partly operated on DRI (Direct reduced iron, an iron 
ore based raw material).  

It was found that the use of the by-products and the distribution of the ferrous burden and 
reductants were important factors affecting the emission. The use of off-gases is very 
important for the cases where large amounts are generated.
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A sensitivity analysis showed that the choice of calculation philosophy has little effect on the 
outcome of the analysis. An analysis based on an inventory analysis results in slightly higher 
emission values, Figure 19. However, in order to evaluate the effect on steel production in 
the existing steel making system, it is important to take into account how the system also 
affects the surroundings through the use of raw materials and how the rest products are used.  
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Figure 19. Comparison of different calculation philosophies.  

4.5 Paper V 

Improved energy and material efficiency using new tools for global optimisation of residue material flows 

As the title indicates, this paper deals with the recycling and generation of residue materials at 
the steel plant. The handling of residue material has become increasingly important from the 
point of view of energy, environment and economy. The optimising model was widened to 
include the generation and recycling possibilities of the different residue materials. The 
current recycling alternatives (i.e. rest material briquette and BOF slag top charged to the 
BF) and new possibilities (i.e. new briquette for the BF, injection of BF flue dust into the BF 
and cold bonded (CB) pellets to the BOF) were evaluated in eight cases and one reference 
case. The reference case, case 1, was set to simulate the current situation according to 
production in 2002, and was used as the basis for comparing the different alternatives. The 
different alternatives were analysed one at a time,  

In case 2, the mill scale briquette was analysed.
In cases 3-5, different amounts of flue dust injection to the BF were analysed (i.e. 5.0 
kg/thm, 1.0 kg/thm, and 2.2 kg/thm).
In cases 6-7, the cold bonded pellet to be used in the BOF was analysed.

The different recycling alternatives analysed are shown in Table 10.  
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Table 10. Existing and new recycling possibilities analysed [%] 

Process
unit

BOF
sludge

fine

BOF
sludge
coarse

BOF
slag

BF
dust

Mill
scales

Steel
scrap

Desulph.
 scrap 

Briq.
fines

Filter
dust

Cement

Existing            
Briquette1, normal BF - 14.8 - 26.0 - 23.2 8.8 8.7 8.0 10.5 

Top charged BF - - 100 - - - - - - - 
New possibilities            
Briquette2, mill scale BF - 14.8 - - 26.0 23.2 8.8 8.7 8.0 10.5 

Injection BF - - - 100 - - - - - - 
CB pellet1 BOF 40 20 - 20 10 - - - - 10 
CB pellet2 BOF 51 26 - - 13 - - - - 10 

The objective function was based on the different residue materials treated through landfill. 
In the optimisation, both measures to increase the amount of residues recycled and the 
source of residue production were taken into account. In the optimised cases 8 and 9, 
possibilities to reduce the amount of residues put to landfill were analysed.  

The different analysed recycling alternatives, cases 2-7, result in different amounts of 
produced and recycled residues, see Figure 20. For the different alternatives, the total amount 
of residues to landfill is 122 – 160 kt/y (14.0 – 18.3 t/h). In the reference case, the 
corresponding figure was 144 kt/y (16.4t/h). The lowest simulated value of residues to 
landfill was found to be 122 kt/y for case 5, flue dust injection. In the optimised cases, cases 
8 and 9, the total amount of residues to landfill was further decreased by implementing a mix 
of the different recycling alternatives, Table 11. In the optimised cases, the existing recycling 
through BOF slag and briquettes to the BF was increased. New recycling alternatives with 
flue dust injection and a new type of briquette for the BF and cold bonded pellet to the BOF 
were enabled.  

Table 11. Specific changes proposed from the optimisation 
(units:  BF, kg/thm; BOF, kg/tls) 

 BF BOF 
 1 8 9 1 8 9 
Pellets 1380.8 1371.8 1369.4 Hot metal 921.5 844.1 844.1 
Coke 336.1 335.9 339.1  Scrap 92.5 137.6 137.6 
PCI 129.9 134.1 134.6  Pellets 18.9 0 0 
Flue dust 0 2.5 2.8  CB pellets1 0 0 0 
Lime 59.0 46.5 46.4  CB pellets2 0 1.9 1.9 
Briquette1 40.3 42.3 40.0      
Briquette2 0 5.4 7.7      
BOF-slag 36.6 39.6 40.0      
Slag 170.3 162.8 164.3      

The increased recycling of BOF slag and briquettes to the BF has a direct effect on the use of 
the raw materials pellet and lime, which were decreased.
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Figure 20. Analysis of the amount of landfill for the different cases. 

The different sources of residues are shown in the figure. For the optimised cases, most of the 
residues to landfill originate from the BOF, where the desulphurisation slag and the fine sized 
gas cleaning sludge accounts for nearly 41.5% and 39.9% respectively. For the BF, the main 
source of residues was sludge (all BF flue dust is recycled). In all recycling alternatives except 
the BOF slag and BF flue dust injection, BOF coarse sludge was used. The analysis showed 
that this residue material is presently limiting the recycling. Hence, a new recycling 
alternative should consider the other residue materials instead of the coarse BOF sludge (e.g. 
fine sized BOF sludge, desulphurisation slag). 

From the analysed cases, the corresponding energy use and CO2 emissions are calculated 
(based on the previously described energy use and CO2 emission objectives). The relative 
changes, compared to the reference case (case 1) are shown in Figure 21. For the optimised 
cases, the landfill objective is decreased by approximately 22%. As a consequence of this, the 
energy and CO2 emissions are decreased by ~2%. The minimisation of residue material put 
to landfill is connected to the increased internal recycling. Increased internal recycling might 
lead to decreased energy and CO2 emission from the system because the recycled residues are 
introduced into the production chain closer to the final product. As a consequence, less 
primary raw material might be needed which is accompanied with a decreased energy use 
and CO2 emission.
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Figure 21. Comparison of relative change in energy use and CO2 emission for the different cases based on 
minimisation of residue to landfill.  

4.6 Paper VI 

Analysing the costs, energy use and environmental impact at an integrated steel plant through applying a 
multi-objective approach 

The steel production system is subject to several different criteria regarding energy and 
environmental effects, making the decision-making more complex. By including the 
different objectives directly in the objective function, new analysing possibilities arise. In this 
paper, a multi-objective approach including economic, energy and environmental 
performance for the objective function, based on the -constraint method is described. The 
relationship between the four objectives analysed, i.e. economic (production cost), energy 
use, CO2 emission and sulphur emission, is presented through pareto fronts. The different 
objectives were found from discussion with steel plant personnel.

From optimisation of the different objectives alone, using the cost optimisation as basis for 
comparison, the possible improvements of the different objectives were determined to be 
7.9% for the CO2 emission objective, 21.4% for sulphur and 9.5% for energy use. Compared 
to the reference system, the potential cost reduction was 6.5%. For the energy and CO2

emission objective, the objectives were correlated against each other with a low degree of 
conflict and the pareto front between were small. Hence, a decreased energy use results in a 
decreased CO2 emission. From the analysis the different changes suggested match each other, 
and the energy objective was therefore excluded from further analysis.   

The relation between sulphur, CO2 emission and cost, presented through pareto fronts for 
different cost levels, is shown in Figure 22. There is a larger degree of conflict between the 
different objectives, and the pareto front is quite large. The different changes in operation 
practice to achieve optimality for the single objectives differ significantly. The pareto front 
widens as the cost level is increased, meaning that the differences in operation practice are 
increasing.     
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Figure 22. Pareto front between sulphur, CO2 emission and cost objective at fixed cost level. 

From comparison between the different single optimised objectives, different key parameters 
could be determined. For the cost optimisation compared to the reference operation these 
were; a decreased VM in the coking coal mix, an increased hot blast temperature in the BF, 
and an increased HM/scrap share in the BOF 

For the energy and CO2 emission objective, the important parameters were: less VM in the 
coking coal mix, a higher hot blast temperature in the BF, and a lower total coke demand 
mainly due to changed HM/scrap ration in the BOF. 

For the sulphur objective, the main source of sulphur is the coking coal. The important 
affecting parameters were: a lower sulphur content in the coal mix which resulted in more 
VM and a smaller HM/scrap share in the BOF 

The pareto fronts (e.g. between sulphur, CO2 and costs as illustrated here), can be used to 
evaluate the outcome of certain changes in operation practise. The trade-offs between the 
different objectives are easier to foresee. In the analysis, it is indicated that different amounts 
of reduction could be achieved at a relatively low cost for other objectives, while other 
reduction levels are made at a higher cost. Hence, the choice of pareto optimal solution will 
vary depending on the decision-maker’s preference. But the advantage of using such an 
approach, however, is that it provides the decision-maker with a good, comprehensive view 
of the system characteristics and of the trade-offs between different objectives. 
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5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The work carried out has resulted in a number of methods and model propositions for the 
steel industry to enable system analyses regarding energy, economy and environmental 
impacts. A number of applied studies for the SSAB steel mill have been carried out from 
which quantitative conclusions can be drawn in respect of the existing steelmaking system.  

5.1 General aspects of the model/modelling  

The model was developed in close cooperation with the steel industry. This approach has 
several advantages: 

The model and model results are easier to validate by communication with the steel 
industry people (and experts) who know the processes, have experience of what is 
reasonable, and possess process data to base the validation on. 
Close cooperation with the end user of the developed models/methods is important 
in order to create a model that will be accepted and used. 
Not least, the distribution of knowledge of the method and model is important if the 
results from the research are to be used in practice.  

One consequence of a general modelling approach (i.e. based on mass and energy balances) is 
that the model can be used to analyse other objectives, such as economic effects, energy 
conservation, or environmental impacts (climate change and landfill), simply by re-defining 
the objective function. The scope of the analysis can be widened still further to evaluate the 
correlation and trade-offs between different objectives, preferably through a multi-objective 
approach.

The BF proved to have a significant influence on the outcome of the modelling. Special 
attention needs to be paid to designing a reliable model for the BF. The development and 
use of a simulation model that can be used to evaluate the BF is important in order to 
correctly assess the effect of these types of changes. Analysis of the calculated cases, or 
measured operations, is preferably done according to a case-specific BF model description as 
described and used in papers II – III, V – VI. The workload for creating the regression based 
compared to the case specific BF model is much higher and more complex. The gain in 
model flexibility was insignificant. The choice of the BF operations to draw the “map” of 
feasible operations, however, is important for the outcome of the analysis. The choice of 
system boundary is also important for the outcome of the analysis, see paper IV. The system 
boundary should be set to include both primary and secondary process variables in order not 
to overlook important interactions. Primary variables are those directly affected by the 
proposed changes (e.g. the coke oven variables as in Paper III). Secondary variables are those 
affected by the change indirectly (e.g. BF, BOF and CHP variables). Hence, interactions 
between the different processes should be included in the analysis, which results in all 
processes acting together to minimise the goal.

The model always analyses the “best” situation of process behaviour, i.e. process disturbances 
that might occur during operation are not included. The validation of the models and the 
input data for the models are based on averages of real process data or simulated process 
behaviour of more “exotic” operations. Extremes that might occur are not taken into 
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consideration. This kind of behaviour can and should be analysed. Larsson et al. (2004) 
suggested a statistical method in order to determine the effects of variations in the gas 
network. The technique can be used to analyse the other effects of instable process operation.

The calculation method is expected to give the steel industry advantages in the continuing 
work to find operations that improve profitability and decrease energy use and 
environmental impact. The use of an optimising routine is a strong feature which has been 
illustrated in the results. Comparison between simulated and optimised process configurations 
shows that the collective experience of a group of experts can be further improved, allowing 
the model to optimise between the suggested cases. The result of any analysis, however, is 
always dependent on the quality of the input data. The accuracy of the objective function 
coefficients is of great importance for the outcome of the analysis. It is therefore always 
important to validate the model against a known reference case. The model and the objective 
function were validated with good agreement in the different studies made. 

5.2 The road from sophisticated theory to practical application 

In this research, methods and models for energy and environmental analysis for the SSAB 
steel plant system have been developed. In order for the developed method to be used in 
industrial applications, there are several barriers that need to be addressed. 

Research and development with a sharp ear:
It is important that the actual development is done in close cooperation with the 
industry in order to get a final product that is desired and demanded. The work 
presented here was done in close cooperation with the industry as well as other 
research organisations. As a direct result of this, the developed knowledge regarding 
energy and environmental issues has been used in real applications, e.g. as described in 
paper III, where the study was requested by the industry.  
Through actual application, showing the potential of the proposed methods:
Several applied studies on different aspects of the steel making system have been 
presented based on this work. The focus has always been on the application of the 
research in the industry.
Using already existing tools:
The close cooperation with the industry resulted in several consultant based studies, 
such as in paper IV, where the CO2 emission from the system was analysed. This was 
done using the knowledge gained in the research (e.g. from system analysis) on 
existing analysis tools at the industry. Using already existing tools leads to easier 
acceptance of the proposed methods, which is important if the research is going to be 
accepted by the industry. 
User friendliness and user psychology:
In this work, a modelling tool has been used and partly developed in which the 
optimising model for the steel making system has been created. The tool is intended 
to be used by the industry; user friendliness and user psychology are therefore 
important factors that should not be neglected. It is important that the developed tool 
is attractive to the end user as well as logical in its handling if the research is to be 
transferred to other users when the research project ends. This is an area where further 
improvement is always possible and necessary.  
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5.3 Quantitative findings from modelling results 

Several quantitative conclusions can be drawn from the different papers which can be used to 
indicate the direction development and changes in operation practice should take. Some of 
the key parameters indicated by the different analysis are further discussed below.  

The volatile matter (VM) in the coking coal mix has a significant effect on energy use, 
production cost and environmental parameters such as CO2 emission and sulphur emission. 
The proposed VM in the optimised studies is lower compared to the reference case. There 
are several reasons for this; the current system has a coke deficit (i.e. more coke is used in the 
BF than is produced in the coke oven) which is met by the use of external coke. Less VM 
results in a slight increase in coke production as well as a decrease in production of coke 
oven gas. The surplus of the process gases are used in the CHP. From an energy point of 
view, the use of coke oven gas for hot water and electricity production in the CHP is not 
optimal. By decreasing the VM, both the deficit of the produced coke and the surplus of the 
coke oven gas are slightly reduced. Similar reasoning can be applied from an economic 
viewpoint. The price for external coke is higher than that for internal produced coke, and 
can be expected to be even more so in the future (coke market report, 2004). Coal with a 
low sulphur content is also low in VM, resulting in the decrease.

From an energy and CO2 emission perspective, the coke use in the BF should be balanced 
against the internal production, and/or the use of external coke should be minimised. This 
can be achieved in several ways: the PCI ratio* could be used to decrease the use of external 
coke, and the HM/scrap share in the BOF can be decreased leading to less hot metal 
production and subsequently less coke consumption for the total system. Another way is 
through a higher hot blast temperature†. Increasing the hot blast temperature is also preferred 
from an economic point of view. A higher hot blast temperature also affects the gas balance 
for the system (i.e. more coke oven gas is needed for the firing of the hot stoves in order to 
reach the required blast temperature). Hence, there is a shift among the coke oven gas users, 
from external use in the CHP to more use in steel making.   

The decrease in VM in the coal mix and the higher share of internal usage of the produced 
coke oven gas, also indicate that the existing alternative use of the coke oven gas (i.e. power 
production in the CHP) is unbeneficial from an economic, energy as well as an 
environmental point of view. The low VM in the coal mix and increased internal use 
indicates that the current electricity price is too low compared to the coal price in order to 
run the condensing power production with the additional coke oven gas released due to a 
higher VM. Alternative usages of the coke oven gas are of interest to analyse. One interesting 
                                        
* A decreased PCI rate in the BF does not decrease the CO2 emission. A CO2 emission 
reduction is only achieved up to the operating point where the external moist is removed. 
After this point, increased PCI replaces external coke. In the analysis, external coke is 
associated with a CO2 intensity similar to the own production without the recovery of coke 
oven gas which is the explanation to this. The effect of increased PCI rate is further 
described in paper IV.  
† A higher blast temperature theoretically decreases coke consumption. Chatterjee (1995) 
describes the effects of changes in hot blast temperature to the coke consumption as +100 °C 
to 15.5 kg/thm. 
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alternative might be to produce an alternative fuel (e.g. liquefied petroleum through 
cryogenic separation) to be used in the rolling mill in Borlänge (transported by railway). In 
this way, more of the ingoing coal is used in the actual steel making system.  

Several environmental aspects of the steel making system were analysed. From the point of 
view of minimised landfill, new recycling alternatives could be suggested. The current 
alternatives indicated a potential lack of residue materials limiting the rate of recycling, thus 
new alternative should be considered. Increased recycling of the residue products showed a 
positive effect on both energy and CO2 emissions from the system. The increased recycling 
of slag formers (i.e. BOF slag to the BF) was shown to have a significant effect on the CO2

emissions. The reason for this is the reduced calcination work (CaCO3  CaO + CO2) that 
would otherwise be needed. Similar effects are found for other types of residue material 
recycling (e.g. scraps, BF flue dust). 

Other interesting way to decrease the CO2 emission from the existing system could be to 
introduce DRI in the BF. From the analysis (papers I and IV) significantly decreased the CO2

emission from the steel plant system. If the DRI could be produced based on natural gas, and 
the CO2 emission captured, there could be a zero emission case for DRI production, 
significantly improving the performance for the existing BF/BOF system. This would also 
result in a significant increase in productivity (Ostrowski et al. 1999).  

5.4 Conclusions

The most important conclusions from this work are summarised below: 

A process integration method for the steel industry has been developed, which can be 
used as a total site modelling tool. Different mathematical models for the steelmaking 
processes have been developed, which the optimising model for the reference plant 
system (i.e. SSAB) has been based on.  
The model has been validated against real process data for the steelmaking system with 
good agreement. The model has been used in several studies of the material and 
energy system regarding the economic, energy and environmental impacts of steel 
production.
The developed method has been used in several studies applied to the existing 
steelmaking system at SSAB. 
The model has been used in several studies to analyse the steel plant from an 
economic and an environmental aspect. Several quantitative conclusions have been 
identified with regard to energy, economic and environmental performance.  
The process integration model is a good tool providing new insights into the material- 
and energy system. It can serve as a benchmark for different steel making operations 
and constitute the basis for the continuing work on improving material and energy 
efficiency.
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6 FUTURE WORK

This work has concentrated on the development of a mathematical modelling tool, which 
can be used by industry in investigations regarding energy and environmental aspects on the 
steelmaking. All studies which this thesis is based upon have been theoretical, based on real 
process data. Further studies regarding how these results can be implemented and 
identification of possible obstacles is a natural continuation of this work. A study regarding 
actual implementation of modelling results and evaluation of the outcome is another 
interesting aspect which deserves more time and effort. An important goal for future work is 
to implement the model and modelling philosophy in the industry. Future work should 
include how to implement university research into the industry. Development of the user-
friendliness of the method in which the optimising model has been created is another aspect 
that needs to be further addressed. 

From the specific modelling results, several interesting aspects of the steelmaking route have 
been identified and should be further analysed in a future project. Regarding coke oven gas, 
the modelling results suggest that more of the gas should be used within the actual 
steelmaking. An interesting alternative for this system is to analyse the possibility to produce a 
liquefied fuel that could be used in the heating furnaces in the rolling mill located in 
Borlänge. Another interesting alternative that should be analysed is to utilise the coke oven 
gas as a reduction agent in the BF through injection. From a CO2 emission perspective 
utilising DRI in the steelmaking seems to be an interesting alternative to further investigate. 
If the DRI can be produced with low or zero emissions, which could be done using natural 
gas and CO2 sequestration and storage at the gas source, the use of such DRI in ironmaking 
could be an effective way for a fast changeover to handle the future aspects of CO2 emission 
and trading for the steel industry. 

As indicated by Hidalgo et al. (2005) the cost for CO2 emission permits in Sweden could be 
substantial, 149 €/tCO2. Analysis of flexible mechanisms i.e. emission trading, joint 
implementation and clean development mechanism, will be of interest for the future, as well 
as widening the model to perform optimising analyses of these. 

Much of Sweden’s energy intensive industry is located in the northern parts of the country. 
Possible use of residuals from the different process industries can be of interest for others, e.g. 
the product from black liquor gasification from the paper and pulp industry as reductant for 
the BF. Another aspect could be in the mining and ore industry to analyse the potential for 
emission reduction and energy efficiency improvements e.g. through fuel switching or new 
technologies. Widening the system boundary to include the local process industries in the 
region in order to develop knowledge of energy efficiency and emission minimisation 
possibilities through co-operations between the different branches of industry, can be of 
strategic importance. From a regional point of view, possibilities for a combined network for 
natural gas distribution to the process industries and CO2 sequestration are of interest to 
analyse.
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7 FINAL REMARKS

This thesis is focused on mathematical modelling of the material and energy system of an 
integrated steel mill, spanning over a wide range of subjects concerning minimisation of 
energy use, production cost and environmental impacts. The wide research area covered 
shows the potential of using such a tool.

The main work in this thesis has been carried out in research projects funded by the Swedish 
Energy Agency, and industrial work at SSAB Tunnplåt AB. The main purpose of this work 
has been to create insights and knowledge about the material and energy system in an 
integrated steel mill through the development and use of a systematic analysis methodology. 
Compared to other studies found in the literature, the main difference in this work is the 
applied research on an existing steel making system, SSAB. Some of the subjects covered 
deserve more comprehensive studies than what was possible with the time and the economic 
resources available for these projects. 
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APPENDIX

MODELLING OF THE COKE OVEN, AN EXAMPLE

The model for the coke oven is based on mass- and energy balance for the coke oven battery 
and empirical relations for the coke yield and gas yield. The yields are depending on the ash, 
volatile matter and carbon contents in the cooking coal mix. The coke yield, coke, is 
simplified described as: 

4321 %% kwtkwtkk ashVMcoke   (A1)

where k1, k2, k3 and k4 are empirically derived coefficients, wt%VM and wt%ash are weight 
percent of dry volatile matter and ash content in the dry coal. The ingoing coals are divided 
according to the three components:

)%,%,%( CVMashcoal wtwtwtfm  (A2) 

The total mass balance for the coking process is modelled as: 

0VMcokecoal mmm  (A3) 

And the energy balance for the system as: 
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The energy balance is made for pre-determined temperatures for ingoing and outgoing 
flows. The ingoing energies to the battery consists of physical and chemical energy in the 
coke oven gas for the under firing of the battery, physical energy in the pre-heated 
combustion air and physical heat in the incoming cooking coal. Outgoing energies are 
physical heat in the hot raw gas, and in the hot coke as well as a loss term corresponding to 
radiation losses from the battery. The difference between ingoing chemical energy in the 
cooking coal and the outgoing coke and raw gas is equivalent to the energy that is released to 
the process, Qg. This term is dependent on the cooking coal mix.  

The gas cleaning and the recovery of sulphur, tar and benzene are made based statistical 
models.
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1. Introduction

Steel is produced today using two distinct steelmaking
routes: the integrated route (BF/BOF route) using iron ore
as the main iron source and the electro steel plant (EAF
route) using scrap as the main iron carrier. According to
IISI1) the total world steel production in 2001 was 845 Mt.
The hot metal production from the blast furnace (BF) was
576 Mt. The oxygen processes, e.g. the BF/BOF route, ac-
count for nearly 57.7% and the electric arc furnace (EAF)
for 35% of the total world steel production. The rest, 7.7%,
was produced in other processes. The total steel production
in Sweden was 5.5 Mt and the BF/BOF share of this was
66.1%. The production from the integrated route has a high
share of both the world and the Swedish steel market. The
energy use for the integrated steelworks is reported to be in
the range of 15.3–20.6 GJ/t of liquid steel (tLS) or 17.6–
22.8 GJ/t of coil product, including both ore preparation
and coke making*1. The main energy use is associated with
coke consumption for the blast furnace. The variations in
energy use for the hot strip mill are not as large. Heat re-
covery and the use of process waste gases, as well as the
energy efficiency factors for different processes, affect
these figures.

In order to minimize the CO2 emission from the integrat-
ed steel plant, a natural step is to minimize the energy use
and material consumption. This can be achieved by improv-
ing the performance of each individual process or by look-
ing at the whole system. An analysis of the total system is
to be preferred, because the processes in an integrated steel

plant are connected through both primary and secondary
products within the system. Changes in one sub-process
can and will affect the total system.

Several ways have been proposed to analyse and im-
prove the energy efficiency of the integrated steel plant.
Mathematical modelling of processes has been practice
within several steel plants.2,3) Different total analysis meth-
ods have also been presented. Gielen and Moriguchi4) pre-
sented a linear model for analysing the global potential for
CO2 reduction in the Japanese steel industry. There are sev-
eral recent publications analysing the energy efficiency, ex-
ergy efficiency and benchmarking of the steel industry
processes, e.g. Worell et al. 20015); Costa et al. 20016);
Andersen and Hyman, 2001.7) However, in order to make
energy savings and CO2 emission reductions at a specific
plant, a total analysis method for the plant system in ques-
tion is needed. Birat et al.8) have studied the CO2 emission
from the production of liquid steel from both the EAF and
the BF/BOF route including some new process steps for
producing hot metal. They have analysed the total system
by calculating the total material consumption and energy
use (including electricity) and the corresponding CO2 emis-
sion resulting from the different production practices by
using a total modelling approach. By comparing the differ-
ent production routes, it was possible to analyse the effect
of different practices.

When analysing the steelmaking system, several differ-
ences between the processes can be seen. This brings out
the importance of a sufficiently accurate representation of
different parts of the system in order to achieve the purpose
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of the study. Traditionally there are several ways of model-
ling processes. Mathematical models of different structures
can be used, ranging from simple 1-D simulation models to
more complex CFD models. These models are reaching a
higher and higher level of sophistication, which is usually
achieved at the expense of model transparency. This can
lead to a model almost as complicated as the real process.
There clearly must be a trade-off between complexity and
accuracy. Heidari et al.9) presented a process integration
method, an optimising analysis model, for a BOF converter
based on a mass and energy balance. The objective of the
present authors is to propose a method that can be used to
analyse the potential for reduction of the energy use and the
related CO2 emission through the use of process integra-
tion. In our research a total analysis model based on an op-
timisation routine for an integrated steel plant has been cre-
ated. This makes it possible to find the total system opti-
mum based on the objective in question within specified
bounds. The model is applied to analyse the specific energy
use for the steel production system at an integrated steel
plant.

2. Description of the System at SSAB Tunnplåt

The integrated steel plant system analysed consists of
one coke oven plant, one blast furnace with hot blast stoves,
two BOF converters, secondary metallurgy processes (a
CAS-OB and RH vacuum degassing unit) and two slab
casting machines, see Fig. 1. Since the blast furnace is op-
erated 100 % with pellets, no sinter plant is needed. The
processes are connected through the primary products from
each of these primary processes, e.g. coke, hot metal and
liquid steel, and through secondary products such as
process gases and recycled materials, such as BOF slag or
internal steel scrap. The final products from this system are
first-rate steel slabs from the two slab casting machines.

Traditionally the process gases are used as fuel internally
for the pusher ovens in the rolling mill, etc. In the studied
system the rolling mills located at another geographical
part of the company. Consequently, a surplus of energy-rich
process gases arises within the system. The major energy
flows in the energy system are illustrated in Fig. 2. Three

types of process gases are recovered: coke oven gas, blast
furnace gas (BF gas) and converter gas (BOF gas). The heat
value and volume of the different gases vary. The BF gas
has the lowest heat value, approximately 3 MJ/Nm3, but is
available in large amounts. The heat value for the BOF gas
is approximately 7 MJ/Nm3. The coke oven gas has the
highest heat value, 18 MJ/Nm3 but is generated in smaller
quantities than the others.

The process gases are used as internal fuel within the
plant. The coke oven plant is under-fired with pure coke
oven gas. The hot stoves are fired with a mixture of BF gas
and coke oven gas adjusted to a desired blast temperature.
Coke oven gas is also used as a fuel for various burners
within the steel plant and as the primary fuel for the lime
kiln. The excess of the coke oven gas and the recovered BF
gas and BOF gas is mixed in a gas holding bell. The mix-
ture of the gases is used as the primary fuel in the com-
bined heat and power plant (CHP). Oil is used as a backup
fuel if the heat value comes close to the lower limit and as
an additional fuel if the heat input from combustion of the
gaseous fuel is insufficient. The CHP produces heat and
electricity. The heat generation meets the demand from the
district heating network of the city of Luleå during most of
the year. The electricity production covers the needs of the
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Fig. 1. Schematic process description and system boundaries for the steel plant.

Fig. 2. Schematic description of the energy network at the steel
plant. (Source: Carl-Erik Grip SSAB Tunnplåt AB).



steel plant and some electricity is sold to the national elec-
tricity grid.

3. Development of an Optimisation Model for the
SSAB Tunnplåt Steel Plant

3.1. Overview

The steel production chain can be described simply as a
series of connected metallurgical reactors (e.g. a coke oven
plant, BF, BOF converter, etc.), supporting systems and by-
product processing systems. In order to analyse a large in-
dustrial energy system, structured methods are needed.
These methods can be termed as process integration (PI)
methods. The common goal for all PI methods is to mini-
mize the use of energy in the system. Such methods are
usually divided into three types: pinch analysis, exergy
analysis and mathematical programming. 

In the mathematical programming method, the system is
modelled with mathematical relationships. The different
process equations are usually optimised. There are different
optimisation methods used, ranging from linear program-
ming (LP) to non-linear programming (NLP). The choice
of optimisation method is based on the problem in question.
The total optimisation model for the steel plant is based on
a MILP (mixed integer linear programming) routine and a
commercial optimisation solver (ILOG CPLEX 7.1). The
MILP routine makes it possible to describe and approxi-
mate non-linearities, discrete linear relations and con-
straints, thereby improving the representation of the system.

The analysis basically includes the four steps shown in
Fig. 3. The information flow is indicated as arrows in the
figure. In the first step the important processes are identi-
fied. In order to describe the system mathematically the real
problem must be delimited, important processes identified
and reasonable boundaries and simplifications introduced.
In the second step of the analysis the optimisation model is
created from a set of equations based on the simplified, de-
limited problem identified in the first step. In the third step
the appropriate optimisation routine is applied, in our case a
MILP optimisation routine. Finally in the fourth step the re-
sult is analysed and the model is validated. The validation
includes both the verification of the solution from the
model and the verification that the model created describes
the problem adequately.

The different processes have been modelled separately
and connected together by each primary product and any
possible by-product interactions. The model sophistication
varies between simple linear process models, empirically
derived process relations based on engineering practice,
and models based on mass and energy balances for the dif-
ferent processes. The driving force for the model is the pro-
duction of the final product from the system (first-rate steel
slabs). Each sub-process, identified in Fig. 1, is linked to
the next processing step by the primary product from each
process (coke, HM, LS, etc.). Hence, the steel demand from
the slab-casting units will determine the production rate in
the BOF, which in turn will determine the hot metal rate for
the BF and so forth. The external material use is based on
the process requirements of each sub-process. The use and

excess of by-products are also determined from each sub-
process model. The problem is broken down into identified
sub-processes, with delimitations and simplifications identi-
fied from the prior analysis in Fig. 1. The arrows indicate
the main product flow within the model. The efficiencies
and specific process-related data used are based on actual
production data from either the steel plant of SSAB
Tunnplåt AB or the CHP run by Lulekraft AB.

3.2. Model Description for the Main Processes

3.2.1. The Coke Oven Model
The coke oven model meets the coke requirements from

the BF model. The core of the model is an empirical model
for the coke yield (coal-to-coke conversion factor) used in-
ternally within the SSAB coke oven department. The con-
version factor is based on the dry coal properties, e.g. the
volatile matter (wt% VM) and the ash content (wt% ash).
The model also includes a gas conversion factor derived in
a similar way. The energy use within the system, e.g. the
coke oven gas for the under-firing, is based on mass and en-
ergy balances. In addition, the model includes the specific
electricity demand for the fans and the coal preparation and
the specific steam demand for the gas-cleaning plant. The
outputs from the model are coke divided into size classes
10–20 mm and �20 mm and coke breeze. By-products
from the gas-cleaning system, e.g. tar, sulphur and benzene,
as well as coke oven gas, are also included. In the model the
volatile matter is assumed to have the same composition.
The heat value will therefore be constant, but the produced
gas volume flow will vary depending on the volatile content
in the coal mix.

3.2.2. The Blast Furnace Model
The raw materials for the BF are normally top-charged,

except for pulverised coal (PC), which is injected through
the tuyeres together with the hot blast. Coke and coal are
combusted when the oxygen-enriched hot blast is blown
into the BF. The combustion products form a hot reduction
gas, which passes up through the blast furnace, while the
burden materials are reduced and melted in their passage
down the furnace. Due to the many chemical reactions tak-
ing place in the BF, the behaviour is complex to describe
mathematically. For off-line simulations SSAB Tunnplåt
AB employs an in-house model using a spreadsheet envi-
ronment (MS Excel)*2. In which the chemical and thermal
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Fig. 3. Methodology for mathematical programming, the cre-
ation of an optimisation model.

*2 An in-house model used for off-line simulations within SSAB Tunnplåt, further described by Grip et al.2)



reactions in the furnace are divided into the different sec-
tions: the zones above and below the reserve zone and the
reserve zone.

In order to formulate the blast furnace model in a format
suitable for MILP description, a model has been created
partly on the basis of linear regression, which has been used
for different important parameters, e.g. the reduction rate,
the BF gas, the raceway flame temperature, the hot blast,
etc. The regression database has been created using the
more sophisticated blast furnace model used at SSAB
Tunnplåt AB. The database includes a number of predeter-
mined cases. These cases have been chosen roughly to
cover the “map” needed for the present investigation. The
model then calculates the material and energy flows for the
situation in question. The mass balances for ingoing materi-
als and outgoing products determine the slag amount and
composition and the amount of fluxes. The developed
model is valid for a predetermined hot metal composition*3

(Fe 94.4 %, C 4.7 %, Si 0.4 %, the other elements being Mn,
S, V), slag basicity*3 (defined as the ratio CaO/SiO2�0.98)
and raceway flame temperature. The model also includes a
specific electricity demand for the blast furnace and the sur-
rounding equipment.

The hot stoves, used for production of the hot blast for
the BF, are modelled on the basis of heat and mass bal-
ances. The primary fuels for the stoves are a mixture of BF
gas and coke oven gas. The mixture’s heat value corre-
sponds to a hot blast temperature. The electricity demand
for the blower is included.

3.2.3. The Basic Oxygen Process Model
The BOF model is based on heat and mass balances. The

different iron carriers, e.g. hot metal, scrap and pellets, are
limited by the heat balance and the contamination (tramp
elements) in the scrap. A hot metal exchange, hHM�0.98*3,
between the HM coming out of the BF and the HM entering
the BOF is introduced. Hot metal casted on the ground, due
to disturbances between the BF and BOF, is included as
cold HM (e.g. scrap with an HM composition) corrected for
additional impurities.

The different flux additives, e.g. lime and dolomite, are
calculated on the basis of the ratio CaO/SiO2�4*3 in the
slag. This is the slag basicity practice used for the present
mix of raw materials. The oxygen demand is calculated on
the basis of the total carbon content oxidised and the metals
oxidised in the slag. The infiltrate air is based on the post-
combustion in the BOF hood. The post-combustion ratio,
CR, defined as the ratio between the CO2 and the sum of
the CO2 and CO in the BOF gas, is set as a constant (not
depending on the steel type) to 0.3*3. The temperatures in
the heat balance are set in advance, on the basis of actual
measurements at the steel plant. An energy loss term is in-
troduced in the heat balance to simulate the steam recovery
from the recovery boiler in the BOF hood. The model also
includes a specific electricity demand from the BOF and
the surrounding equipment.

3.2.4. The Casting Model
For the slab casting model, a liquid steel exchange effi-

ciency, hLS�0.95*3, between the liquid steel and the cast
product is introduced. There are two different kinds of loss-
es: recovered and un-recovered losses. It is possible to re-
circulate the recovered losses into the BOF melt shop, e.g.
iron losses due to heavy boiling in the BOF, start-up losses
in the slab caster, losses due to tundish change and losses
associated with changes in the quality grade. Examples of
un-recovered losses are dusts, iron losses in ladles and un-
explained weight losses due to measurement uncertainties.
The electricity demand is included as a normalised electric-
ity consumption per tonne of cast steel.

3.2.5. The Surrounding System Model (the Power Plant)
The off-gases from the steel plant are used as the primary

fuel in the CHP. If the energy content in the mixed gas is
not sufficient or if the heat value is too low, below 2.9
MJ/Nm3, oil is used as a backup or supplementary fuel. The
power plant has two modes of operation, the pure back-
pressure mode or the partly condensing mode. In the 100%
back-pressure mode of operation, the district heating de-
mand of the city of Luleå is used as a heat sink. For this op-
eration mode, the alpha (a) value, defined as the ratio be-
tween the power and the heat generation, is set to 0.44*4. In
the completely condensing mode of operation, all the heat
is cooled by an external cooling circuit. The steam is ex-
panded further in an extra turbine stage in the steam tur-
bine. This results in extra power generation. The energy ef-
ficiency for the electricity generation is set to 0.32.

In practice both the a-value and the electric energy effi-
ciency will vary depending on the cooling possibilities, e.g.
seasonal temperature variations within the district heating
system and the external cooling circuit. In reality the opera-
tion mode is a mix between the back-pressure and the con-
densing operation mode depending on the district heating
demand and the fuel availability.

3.2.6. The Objective Function
The model was developed to optimise the energy use for

the production at the steel plant. The model is described
mathematically as a minimization problem generally de-
fined according to:

............................(1)

when

A1x�b1
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x�Rn, y�{0, 1}

where z is the objective function for the minimization prob-
lem. The objective function is defined by the variables, xi,
of interest for the problem task and the relating energy con-
tents, ci. It is based on both direct and indirect energy use.
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energy use outside the system boundary. The up-stream en-
ergy is related to the material preparation, for instance pel-
letizing and production of external coke. The down-stream
energy is related to outgoing products, such as power gen-
erated in the CHP outside the system boundary. In the ob-
jective function, the direct energy use and the up-stream en-
ergy use form debit entries, while the down-stream energy
is a credit entry. The energy contents for the different flows
are based on the heat values, the up-stream energy loads
and the down-stream energy in recovered process flows.
Energy related to transport is neglected. The variables, x,
are defined and solved from the problem matrix of equa-
tions (Eq. (2)). The problem matrix are based on the differ-
ent linearised process relations (including both real (x) and
binary (y) variables) describing the different processes.
These are the coke yield for the coke oven plant, the iron
balance in the BOF converter, the regression models for the
blast furnace etc., already described in Secs 3.2.1–3.2.5.

The energy contents are expressed as GJ/t for material
flows, GJ/kNm3 for gaseous flows and GJ/MWh for energy
flows. The energy content for pellet are based on magnetite
ore, the low energy consumption for the pelletizing process
are due to the exothermic oxidization reaction Fe3O4→
Fe2O3. For DRI used in text means pre-reduced iron ore in
the form of DRI or HBI (direct reduced iron, hot briquetted
iron). The different energy coefficients for the different en-
tries in the objective function are listed in Table 1.

3.2.7. Limitation
The models are evaluated for hourly production. Each

process model describes the material consumption and the
use of energy related to the production. The energy and ma-
terial demands depend on the amount of products being
processed in the different units and are described by linear
or piecewise linear relationships. The limitations introduced
are used to govern the processes so that the results are rea-
sonable and may be identified in the current system. The
boundary conditions can be used to describe variations in
the system according to:

xij�bij, i�1, . . . , n; j�1, . . . , m ..................(3)

where bij describes the boundary for the i th variable x dur-
ing the time step “j ”. The xi variables are the corresponding
flow variables for coke production, HM production, etc. and
the boundaries, bij, are the corresponding restrictions. For
instance, the maximum production levels from the coke
ovens, BF and BOF are set as flow restrictions according to
the current concession limits for each unit respectively. The
bounds introduced in the model are shown in Table 2.

3.3. Alternative Process Configurations

Two main groups of changes have been studied: practice
changes within the current production system and the in-
stallation of new process equipment. The main options are
listed in Table 3.

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Model Study

Ten cases and one reference case have been used to eval-
uate the system. For the reference case, the model has been
set to simulate the material and energy use according to the
production in 2001. The reference case is used as a base for
comparison. Table 4 shows a list of the cases with a brief
description.
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Table 1. Coefficients for the energy objective function.

Table 2. Bounds introduced for steel plant model.

Table 3. Process variations and equipment changes included
in the model.

Table 4. Cases that have been evaluated.



Possible changes within each production unit, the coke
oven, BF and BOF, are evaluated one at a time in optimisa-
tion cases 1–3. In cases 4 and 5, the installation of new
process equipment, hot stove exhaust gas recovery and
scrap preheating are evaluated. In cases 6 and 7, DRI/HBI
was introduced into the BF system, with a specified coke-
to-PCI ratio and with free burden. In case 8, the total sys-
tem is optimised with the current raw materials. No restric-
tions other than the specific process limitations are used.
For case 9, DRI/HBI and new process equipment (heat re-
covery in hot stoves and scrap preheating) were introduced,
but otherwise this case is the same as case 8. In case 10,
(based on case 9) the effects of increased efficiency for HM
and LS (hHM and hLS increased by 1%), decreased flaring
(decreased by 50 % for each gas) and a decreased heat loss
from the coke oven battery (loss decreased by 5%) are
analysed. The results of the energy calculations are summa-
rized in Fig. 4 and the main material consumptions are
summarized in Tables 5–8.

4.1.1. Validation of the Model
The specific production figures for the year 2001 have

been used to validate the model. The main specific produc-
tion figures are listed in Tables 5–7. The model for the ref-
erence case has been delimited according to the production
during 2001. The agreement between the reported produc-
tion data and the simulated data is fairly good. However,
there are some differences between the reported data and
the simulated data in the reference case. All the gas flows in
the reported production data were corrected for the mois-
ture content and reported as dry flows. All the flows calcu-
lated in the model are given as moist flows, which results in
a discrepancy. The normal moisture content of coke oven
gas is about 2.5%, that of BF gas is close to 5% and that of
BOF gas is 12%. If the simulated gas flows are adjusted to
compensate for the moisture content, the deviation between
the measured and the calculated values is about 3%, which
is a reasonably good agreement. Regarding the coke oven
model, it can be seen that there is a small deviation con-
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Fig. 4. (a) Specific energy use for the steel plant–power plant system. (b) Summary of energy savings for the different
cases.

Table 5. Summarised results for the coke oven plant.
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Table 6. Summarised results for the BF system.

Table 7. Summarised results for the BOF system. (including the slab casters).

Table 8. Summarised results for the CHP system.



cerning the specific coking coal demand when pre-deter-
mined volatile- and ash contents are used. The deviation is
less than 0.2 %. For the BF model some small discrepancies
exist concerning the metallic charge and the reduction rate.
The deviations are �0.2 % and 0.6%, respectively. For the
BOF and steel plant model the major discrepancies are re-
lated to the gas production discussed earlier.

4.1.2. The Coke Oven System
Changes in the coke oven practice to the use of a less

volatile coal blend will lower the specific energy use. The
number of external users of the coke oven gas has de-
creased since 2001. This has resulted in an excess of coke
oven gas. From the results summarised in Table 5, it can be
seen that the volatile content in the coal blend should be de-
creased for improvement of the specific energy use. The op-
timised system for cases 1 and 8–10 has resulted in a de-
creased amount of specific coking coal in comparison with
the reference case. Since only the volatile content in the
coal mix was allowed to change, this implies that the
volatile content in the mix has decreased. (The specific coal
consumption fell from 1 288 to 1 244 kg/t of coke and the
volatile content from 25.7 to 22%, the lower limit.) This re-
sults in a slightly higher coke production but a significantly
smaller gas production, more balanced against the gas de-
mand. The effect of changing the coal mix to a less volatile
content on the specific energy use is 0.25 GJ/t of slabs
(1.3 %). The specific CO2 emission decreases at the same
time by 45 kg/t of slabs (2.4 %). The use of external coke is
reduced for all the cases where possible.

4.1.3. The Blast Furnace System
For the BF, several possibilities for energy use reduction

have been identified. In Table 6 some selected results are
given. Changes in the PCI/coke ratio to a higher amount of
PCI (case 2) will only reduce the energy consumption if the
BF system is optimised (at 0.16 GJ/t of slabs (0.9%), the
specific CO2 emission increases). This corresponds to a
shift from the use of external coke to the use of PCI. It can
be seen from the different cases involving changes in the
BF burden that the coke/PCI rate for the BF is balanced
against the production capacity of the coke oven plant.

A change to a mixture of pellets/DRI/HBI in the BF bur-
den also leads to less energy use for the total system.
Studying the difference between case 6 and 7, it can be seen
that the effects of PCI and DRI/HBI are balanced against
the coke production, which has changed to 60 t/h (corre-
sponding to a 24 h coking cycle).

For hot stove gas recovery (case 4), the source of energy
for the firing of the hot stoves shifts to a greater amount of
internal BF gas. The coke oven gas demand decreases from
8.1 kNm3/h to 5 kNm3/h. The excess coke oven gas is used
in the CHP for heat and power generation. This corre-
sponds to a decrease in specific energy consumption of
0.04 GJ/t of slabs (credit given for additional energy con-
verted into electricity at the power plant).

4.1.4. The Basic Oxygen Furnace System
The single most effective way of lowering the energy use

in the system is to introduce more scrap in the metallic

charge to the BOF. This is due to the fact that energy for re-
duction of the iron ore is not included for the up-stream 
energy related activities for the scrap. Hence, scrap has a
much lower energy evolution than the other iron carriers in
the system. From Table 7 it can be seen that the scrap
amount is almost doubled in case 3, relative to the reference
case. This gives a specific energy use reduction of 2.9 GJ/t
of slabs (15.5%). If scrap preheating is introduced (assum-
ing the energy demand for the preheating degree*5 to be 65
kWh/t with an efficiency of 80%), as in case 5, even more
scrap can be introduced into the metallic charge, decreasing
the energy use by an additional 0.9 GJ/t of slabs (4.7%). In
both cases with an increased scrap rate in the metallic
charge, the CO2 emission is decreased significantly (156
and 256 kg CO2/t of slabs, respectively).

4.1.5. The Surrounding System
The thermal demand from the district heating network is

in all the cases assumed to be 80.8 MWth (the annual aver-
age). It is seen in Table 8 that the gaseous fuel recovered in
all the cases is less than the maximum amount allowed. It
can be noted that the minimum specific energy used in the
system does not correspond to the highest amount of gases
recovered. The maximum energy recovered is found for
case 2 while the minimum specific energy use are in cases
8–10 (depends on the system, e.g. whether it is the current
system, a system provided with new materials and equip-
ment, or an improved system). Hence the crediting for ener-
gy in outgoing products from the CHP does not necessarily
affect the final decision on the steel plant operation, even if
the CHP might recover even more energy. The analysis also
results in a higher specific energy use due to the fact that
credit is given for the produced electric power or heat and
not the energy content in the gaseous fuel itself.

4.1.6. General Results from the Analysis
The different specific energy use calculations are sum-

marized in Fig. 4(a). Figure 4(b) illustrates the effects
which different measures have on the specific energy use on
the basis of these calculations.

The optimal solution for the specific energy use in the
current production system (including only the present raw
materials and equipment), case 8, involved a decrease of
�17% (from 18.6 to 15.4 GJ/t of slabs) and was found to
be achieved when:
1. the coal blend in the coke oven was changed to a low

volatile mix
2. external coke was replaced by PCI in the blast furnace
3. the coke rate in the BF was balanced against the inter-

nal production at the coke oven
4. the metallic charge in the BOF shop was increased (by

decreasing the pellets cooling)
5. the HM production was balanced against the HM de-

mand from the BOF shop
It might seem apparent to introduce iron carriers with

lower energy evaluation than HM. However, the amount of
scrap is regulated, as seen in the analysis, by the heat- and
mass balance for the BOF system and it also affects the
overall heat balance for the steel plant–power plant system.

By introducing DRI, scrap preheating and sensitive heat
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*5 The preheating degree is defined as the amount of energy transferred to the scrap.



recovery from the exhaust gas at the hot stoves, the specific
energy use is decreased even more (to 14.5 GJ/t of slabs).
The use of DRI in the blast furnace will increase the pro-
ductivity and the annual production even further if there is
an HM shortage. (This effect is not implemented in the
model.)

When the total system is analysed, cases 8–10, it can be
seen that the different effects are acting simultaneously and
that the analysis for the total system proposes different op-
eration modes (regarding material consumption and energy
use) from those proposed by the analysis of the different ef-
fects alone. If all the constraints are released (cases 8–9),
the optimal solution is not composed of the individual best
cases (cases 1–7). For instance, the optimal solution when
the blast furnace is analysed alone (cases 2, 4, 6 and 7) is
found for case 7. The DRI/HBI use in the metallic charge
for this case was 607 kg/tHM, while in case 9 only 57 kg
DRI/HBI/tHM were used. This is due to the interactions be-
tween the different processes in the system and could not
have been identified from the analysis of the blast furnace
system alone. The production from each production unit is
balanced so that the production meets the demand from the
different systems, thereby lowering the total energy use in
the system.

The different cases involve changes in the coke and PCI
rate in the blast furnace (see Table 6). The carbon entering
the system will end up either in the main product (steel
slabs) or in by-products. Since the amount dissolved into
the main product is fairly small in comparison with the
amount entering the system, it can be assumed that all the
ingoing C will be oxidised to CO2 in one way or another.
This assumption leads to a conservative estimate of the CO2

emission from the system. The theoretical specific CO2

emissions are calculated from the optimisation results, on
the basis of the theoretical carbon contents for the different
coal sources (coking coal�82.2%, coke�89.7% and
PCI�82.0%). A plot of the specific CO2 emission versus
the specific energy use is shown in Fig. 5. From this plot it
is seen that there is not necessarily a linear relation between
the specific energy use and the CO2 emission. The lowest
CO2 emission is reached in case 6 (a high DRI content in
the BF burden). This is partly due to the fact that the DRI is
processed outside the system boundary, and therefore the
CO2 emission is related to the production of DRI outside
the system boundary. If the CO2 emissions related to DRI

production (570 kg CO2/t
10)) and pellets production (59 kg

CO2/t) are included, the specific CO2 emission would be
�1 700 kg CO2/t of product. This is still lower than a linear
estimate based on the specific energy use.

Cost for energy typically makes out 30–45% of the total
production costs for the steel slab. Since most of the CO2

emissions from the steel production are related to the use of
energy, it is reasonable to assume that the related cost (in-
cluding both CO2 taxes and actual cost of energy) will in-
crease and be even more important in the future.

4.2. Method Development

The method proposed for analysing the energy consump-
tion in the integrated steel plant is based on a mathematical
programming technique. The equations describing the sys-
tem are visualised in a graphical model of the different pro-
duction units. The model can be used to analyse either the
different production units separately or the total system as a
whole. The different approaches are appropriate for use in
different scenarios. Different investment alternatives can be
analysed in the model by introducing new boundaries if
sub-processes in the system are going to be rebuilt.
Furthermore, the effect of a production loss due to such a
reconstruction can easily be modelled.

The model presented has evaluated the production/ener-
gy system on the basis of the average hourly production. In
the real system several fluctuations occur over time. Some
of these are the result of effects from the outer system, e.g.
the effects of heat demand from the district heating net-
work, energy prices, taxes, etc. Other fluctuations are the
effects of process instabilities and variations. There are for
instance large fluctuations due to the different time charac-
teristics of the different processes. The coke ovens can be
treated as a semi-batch process where the coke oven plant is
continuous but each oven is a batch process. A similar line
of reasoning can be applied to the BF, where the oven is
mostly continuous but the HM is delivered batch-wise,
while the BOF shop is in all respects a batch process. The
process dynamics can explain several fluctuations that
occur in the energy network. Some of these effects can be
taken into consideration by the use of a flexible time scale.

5. Conclusions

5.1. Method Development

A process integration model (PI model) for the integrat-
ed steel plant has been developed. It has been shown that:
• The steel processes can be modelled and analysed in such

a model and that it is possible to describe different
process variants and plant practices with good agreement.

• The different sub-processes can be optimised either sepa-
rately bounded by the surrounding plant or as whole.

• The different outputs from the model can be used to
analyse the optimised result in respect of other aspects,
e.g. CO2 emissions.

• The objective function in the developed model is fairly
easy to change, making it a useful tool for further analy-
sis of the steelmaking system.

• The model is a good complementary tool in that it pro-
vides new insights into the energy system, but results
should be handled with care.
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Fig. 5. Relation between the specific CO2 emission and the spe-
cific energy use. Linearised trend are based on the refer-
ence case and case 8.



5.2. System Analysis

Minimizing the specific energy use is widely used as a
means of characterizing and comparing different plants.
This is also in many cases a measure of the CO2 emission
from the system. The integrated steel plant was analysed in
a PI-model in respect of the specific energy use. The fol-
lowing observations were made:
• The specific energy use can be improved significantly by

changes in operation within the current production sys-
tem.

• Concerning the external measures analysed, the installa-
tion of scrap preheating to increase the scrap rate in the
BOF shop has the highest potential for decreasing the
specific energy use. The installation of hot stove recovery
has only a small potential for achieving such a decrease.

• The analysis will arrive at different results for the specific
energy use when analysing the total system and the dif-
ferent processes separately.

• It is important to take into account the total system effect
when making system improvements in order to avoid a
sub-optimised system.

• CO2 emission reduction is not necessarily proportional to
the energy use reduction for the system.

6. Further Research

One of the most important means of decreasing the re-
duction rate for the BF-BOF steelmaking route is to lower
the ash content in the coke. This will be implemented in the
BF model, as well as a variable hot blast temperature.

The effect of transient variations within the system needs
to be taken into consideration when conducting a process
integration analysis of the steel plant system.

It was identified that the use of DRI in the BF not only
decreased the energy use in the system, but also was the
most efficient way by far of minimising the CO2 emission
from the system. This was due to the fact that no CO2 for
the DRI production was included at the plant, but if it were

to be included, the CO2 emission from the system using
DRI would still be lower than the CO2 emission from the
reference system due to the decreased reduction rate for the
BF. If the DRI were produced with natural gas and the CO2

from the reduction were captured, there would be a zero
emission case for the DRI production. The use of such a
DRI will be analysed in the near future with respect to CO2

emissions from the integrated steel plant system.
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Abstract

A new process integration tool, based on mixed integer linear programming, has been 
developed and used to analyse the energy and material system at the steel plant system SSAB 
Tunnplåt AB in Luleå, Sweden (SSAB). The modelled steel plant system also includes an 
adjacent CHP (Combined Heat and Power) plant. A one-dimensional static blast furnace 
model consisting of a heat- and a mass-balance model with a user friendly web interface has 
been developed as a part of this work.

This paper gives an overview of the process simulation model for the blast furnace and 
describes in particular the interaction with the mixed integer linear programming based 
process integration method. Calculated blast furnace operation practices, originating from BF 
operational data from SSAB are used as input to the global analysis model for process 
integration calculations. The analysis approach, using a BF process simulation model and a 
mathematical site optimisation model is then exemplified with calculations for the 
corresponding energy use and CO2 emission for the system. The described methods can be 
useful tools for process optimisation and evaluation. 

Key words:  Blast furnace, Steel plant, Energy system, Model, Optimisation,  
Process integration 
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Background

In the ore based steel production, the blast furnace has a significant role both from energy and 
environmental point of view. Due to the use of coal based reductants, the blast furnace counts 
for 60-70% of the total energy conversion for the typical integrated steel production site. The 
blast furnace process is also the largest source of CO2 emissions from the blast 
furnace/oxygen furnace production route. Although large efforts have been paid to develop 
alternative iron making processes during the last decades, the blast furnace stands as the 
dominating reduction process and is still undergoing positive development towards less 
energy use and lowered CO2 emissions.   

Historically, and to some extent this is still valid, the possibility to confirm and control several 
of the most important process parameters such as the position and distribution of the reaction 
zone, flow of solids, gases and liquid phases, the extension of the coke column etc has been 
limited. For this reason a number of different process models have been brought forward to 
explain and analyse which phenomena’s that occur in the process. The heat and mass balances 
for the Fe-O-C system was early explained in diagrammatic form by Reichardt, and later by 
Rist [1-2]. These charts were later developed to what today is known as the C-DRR diagram 
for description of the working point of the process in comparison to the theoretical limitations. 
In the 1960-ies professor Muchi in Japan started research based on mathematical analysis of 
the blast furnace process based on transport phenomena [3]. When computers became 
available much more complex calculations could be solved and the simulation models were 
further developed. The present model, consisting of conservation equations on momentum, 
energy and chemical species for all phases considering viscosity, specific heat and more was 
recently described by Yagi [4].  

For on-line applications, process optimisation and operation comparison it is difficult to use 
too complicated models. The models contain vast amounts of information, including hundreds 
of more or less disordered parameter values. It is therefore time consuming to interpret and 
evaluate the results. The use of models based on staged heat- and mass-balances for process 
optimisation and case studies are therefore justified. The latter method was therefore selected 
in this work.  

1.2. Studied system 

In industrial systems, such as the steel plant, several processes are connected together. A 
change in one process unit may result in unpredicted changes in other parts of the system. The 
steel plant system SSAB consist of a coke oven plant, one blast furnace (BF), two basic 
oxygen furnaces (BOF), and two continuous casting systems (CC). The process gases from 
coke ovens, BF and BOF´s are only partly utilised within the steel production processes and 
therefore arise as a surplus in the system. An adjacent 320 MW CHP plant is operating with 
the process gases as primary fuel. Since the year 2000 the SSAB plant is operating one blast 
furnace, replacing the earlier two-furnace operation. The new BF No 3 has a heart diameter of 
11.4 m, a working volume of 2540 m3 and the production during 2003 was close to 2.3 Mton 
of hot metal. The BF is operated on a 100% pellet burden with pulverised coal injection. The 
high iron of the burden materials gives low slag volumes, typically in the range 150-170 
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kg/thm, and reductant rates in the range 460-480 kg/thm. The final product from the steel 
plant is slabs which are transported to rolling mills situated 800 km south of Luleå.  

2. METHOD

2.1. Development of a new BF simulation tool 

A one-dimensional static blast furnace model, consisting of a mass balance and a heat balance 
model has been developed. The main principle is to divide the furnace in upper and a lower 
zone, which enables to determine the heat losses separately in each zone. In the upper zone 
only gas phase reactions and reaction between gaseous and solid phases occur. No solid 
carbon is consumed, and it is assumed that all top charged iron oxides are reduced to FeO1.05.
In the lower zone all iron oxides from the upper zone and possible iron oxides injected in the 
tuyere level are reduced to liquid iron. The interface between the two zones is defined by the 
thermal reserve zone, for a general description see Figure 1. Initially this calculation method 
was used in a spreadsheet model developed at SSAB. The calculation method is based on 
mass-/energy balances and carbon-/oxygen balances which are solved iteratively [5]. The 
calculation algorithms then have been transformed to object oriented code in Java. This was 
made to get a clearer method for computation. The new model then could be furnished with 
user friendly interfaces for in- and output of process data. The graphic user interface was 
suited for web-access and has been demonstrated as an on-line calculation tool on internet [6]. 

Figure 1.  General description of a two-stage BF model 
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2.2. BF validation experiments 

Three experimental campaigns and one reference campaign were carried out at BF no 3 using 
the operational modes briefly described below.  

All coke operation (Case 1)
Operation with coke charged from the top to cover the complete carbon need for 
the process, and no reductants injected at tuyere level.  

Injection of BF flue dusts (Case 2)
Since the blast furnace is operated on pellet burden there is no sinter plant in 
operation to recirculate dusts and sludges generated in the process chain. At the 
SSAB Luleå site, such materials have instead been recirculated to the BF, 
essentially in form of cold bonded briquettes. An alternative practice, applicable 
to flue dusts, is to inject them in the tuyere level.  

Injection of alternate coal qualities (Case 3)
Trials have been made to evaluate injection coals with different volatility. The 
normal practice at the SSAB Luleå site is to use an injection coal with high 
volatility, appr. 40%, but evaluation trials have been made with an alternate 
quality with considerably lower volatility, appr. 20%. The energy content of the 
two coal types were reported to be the same. 

Reference operation practice
Operational practice which is representative for the BF involved in this study. 
This is operational data close to the average operational practice for the SSAB 
blast furnace during 2003. 

The operational data was used to verify the BF model, and to perform a further system 
evaluation. These experiments were co-ordinated with current process development activities 
at SSAB. Operational data are reported in the result section of this paper. 

2.3. Total optimisation model, Process integration tool 

The common aim of all process integration (PI) methods is to minimise the energy use, the 
approach to achieve this varies between different methods. Generally three different types of 
PI methods are used, the pinch analysis method, the exergy method and the mathematical 
programming method. In the pinch analysis method the heat transfer possibilities within the 
system is analysed aiming to minimise the external heating and cooling demand for the 
system. With the exergy analysis method, the energy quantity for various streams are analysed 
and the losses in the system usually quantified accordingly. With the mathematical 
programming method, mathematical description of the system is used in the analysis, often 
together with an optimisation routine. A further description how the different PI methods have 
been used in Swedish steel industry can be found in [5, 7]. 

A process integration tool has been developed for the system based on mixed integer linear 
programming, and used to analyse the energy and material system at the steel plant system 
SSAB. In this case the modelled steel plant system also includes the adjacent CHP plant. The 
main product from the system is the cast slabs. 
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The different processes have been modelled separately and connected together by each 
primary product and by-product interactions. The model sophistication varies between simple 
linear process models, empirically derived process relations based on engineering practice, 
and models based on mass and energy balances for the different processes. The driving force 
for the model is the production of the final product from the system, i.e. first-rate steel slabs. 
Each sub-process, identified in Figure 2, is linked to the next processing step by the primary 
product from each process i.e. coke, hot metal (HM), and liquid steel (LS). The steel demand 
from the slab-casting units will determine the production rate in the BOF, which in turn will 
determine the hot metal rate for the BF and so forth. The external material use is based on the 
process requirements for each sub-process. The consumption and excess of by-products are 
also determined from each sub-process model. The arrows indicate the main product flow 
within the model. The efficiencies and specific process-related data are based on actual 
production data from the steel plant and the CHP plant. The process integration model has 
been further described elsewhere [8]. 

Figure 2.  Schematic model description of steel plant system 

2.4. Integration of BF simulation results into total analysis model 

The BF operation practices calculated from the BF simulation model is converted and 
included into the total analysis model as different BF operation cases. The calculated ingoing 
resources and outgoing hot metal production are coupled together for each case. The produced 
rest products (BF slag and flue dust) and recovered energy in the top gas are also coupled to 
the hot metal production. The feasible region in which the BF can be operated is limited 
within these cases. Totally 10 different cases are possible to include in the optimisation, from 
which the optimal operation practice is chosen either as one of the cases or as a mixture of the 
different cases. This implies that the region between the different cases are analysed as well. 
The use of different BF cases enables the possibility to study the effect of different specific 
changes in the BF on the total steel production system. 

2.5. Objective function 

The process integration tool uses an optimisation routine to analyse different aspects on the 
system. The objective function defines what to be minimised in the system, e.g. production 
cost, emissions or energy use. The choice of calculation philosophy and system boundary will 
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affect how the objective function is defined. Principally three different calculation 
philosophies can be used in the analysis; a) Inventory analysis, b) Effect-oriented analysis, 
and, c) Life-cycle assessment (LCA) analysis. Which of these calculation principles to be 
used is depending on how the results from the analysis are going to be used. The different 
principles differ mainly in respect to how the “costs” (monetary, emissions or energy use) are 
included. Direct “cost” from a system are those physically originating from the system. 
Indirect “costs” are affected by the operation but are accounted elsewhere (e.g. other 
companies, systems) outside the analysis border.  

Effect oriented analyses have been used to analyse the global effect of the changes in the steel 
plant. Indirect emissions from raw material preparation and rest material use outside the steel 
plant are included. The system boundary includes the total system Steel plant/Power plant. 
Two objectives have been defined for in the analysis, Energy and CO2 (emission), see Table 
1.

Table 1.  Coefficients in the objective function 

Energy
[GJ] 

CO2
[tonne] 

 Included debits
Coking coal [t/h] [27.0 - 35.9] [ 2.0 – 3.2]
External coke [t/h] 40.9 3.7 
PCI coal [t/h] [28.2 – 29.3] [2.8 – 3.0] 
Transport coal/coke [t/h] - 0.051 
Pellet [t/h] 0.3 0.1 
External Scrap [t/h] - 0.019 
Internal scrap [t/h] - 0.019 
Pig Iron [t/h] - - 
Mn ore [t/h] - - 
Limestone [t/h] - 0.4 
Lime [t/h] - 0.4 
Dolomite [t/h] - 0.4 
Quartz [t/h] - - 
Briquettes [t/h] 3.9 0.4 
Power [MWh] 3.6 0.6 
Oil [t/h] 46.2 3.1 

Energy
[GJ] 

CO2
[tonne] 

Included credits
Coke breeze [t/h] -40.90 -3.62 
By-product:  Tar [t/h] - -3.3 
 Sulphur [t/h] - - 
 Benzene [t/h] - -3.3 
BF slag [t/h] - - 
BOF slag [t/h] - - 
Power [MWh] -3.6 -0.6 
Heat [MWh th] - - 

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

3.1. Translation from spreadsheet to sequential programme code 

The existing spreadsheet model consisted of heat- and mass-balances and the equations were 
solved using the built-in iteration facility in the spreadsheet software. Translation of the heat- 
and mass-balances into Java code were comparatively straight forward, the iterations on the 
other hand, was a more difficult matter. The Java program needs exact instructions on each 
iteration and also in which order they are to be performed. This turned out to be a difficult 
task. The spreadsheet program itself chooses the road of iteration and it is almost impossible 
to follow. The formulation of these routines used a large effort and became the largest 
obstacle in the time schedule of the project. 
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3.2. BF model validation 

The BF simulation model has been validated against four defined operational practices 
summarised in Table 2. The parameters in the input rows have been measured and the output 
rows are both measured and calculated using the model. The agreement between measured 
and calculated parameters has been verified to be consistent.

The model accuracy depends upon the establishment of a correct mass balance. This calls for 
input data that are as correct as possible (analysis, temperature, heat capacity etc). Especially 
the quantity of the elements O, N, H, and C are of importance for the oxygen and carbon mass 
balance. The model is in principle thermodynamically correct; it uses established 
thermodynamic data, but as in many models there are also a few empirically established 
relations.

Table 2.  Validation of blast furnace model 

Parameter Unit 

Reference 
operation 
practice, 

Ref. 

All coke 
operation, 

Case 1 

BF flue dust 
injection,

Case 2 

Low volatile 
coal injection,

Case 3 
Input:          
Coke kg/thm 327 478 325 326 
PCI kg/thm 145 - 141 143 
Flue dust in PCI % - - 10 - 
O2 enrichment % 4.50 - 4.04 4.70 
Moisture g/Nm3 11.70 29.60 5.90 11.50 
Blast temp. °C 1101 1049 1099 1089 
Output: Model Model Model Model
Blast flow Nm3/thm 938 941 1147 1198 941 935 903 928 
Top gas (BFG) flow Nm3/thm 1465 1470 1642 1646 1455 1461 1412 1417 
Top gas (BFG) heat MJ/Nm3 3.06 3.13 2.66 2.65 2.97 3.04 3.00 3.03 
Top gas (BFG) energy GJ/thm 4.49 4.60 4.37 4.35 4.32 4.44 4.24 4.30 
Top gas (BFG)-ηCO % 55.20 55.00 54.90 54.80 55.60 55.50 55.70 55.50
Slag volume kg/thm 166 166 146 145 171 172 178 178 
LKAB pellets kg/thm 1365 1367 1372 1372 1368 1369 1354 1354 
Briquettes kg/thm 58 58 37 37 60 60 72* 72* 
*) Divergent composition of recycled material (higher iron content) 

A conclusion from the validation of the model is that it represents the SSAB BF No 3 with 
such a standard that it can be used to calculate different operating practices. The model can be 
used to compute the hot metal and slag and to assess the heat balance for compositions for a 
given burden and reductant mix. This can be useful for process optimisation by the possibility 
to calculate effects of modified operation practice. It can also be used in forecasting 
experimental work, such as BF trial planning. Another application of the model is to use it as 
an input source for total analysis of the production site by means of process integration, as 
developed further in this study. 

The new operational practices described by case 2 and 3 proved to be very interesting. An 
objective with injecting of flue dusts is to get a more efficient use of the oxides and coal by 
injecting them in the high temperature zone of the furnace. The consumption of reducing 
agents was unchanged or slightly decreased compared to normal operation, but equipment 
problems occurred. This practice was evaluated and reported by SSAB recently [9]. 
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The injection of low volatile coal also indicated a consumption of reducing agents at 
unchanged or slightly decreased levels compared to normal practice. This can be an indication 
of better replacement ratio for the tested coal compared to the normal quality. 

The calculated values from the validation study has been further analysed in the total 
optimisation system to analyse the effect in case the total system is considered. 

3.3. Effect of BF operation on total system 

The operation practice of the BF will affect the overall mass- and energy balance for the 
system. The three different operation practices have been analysed in three simulation cases 
(1-2-3) and four optimisation cases (a-b-c-d). As basis for comparison a reference case (Ref.), 
simulating the normal operation practice for the unit’s coke oven, BF and BOF, has been 
included. The different BF operation practices are calculated as described in section 3.2. In 
the optimised cases, a-d, the system is optimised based on energy and a CO2 emission 
objective function. In case: 

a) The different BF cases (ref, 1, 2, 3) is optised based on a CO2 emission minimisation 
objective function. Only changes in the BF operation practice are allowed. 

b) The total system including the other processes (coke oven and BOF) are optimised 
based on a CO2 emission minimisation objective function. 

c) Minimisation of the energy use, else as a). 
d) Minimisation of the energy use, else as b). 

3.4. Outcome of optimisation calculation 

The result from the different calculations are shown in Figure 3. The specific energy use and 
CO2 emission from integration of the different BF cases are shown in cases 1-2-3. The 
reference case is for comparison. For these cases boundaries have been introduced to govern 
the system, resulting in a simulated energy and CO2 emission. The optimisation routine is not 
enabled. The cases a-b-c-d includes optimisation in the calculations.  
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The different BF operation practices, cases 1-2-3, are compared with the reference case, Ref. 
It can be seen that integration of the all coke operation practice, case 1, significantly increases 
both the specific energy use and the CO2 emission. By integrating the BF flue dust injection 
operation practice, case 2, the both the specific energy use and CO2 emission can be 
decreased. By operating the BF with low volatile coal injection, no significant change can be 
seen. The lowest energy use and CO2 emission are found from the optimised case d) and b). 
For these cases the BF is operated with BF flue dust injection, the coke oven is operated with 
a decreased volatile matter (VM) in the coking coal mix, the ratio HM/scrap in the BOF 
converter is decreased. The amount of pig iron is decreased. The specific changes proposed in 
the different units are shown in Table 3. 

Table 3.  Summarised calculation results – System analysis (fixed ton/h production rate) 

 Simulation Optimisation 
Coke ovens Unit Ref. Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 a) b) c) d) 
VM (in the coking coal mix) wt% 24.8 24.8 24.8 24.8 24.8 22.2 24.8 22.0 
Ash (in the coking coal mix) wt% 8.4 8.4 8.4 8.4 8.4 9.8 8.4 9.3 
Coke yield factor (dry) - 1.278 1.278 1.278 1.278 1.278 1.245 1.278 1.243 
Coke oven gas (external COG) knm3/h 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 19.4 20.0 18.9 
Heat value MJ/nm3 18.0 18.0 18.0 18.0 18.0 18.0 18.0 18.0 
BF         
BF cases used           
 Ref. % 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 Case 1 % 0 100 0 0 10 0 0 0 
 Case 2 % 0 0 100 0 90 100 100 100 
 Case 3 % 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 
Pellet kg/thm 1367 1372 1369 1354 1370 1369 1369 1369 
BOF slag kg/thm 42 31 39 42 38 40 40 40 
Briquette kg/thm 58 37 60 72 58 60 60 60 
Coke kg/thm 327 478 325 326 340 325 325 325 
PCI kg/thm 145 0 141 143 127 141 141 141 
BF flue dust injected % in PCI 0 0 10 0 10 10 10 10 
Blast knm3/thm 0.942 1.199 0.936 0.928 0.962 0.936 0.936 0.936 
O2 % 4.5 0.0 4.0 4.7 3.5 4.0 4.0 4.0 
BF gas (external BFG) knm3/h 256.2 165.1 250.9 241.8 242.5 231.0 250.9 231.0 
Heat value MJ/nm3 3.13 2.64 3.03 3.03 3.01 3.03 3.03 3.03 
BOF         
HM kg/tls 907 907 907 907 907 861 907 861 
Scrap incl. pig iron kg/tls 159 159 159 159 159 210 159 210 
Pellet kg/tls 16 16 16 16 16 0 16 0 
BOF gas (external BOFG) knm3/h 28.7 28.7 28.7 28.7 28.7 27.5 28.7 27.5 
Heat Value MJ/nm3 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 
CHP         
BF gas % 70 51 66 64 63 62 66 62 
BOF gas % 16 21 16 16 16 15 16 15 
Coke oven gas % 15 28 18 21 21 23 18 22 
Heat MW th. 80.8 80.8 80.8 80.8 80.8 80.8 80.8 80.8 
Power MW el. 90.1 66.1 90.1 90.1 90.1 88.9 90.1 88.1 
Condense/ back pressure - 1.54 0.86 1.54 1.54 1.54 1.50 1.54 1.48 

Simulation Optimisation 
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For the optimised cases b) and d), the total coke use for the system is decreased which results 
in a decreased need for external coke. A decreased volatile mix in the coking coal mix results 
in a slightly decreased coke oven gas production and an increased internal coke production, 
which also decreases the demand for external coke. The BF is operated with the BF flue dust 
injection operation practice. In the BOF the scrap rate is increased by decreasing the use of 
pellet as cooling agent. The ration HM/scrap is decreased. In the CHP system only minor 
changes regarding the distribution of the fuel gases resulting in changed electricity production 
are shown.

3.5. Applicability for other systems 

The total analysis model has been made to fit the existing steel plant system at SSAB, and 
have therefore been tested and validated in various studies before. By using the already 
developed models, the analysis including the calculation with the BF simulation model and 
integration calculations for the system can usually be conducted within two working days. 
The time effort is of course depending on required changes in the model and the experience 
from the users.  

If the same model is going to be used for other systems, time is needed to adapt and validate 
the model and model results. The work load is depending on the modelling work needed for 
inclusion of further processes (e.g. rolling mills). However, the costs for this effort can be 
considered to be less than the cost and risk of alternative work on experiments and tests.  

4. CONCLUSIONS 

A model for blast furnace simulation has been developed. The model is based on a two-stage 
heat- and mass-balance with a web-based user interface and can be used within a short 
learning time. The model has been validated by full-scale blast furnace trials at SSAB with 
good agreement. This type of model can be used for optimisation of the blast furnace process 
e.g. by comparison of different operational modes and also for planning of experimental 
work.

The model has been used as an input source for total analysis of the production site by means 
of process integration. The integration of the blast furnace model into a total optimisation 
model results in suggestion of new operational practices not achieved always achieved by 
straight forward simulation alone. The performance of the total system is always highly 
depending on the interaction between the different unit processes. By use of optimisation 
models a production system can be optimised with a limited effort and time. 
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SUMMARY

The coke oven plant has a central role in the iron and steel making process in an integrated steel plant. The
subject of this research is to study how the production and energy system at the steel industry, with a
connected combined heat and power plant, is affected by renovation of the coke oven. The aim is to
investigate the interaction between the different processes and how the choice of system boundary affects
the operation practice for the steel plant. MILP-based optimization models have been developed and used
for the evaluation. The analysis shows that it is very important to take the interactions between the
different production units in the system into consideration when making the analysis. A system
optimization with a boundary including the whole system has a greater potential for minimizing the total
system cost than one that only includes the processes where the actual changes are made. Conclusions are
also drawn regarding the production practice for the specific system. Copyright # 2004 John Wiley &
Sons, Ltd.

KEY WORDS: energy efficiency; steel industry; optimization; coke oven; system boundaries

1. INTRODUCTION

In Sweden, the energy consumption in the iron and steel producing sector accounted for 17% of
total industrial energy use in 2001 (Swedish Energy Agency, 2001). Since the steel industry is
energy-intensive, energy costs represent a considerable portion of the refining value. Analyses of
energy systems in process industries are complex because there are often many process
interchanges of material and energy flows, that interact in ways that are difficult to anticipate.
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For instance, coal acts as both the raw material and as the main energy source in the integrated
steel plant.

In a study of energy-related investment decisions, including interviews with managers from
several different industry sectors, it was found that there was a need to improve the working
methods to achieve a more comprehensive view of the energy systems (Sandberg and
S .ooderström, 2003). In a report investigating the potential for a process integration (PI) tool for
the steel industry, it was found that there was a high interest from Swedish steel producers for
tools such as pinch technology and mathematical programming, which can make a contribution
in the endeavour to develop more efficient production systems (Larsson and Dahl, 2000). In a
study by Arivalagan et al. it is stated that the energy systems in process industries are so large
and complex that existing engineering and statistical tools alone cannot provide efficient
solutions (Arivalagan, 1995). They also show that mixed-integer linear programming (MILP),
provides a methodology for determining optimal strategies to minimize the overall costs of
energy for process industries. In another study that treats the impact of a widened energy system
boundary in municipalities, linear programming was used to optimize large energy systems
(Gebremedhin, 2003). In that study it is stated that there can be profits made by connecting
industries and district heating systems.

In this study an industry and a district heating system are already connected to each other.
The focus is mainly on investigating the interaction between the energy and material system and
whether the choice of system boundary is important in determining the operation practice. The
subject of this research is the production and energy system of SSAB Tunnpl(aat in Lule(aa, an
integrated steel plant. The analysis also includes a combined heat and power plant (CHP),
Lulekraft AB, which uses the excess gases from the steel plant as primary fuel. The subject
investigated is a renovation of the coke oven battery at the steel plant. The aim of this research is
twofold. Firstly, the aim is to investigate the difference in system cost depending on which
system boundary is used. This is done in order to investigate the importance of having a
comprehensive perspective when running process industries with complex energy systems.
Secondly, from an industrial perspective, the aim is to find an optimal solution for gas supply
during a renovation affecting the total system.

2. METHOD

The analysis was conducted in a developed PI tool for the steel plant. The PI tool used is based
on the Method for analysis of INDustrial energy systems (MIND) that has been developed for
optimization of dynamic industrial energy system (Nilsson, 1993). The PI-tool is based on
mathematical modelling implementing mixed-integer linear programming (MILP), which makes
it possible to model an entire energy system and optimize the interchanges between energy and
raw material use.

The analysis basically includes four steps. In the first step, the real system must be delimited,
important processes identified and reasonable boundaries and simplifications introduced, in
order to describe the system mathematically. In the second step, the optimization model is
created from a set of equations based on the simplified, delimited problem identified in the first
step. In the third step, the appropriate optimization routine is applied. In this study, a standard
optimization software (CPLEX, 1995) is used to solve the MILP problem. In the fourth and
final step, the model is validated and the results analysed. The validation includes both
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verification that the description of the problem is adequate, and verification of the solution from
the model. In addition, a continuous dialogue with representatives from the steel plant and the
CHP plant, primarily for discussion and verification of input data to and output data from the
model, is important to create a reliable and credible model. The data in the models are based on
internal industrial databases.

3. BACKGROUND AND DELIMITATION

The steel plant analysed consists of a coke oven plant, a blast furnace (BF) with hot stoves,
oxygen processes (BOF converters), unit processes (CAS-OB and RH vacuum degassing unit)
and continuous casting units. The main product from the system is the cast slabs. The blast
furnace is operated with 100% pellets; no sinter plant is therefore needed. In a traditional
integrated steel plant, the process gases are normally used internally. The coke oven gas is used
as primary fuel for the coke ovens, the hot stoves and the pusher ovens in the rolling mill. The
rolling mill for this steel plant is located at another company site. A neighbouring company
previously operated a small local rolling mill within the steel plant. The structure of the steel
plant has resulted in a surplus of energy-rich process gases, which are used by external gas
consumers, such as a lime furnace and a CHP plant.

The coke oven battery at this steel plant contains 54 ovens. The need for renovation arose
mainly because of fissuring in the refractory lining. In order to maintain the coke quality, the
coking time was increased, from 18 to 20h. According to the project manager at the coke oven
plant, the coke oven battery would only be profitable for about 3 more years without renovation.

The renovation is scheduled, based on an earlier investigation of the coke oven battery
condition. According to this, the renovation is to be completed in two stages over 2002 and
2003, with a break during the winter. According to an initial investigation, made by the
company, the renovation will result in a coke and gas deficit for the system. Figure 1 shows the
results of this initial investigation with respect to the coke oven gas supply for the scenario
chosen for the renovation of the coke oven battery. It was determined that the demand for coke
oven gas was higher than the gas available. Several users would thus find themselves without
coke oven gas. The worst-case scenario would be that the internal production units would be
affected, resulting in disruptions in production.

It is quite easy to see that the renovation of the coke ovens will result in a decreased
production of coke and available coke oven gas. However, it is somewhat difficult to determine
the best way of operating the different processes in the system in respect to this. Owing to the
connection to the CHP plant, the renovation will also affect its supply of gas, and this must be
taken into consideration. However, before the renovation started, the external rolling mill
closed, which obviously affected the ability to provide gas in a positive way. This consumer is
therefore not further included in the modelling or analysis. Also, note that new investments
related to the renovation are not taken into consideration. This because the aim is to find the
optimal operation practice given the problem boundaries, e.g. the renovation time, practices.

4. THE MODELLED SYSTEM

The steel production chain can be simply described as a series of connected metallurgical
reactors (i.e. a coke oven plant, BF and BOF converter), supporting systems and by-product
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processing systems. The concession limit for the steel plant is 2.5Mt year�1. The thermal limit
for the CHP plant is 320MW and it is equipped with two modes of operation, back pressure and
condense turbine, where the heat sink for the back pressure operation is the community district
heating system. The major energy and material flows in the system are shown in Figure 2. The
main processes in the system are indicated in the figure as well as the three different system
boundaries.

The definition of what is inside and outside the system boundary is made according to
Churchmans system approach (Churchman, 1979). Included in the system boundary are
variables that both affect the system and can be affected by it. Outside the boundary are
variables that affect the system, but which cannot be affected by the system. In this study, the
total system boundary comprises the whole steel plant, including the CHP plant. In order to
investigate the importance of system thinking when operating large production systems, three
different cases for optimization and one reference case were made of the system. For the
reference case, the model has been set to simulate the material and energy demand for the
system during 2002, and the expected demand for 2003 according to 2002 practice. The reference
case is used as the base for the comparison with the optimized cases. The different cases are
further described in Table I.

4.1. Model description

The different processes have been modelled separately and connected together by each primary
product and by-product interactions. The model sophistication level varies between simple
linear process models, empirically derived process relations based on engineering practice, and
models based on mass and energy balances for the different processes. The driving force for the
model is the production of the final product from the system, i.e. first-rate steel slabs. Each sub-
process, identified in Figure 2, is linked to the next processing step by the primary product from
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each process i.e. coke, hot metal (HM), and liquid steel (LS). The steel demand from the slab-
casting units will thus determine the production rate in the BOF, which in turn will determine
the hot metal rate for the BF and so forth. The external material use is based on the process
requirements for each sub-process. The consumption and excess of by-products are also
determined from each sub-process model. The problem is broken down into identified sub-
processes, with delimitations and simplifications identified from the prior analysis.
The arrows indicate the main product flow within the model. The efficiencies and specific
process-related data used are based on actual production data from the steel plant and the
CHP plant.

The development of the model used is further described in a previous study, where the
possibilities for reducing specific energy use were analysed (Larsson and Dahl, 2003). The
different sub-models have been adapted for this study, and the original blast furnace description
has been replaced by a new description based on simulations from a blast furnace simulation
tool. The simulated production modes, all in all seven new operating modes, plus one normal
reference and one renovation case, were chosen to simulate possible ways of improving the coke
or coke oven gas situation within the steel plant. The normal operating practices are identified as
130 kg PCI, 4% oxygen enrichment and 11308C blast temperature. In the renovation practice,
the PCI rate is 123.5 kg tHM�1 and the blast temperature is 11008C.

Table I. Description of the analysed cases.

Case Description

Reference According to 2002 production and estimated 2003 production
1 Coke oven parameters are optimized, while the rest of the steel plant and CHP plant are

operated as the reference case
2 Total steel plant parameters are optimized, while the CHP plant is operated as the

reference case
3 Total system optimization including all system parameters
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4.2. Model boundary and limitation

The total renovation has been divided into several time periods determined with respect to the
renovation activities. The time period is based on hourly averages. Each process model describes
the material consumption and energy use related to the production. The limitations introduced
are used to govern the processes to ensure that the process results are reasonable and that they
can be identified in the system. The boundaries introduced for the reference case are shown in
Table II.

The limits in coke oven production (Coke) and gas demand for the coke oven renovation (Gas
ren.) periods are for all cases included. For cases 1–3, the other limitations are released appro-
priately to make use of the optimization routine according to the system boundary analysed.
For the total analysis period, the different cases are limited to the same total slab production, i.e.
4 285 500 tonnes. For cases 1–3, the volatile matter (VM) limit in the coal mix is 22–28%. For
cases 2–3, the BF description is free and is allowed to mix its operation between the nine
different practices. Production in the BOF is limited to between 200 and 280 t h�1. For case 3,
the gas limit for the CHP and the distribution between the different gases are set free.

4.3. Objective function

The model has been developed to minimize the material and energy cost for the steel plant
system during the renovation period. The objective function comprises the material and energy
flow variables that affect the system and its corresponding costs. Important variables are for
instance coking coal, ore and scrap. The costs for the different flows are based on actual material
and energy costs used within the steel plant, only prime costs are used. All fixed costs and labour
costs are neglected. Income entries are used for flows that are sold from the system, e.g. coke
breeze, tar, benzene, heat and electricity. The cost and income are expressed in SEK t�1 for
material flows, SEKknm�3 for gaseous flows, SEKMWh�1 for electricity and SEKGJ�1 for
energy flows.

Note that the CHP plant is co-owned by the steel plant and the municipal energy company.
This is the main reason why it is included in the system boundary for case 3 and why sold
electricity and district heating are part of the objective function instead of gas sold to the CHP
plant.

5. RESULTS

Cases 1–3 indicate different system boundaries of the analysed system, as described in Figure 2.
The two different renovation scenarios were analysed in respect of these different cases. In
Table III, the system cost for the different boundaries is shown for the total renovation period.
It is shown that by widening the system boundary, the objective function (the system cost), can
be decreased. This is a result that makes sense, but it is not easy to say why this occurs and
where in the system the gain is made. Further analysis shows that when the system boundary is
widened, the main gain is made in the coke oven battery.} The differences between the

}Additional cases were made for the steel plant with only year 2003 set free. This is because the renovation in 2002 had
already been made before the results from this study were calculated and analysed. The results, though, match the
results presented in this paper.
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Table II. Production limitations used in the model.

Time step coke oven gas BF gas BOF gas CHP

Time (h)
Coke
(t h�1)

Gas ren.
(knm3 h�1)

Coal
blendn

(%VM)
Blast

furnacen Orey (%)
Slabz

(t h�1)
Gas limitz

(MW)
Mgas; kgas;
Ldgasz (%)

Heat
(MWth)

Year 1 T1 5208 80.0 0 24.8 Ref. 1.47 245 283 76.7; 8.9; 14.4 87.1
T2 168 72.0 0 24.8 Ref. 1.59 259 229 75.0; 9.0; 16.0 30.0
T3 168 64.6 0.37 24.9 Ren. 1.66 245 52.3 78.0; 6.9; 15.1 30.0
T4 2856 57.2 1.32 24.9 Ren. 1.26 249 202 82.4; 2.4; 15.2 76.5
T5 336 70.8 0 24.8 Ref. 1.15 264 300 81.2; 3.5; 15.4 123.0

T6 2352 80.0 0 24.8 Ref. 1.41 243 252 77.1; 8.5; 14.4 134.1
Year 2 T7 168 72.0 0 24.8 Ref. 1.41 243 227 77.1; 8.5; 14.4 88.1
20 h T8 5544 57.2 1.32 24.9 Ren. 1.66 243 209 81.7; 2.7; 15.6 57.0
renov. T9 288 70.8 0 24.8 Ref. 1.41 243 246 77.1; 8.5; 14.4 123.0

T10 48 72.0 0 24.8 Ref. 1.41 243 246 77.1; 8.5; 14.4 123.0

T6 2352 80.0 0 24.8 Ref. 1.41 243 252 77.1, 8.5, 14.4 134.1
Year 2 T7 3864 56.3 1.62 24.9 Ren. 1.41 243 202 81.7, 2.7, 15.6 46.2
18 h T8 336 75.7 0 24.8 Ref. 1.66 243 205 77.1, 8.5, 14.4 50.6
renov. T9 2184 80 0 24.8 Ref. 1.41 243 233 77.1, 8.5, 14.4 100.6

nReleased in cases 1–3.
yReleased in cases 2–3.
zReleased in case 3.
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renovation alternatives are small and the proposed system changes are similar. Therefore, we do
not analyse them separately, but instead focus on the system changes to be made. For the
reference case, the total system cost is around 4� 109 SEK, including the income from sold by-
products and energy. The share of the material and energy costs between the different
production units is approximately 28–30% for the coke oven plant, 56–59% for the blast
furnace and 14% for the BOF. Cost reduction, due to the use of the recovered process gases in
the CHP plant, is 10–15%. The reference system cost for the first renovation scenario (10 ovens)
is approximately 0.4% higher than the second renovation scenario (16 ovens). As reference, the
case of 20 hours’ coking time and 10 ovens under renovation at the coke oven plant are used.

5.1. The coke oven system

The coke oven system is normally operated with a volatile matter of 24.8% in the coal mix
resulting in a gas generation of about 38 knm3 h�1 and a coke production of 80 t h�1. During the
first renovation period, the volatile matter was slightly increased. The coke deficit in the normal
production mode is nearly 13 t h�1, and during the renovation period this increased to nearly 38
t h�1 due to the lower coking capacity. Table IV shows the summarized results of the optimized
system and the reference system. In cases 1–3, the coke oven system is optimized. For cases 1
and 3, the optimized system proposes less volatile matter in the coal mix. For the cases with
normal production, the volatile matter is significantly decreased, while during renovation only a
small change in the volatile matter is proposed. For case 1, the decrease in the volatile matter
during normal operation corresponds to the amount gas flared. The coke and coke oven gas
demand from the different users outside the coke oven plant is maintained at the same level as
for the reference system. For both cases 2 and 3 the total use of coke has been reduced due to
changes within the BF system and the BOF system. A larger amount of coke oven gas is used
within the BF system. For case 2, the changes at the blast furnace results in a higher gas demand
due to higher consumption in the hot stoves. The demand at the CHP is still the same as for the
reference system. Thus, a higher gas demand results in a high volatile mix. However, when the
total system is optimized, case 3, the volatile matter is decreased due to decreased demand from
the CHP plant which implies that with the current energy cost, coal is preferably used for the
iron making process rather than heat and electricity generation.

5.2. The blast furnace system

The BF system is normally operated with 100% pellet, 130 kg PCI tHM�1 and 11308C hot blast
temperature. During the first renovation period the hot blast temperature was decreased to

Table III. The system costs for the different cases compared to the reference case (20 h with 10 ovens).

Coke oven
(%)

Blast
furnace (%) BF (%) CHP (%) Total (%)

20 h With 10 ovens Case 1 �3.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 �1.1
Case 2 �12.0 1.0 �3.0 0.0 �3.9
Case 3 �13.2 0.7 �3.0 �6.9 �5.3

18 h With 16 ovens Case 1 �4.4 �0.1 0.9 0.0 �1.5
Case 2 �12.4 0.7 �3.0 0.0 �4.2
Case 3 �13.6 0.4 �3.0 �7.2 �5.7
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11008C, resulting in a significant decrease in coke oven gas demand. The increased amount of
external coke and lower hot blast temperature resulted in a higher reduction rate in the furnace
(466! 481 kg tHM�1). Table V shows the summarized results of the optimized system and the
reference system. In the first case, the BF system is operated as the reference system, while it is
optimized for cases 2–3. In the optimized system, the hot blast temperature is raised. The coke
rate for the blast furnace is decreased by approximately 1 kg coke per 108C increase in blast
temperature. For cases 2–3 the BF operation results in lowered reduction rates as seen in the
table. The operation, however, requires a higher coke oven gas demand for the firing of the hot
stoves. In this study, the maximum blast temperature has been assumed to be 12008; in reality,
the maximum temperature is about 1150–11708. However, allowing the higher temperature gives
an indication of in which direction measures should be taken. The hot metal demand has a
higher variation in the optimized cases due to changed demands from the BOF system.

5.3. The basic oxygen system

The basic oxygen system (BOF) including the slab casting units are normally operated with a
share of 81% HM, 1–1.5% ore and 17–18% scrap per tonne of slab. There are only small
changes between normal and renovation modes of operation. Table VI shows the summarized

Table IV. Summarized results for the coke oven plant during normal and the second renovation period.

20 h With 10 ovens 18 h With 16 ovens

Case Case

Normal/renovation Ref. 1 2 3 1 2 3

Ramp coke (t h�1) 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0
57.2 57.2 57.2 57.2 56.3 56.3 56.3

Specific coking coal (t t�1 coke) 1.406 1.372 1.415 1.370 1.375 1.415 1.370
1.408 1.427 1.426 1.388 1.444 1.426 1.389

%VM (%) 24.8 22.0 26.1 22.0 22.5 26.1 22.0
24.9 26.6 27.1 23.5 28.0 27.1 23.6

External coke (t h�1) 12.7 12.7 16.0 16.2 12.7 16.0 16.2
39.9 39.9 20.5 28.4 40.7 22.7 26.5

Produced coke oven gas (knm3 h�1) 37.8 33.2 40.0 33.2 33.9 40.0 33.2
27.1 29.2 29.9 25.5 30.5 29.4 25.2

Used in coke oven plant (knm3 h�1) 14.8 11.0 16.5 11.5 12.1 16.5 11.5
12.0 13.2 14.3 10.5 13.0 12.7 9.1

External use (knm3 h�1) 20.0 19.2 20.4 18.6 18.8 20.4 18.6
13.0 13.0 12.6 11.9 13.1 12.1 11.4

Flared gas (knm3 h�1) 1.2 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Used in blast furnace system (knm3 h�1) 10.3 10.3 11.8 12.3 10.3 11.9 12.3
7.8 7.8 7.4 7.8 7.9 6.9 7.3

Used in BOF system (knm3 h�1) 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0
2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0

Used in lime furnace (knm3 h�1) 2.1 2.1 2.1 2.1 2.1 2.1 2.1
2.1 2.1 2.1 2.1 2.1 2.1 2.1

Used in CHP plant (knm3 h�1) 4.5 4.5 4.5 2.2 4.4 4.4 2.2
1.1 1.1 1.1 0.0 1.1 1.1 0.0
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results of the optimized system and the reference system. In the first case, the BOF system is
operated as the reference system, while for cases 2–3 the BOF system is optimized. For the
optimized system the hot metal share is increased. The ground cast HM is minimized to its lower
limit. In reality, ground casting is an effect of disturbances between different production units
with different time constants and is used to ensure a stable BF production rate. The quantity of
ore used in the BOF is increased to its upper limit. This is due to the fact that external scrap, i.e.
scrap not generated within the system, has a relatively high price in comparison to both HM and
ore. The amount of BOF gas generated is relatively constant. Owing to the proposed change in
production rates between normal and renovation mode, the total amounts will, however, be
different. The overall production goal of cast slabs is the same in all cases. In the model, it is
possible to vary the production within the different time periods as long as the overall
production goal is fulfilled and within the specific limits.

5.4. The combined heat and power plant system

The CHP plant has the possibility for supplementary oil firing if the heat value of the mixed gas
is too low or if the gas effect is insufficient, it is therefore the least sensitive user of the coke oven
gas. The gas used in the CHP plant is therefore more or less what is left in the gas network. In
normal production, the distribution between the three different recovered gases, BF gas, BOF
gas and coke oven gas, is 77, 15 and 8%, respectively. For the first renovation period this was

Table V. Summarized results for the blast furnace during normal and the second renovation period.

20 h With 10 ovens 18 h With 16 ovens

Case Case

Normal/renovation Ref. 1 2 3 1 2 3

Hot metal (HM) (th�1) 259 259 280 280 259 280 280
260 260 233 261 260 239 253

Ore (kg t�1HM) 1381 1381 1385 1385 1381 1383 1383
1375 1375 1386 1385 1375 1393 1389

Coke (kg t�1HM) 336 336 323 324 336 323 324
357 357 316 312 357 314 312

PCI (kg t�1HM) 130 130 130 130 130 130 130
124 124 141 149 124 147 152

Blast (nm3 t�1HM) 967 967 967 972 967 965 970
985 985 939 927 985 931 925

Blast temperature (8C) 1130 1130 1181 1200 1130 1181 1200
1100 1100 1143 1155 1100 1130 1150

O2 enrichment (%) 3.4 3.4 2.3 2.3 3.4 2.7 2.3
4.2 4.2 4.2 4.5 4.2 4.9 4.7

BF gas (nm3 t�1HM) 1537 1537 1421 1425 1537 1421 1425
1519 1519 1398 1388 1519 1387 1385

Heat value (MJ nm�3) 2.92 2.92 2.82 2.81 2.92 2.82 2.81
3.03 3.03 2.93 2.97 3.03 3.01 2.98

BF gas cowper (nm3 knm�3 blast) 384 384 377 368 384 377 368
450 450 391 382 450 395 383

Coke oven gas cowper (nm3 knm�3 blast) 33.9 33.9 38.0 42.0 33.9 38.0 42.0
22.5 22.5 27.4 27.9 22.5 23.4 26.6
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81, 15 and 3%, respectively. In Table VII, cases 1–2 are operated as the reference case. The total
optimized result is shown in case 3. The operation mode is changed to a lower heat value for the
mixed gas due to more low calorific BF gas being used. The use of the high calorific coke oven
gas is decreased to approximately 4% of the total effect entering the system. In the renovation
mode, no coke oven gas is used in the system. The BF share is increased to nearly 83% and the
rest is composed of BOF gas. The total amounts of the different gases flared are decreased.

5.5. Sensitivity analysis

In case 3, where the whole system was optimized, the volatile matter was decreased both for the
normal and renovation periods, see Table IV. A tentative solution to satisfy the gas need was to
increase the volatile matter to release more high calorific coke oven gas to the external users.
The solution found by optimization, however, showed a decrease in volatile content. Also, the
use of the coke oven gas was prioritized to the iron making process before use in the CHP plant.
Since the district heating system is limited to a small region where the CHP plant provides a
major part of the district heating, changing the selling price will not affect the amount delivered.
Electricity distribution, on the other hand, consists of a large market and the selling price will
thus affect the amount delivered. A further analysis of the price of sold electricity (and the gas
prioritization to the CHP plant) showed that an increase in the electricity price of 37% would
cause a higher volatile coal mix to be optimal. The increase in volatile matter in the coal mix
occurs as a step function, from the minimum of 22 to 24.7%. At 24.7% the limit of thermal heat
effect for the boiler in the CHP plant is reached, which makes more gas unnecessary. It was
found that it is only the relation between coal and coke buying price and electricity selling price

Table VI. Summarized results for the BOF system during normal and the second renovation period.

20 h With 10 ovens 18 h With 16 ovens

Case Case

Normal/renovation Ref. 1 2 3 1 2 3

Cast slab (t h�1) 244 244 263 263 244 263 263
243 243 218 246 243 224 238

HM (kg t�1 slab) 966 966 1075 1075 966 1075 1075
976 976 897 1008 976 924 977

Ground cast HM (kg h�1) 51 51 22 22 51 22 22
49 49 18 21 49 19 20

Ore (kg h�1) 16 16 25 25 16 25 25
19 19 21 23 19 21 23

Scrap total (kg h�1) 167 167 143 143 167 143 143
156 156 112 131 156 116 126

External scrap (kg h�1) 59 59 59 59 59 59 59
50 50 42 53 50 45 50

Oxygen (nm3 t�1 slab) 54 54 57 57 54 58 58
54 54 48 54 54 49 52

BOF gas generated (nm3 t�1 slab) 107 107 105 105 107 105 105
107 107 106 105 107 106 106

(MWt�1 slab) 0.21 0.21 0.20 0.20 0.21 0.20 0.20
0.21 0.21 0.21 0.20 0.21 0.21 0.20
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that influence the volatile mix; the buying price of electricity has no effect at all. Nor does the
district heat demand affect the volatile mix due to the large availability of gas; it only decreases
the condense generated power at the CHP plant.

The different internal users have different possibilities to decrease their use of gas and change
to other energy carriers. The steam boiler at the coke oven plant can use oil as primary fuel. By
changing the hot blast temperature it is possible to change the consumption of coke oven gas for
firing of the hot stoves. The lime furnace has no alternative fuel. However, within the steel plant
there are several smaller burners used for maintaining the temperature of waiting ladles, drying
of ladles, etc. By automatization of the burners used for drying and by turning out the burners
not used for maintaining temperature, it is possible to decrease consumption of the gas which
can then be used in other parts of the system, e.g. the CHP plant. By decreasing the gas demand
by 50%, the objective function would decrease by approximately 7.5� 106 SEK over the 2-year
period studied.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

It has been shown that it is very important to take the interactions between the different
production units in the system into consideration when making the analysis. Widening the
system boundary of the optimized system reduces the total system cost. It can be seen that the

Table VII. Summarized results for the CHP plant during normal and the second renovation period.

20 h With 10 ovens 18 h With 16 ovens

Case Case

Normal/renovation Ref. 1 2 3 1 2 3

BF gas (MW) 200 200 200 231 197 197 231
171 171 171 217 165 165 210

BOF gas (MW) 38 38 38 48 37 37 48
33 33 33 45 31 31 44

Coke oven gas (MW) 22 22 22 11 22 22 11
6 6 6 0 6 5 0

Oil (MW) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Heat value mixed gas (MJ nm�3) 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.2 3.5 3.4 3.2
3.4 3.4 3.4 3.3 3.4 3.4 3.3

Heat (MW th) 115 115 115 115 107 107 107
57 57 57 57 46 46 46

Power-back pressure op. (MWel) 50 50 50 50 47 47 47
25 25 25 25 20 20 20

Power-condensing op. (MWel) 22 22 22 30 24 24 34
33 33 33 49 36 36 52

Flared BF gas (MW) 42 42 42 0 45 33 0
63 63 63 0 69 33 0

Flared BOF gas (MW) 13 13 13 5 13 17 5
18 18 18 5 19 15 5

Flared coke oven gas (MW) 11 6 3 0 5 4 0
7 7 2 0 7 4 0
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total system optimum is reached for case 3, which has the widest system boundary. It is
interesting that the gain is mainly made in the coke oven plant in all cases; note that the cost
decreases significantly with a wider system boundary. This occurs when the optimum solution
results in a production practice where one sub-system (the BF system) has a higher cost than in
the reference case, when included in the system boundary. This shows that although the
renovation is made in the coke oven plant, the effects of the renovation can be seen in other
parts of the system. An explanation for this is that in the case where only the coke oven is
optimized, the coke oven system is optimized to meet the demand for coke and coke oven gas.
Hence, no attention is paid to how the coke and gas are used. In the cases where the steel plant is
included in the analysis, interactions between the different processes that would otherwise be
overlooked are also included. Thus, the choice of system boundary should include both primary
and secondary process variables. Primary process variables are those that are directly affected by
the proposed changes, in this case variables in the coke oven plant. Secondary process variables
are those that are affected by the alteration indirectly, in this case basically process variables that
affect the operation practice in the BF, BOF and the production rate. Parameters in the CHP
plant are also important to avoid sub optimization.

One question still to be answered is what system perspective one should have and at which
aggregation level different parts of the plant should be modelled. This is a complex question. If
the model is made more accurate, its complexity will increase, making it more complex to use
and operate. A study by Sandberg and S .ooderström (2003) indicates that it is important for
decision support to be easy to understand in order to be used. In addition, the human resources
at companies are limited and there is often too little time to conduct investigations outside of
normal activities. The opposite, making the model less accurate might lead to a simpler model,
which is easier to understand and demands lesser resources. However, this might mean that
important effects are missed. As discussed earlier, the first step is to identify the important
primary and secondary process variables. The second step is then to identify an aggregation
level where the different process variables can be changed. The optimal sophistication level for
the different models is found using an iterative approach between model performance and
sophistication level needs.

6.1. Specific plant practices

Several changes could be identified in order to decrease the production cost for the system. The
lowest system cost in comparison to the reference system is reached for the free case (case 3), and
the conclusions drawn are for this case. Generally for optimized operation during both normal
and renovation periods, coke demand for the blast furnace is minimized. This is in accordance
with the fact that there is a coke deficit in the system. There is also a shift between the different
users of the coke oven gas. More gas is used internally, primarily in the BF system because of the
higher hot blast temperature chosen, which requires more coke oven gas due to its high heat
value. The choice of coal mix with low volatile matter shows that the current electricity price is
too low compared to the coal price in order to run the condensing power with additional coke
oven gas. Further, the hot metal share in the BOF melt shop is increased. There are several
explanations for this, foremost of them being the fact that the cost for internal hot metal and
iron ore is lower than external good-quality scrap.

In normal mode, the volatile content in the coal mix is at the lowest limit allowed, which is
significantly lower than in the reference case. There is thus no problem with the supply of gas.
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During normal operation the following practice is proposed:

* The coke oven should be operated with a low volatile mix.
* The BF should be operated at a higher hot blast temperature resulting in a lower coke

demand and thereby decreasing the deficit. This also requires more coke oven gas.
* The primary fuel for the CHP plant is changed to more BF gas and BOF gas, while the

coke oven gas is used primarily internally in the steel plant.
* The slab production rate is increased compared to the reference system.

During renovation a reduction in supply of both coke and coke oven gas occurs. But by
making changes in addition to those made in the coke oven plant, the deficit can be reduced.
During renovation the practice changes are quite similar to normal operation. In order to be
able to manage the material and energy balance for the system, both coke oven and steel plant
practice are changed. During renovation, the following practice is proposed:

* The coke oven should be operated with a slightly higher volatile mix than during normal
operation, but lower than the reference case.

* The BF practice is changed to a higher blast temperature and coal injection rate resulting
in a lower coke demand. The blast temperature is not increased as much as for the normal
case.

* The primary fuel for the CHP plant is changed to more BF gas and BOF gas.
* The slab production rate is decreased compared to the reference system.

Taking these proposed changes into consideration would result in a lower system cost and the
coke and coke oven gas deficit would be decreased. However, the changes are dependent on external
restrictions, e.g. heat demand from the community, and production demand, which will vary.
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Abstract

During the years 2001 – 2002, a comprehensive study regarding of the CO2 emission related 
to the steel production for the integrated steel making production route was carried out. The 
study was financed by SSAB and carried out by a research group with members from SSAB, 
MEFOS and LTU. The aim was to study the emissions from the existing system and how 
these could be influenced by process changes and by process modifications. The calculations 
were made using a global spreadsheet model for calculating the CO2 emissions, developed 
from an existing Energy- and Process Integration model of the same system. The calculated 
cases included the existing BF/BOF route as well as integration of other processes e.g. an 
electric arc furnace, COREX, DR processes and new future smelting reduction process 
(Sidcomet). All new existing alternative ore based process technologies would increase the 
specific CO2 emission from the system. A technology transfer to scrap based metallurgy 
would significantly decrease the emission level, but is not feasible for SSAB due to the future 
product mix and the structure of scrap availability. In a 5-20 year perspective the existing 
steel making process route with the use of magnetite ore for pellet production has the lowest 
specific CO2 emission. In a long-term perspective (20 –50 years) alternative process routes, 
e.g., based on H2 and DRI could be of interest. Studies on such changes are, however, big 
projects and should be carried out as joint European and/or international efforts.
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Introduction

The global warming caused by greenhouse gas emission e.g. carbon dioxide, is one of the 
major environmental challenges of the 21st century. In the Kyoto agreement, a global 
reduction in 2010 by 6-8% of the greenhouse gases from the 1990 level is enforced [1]. For 
Sweden, the commitment to the Kyoto protocol allows for a 4% increase, however the 
governmental goal is a 4% reduction as average for the period 2008-2010 from the 1990 level 
[2]. The steel industry accounts for 7% of the global CO2 emission, and of this nearly 70% 
originates from the BF/BOF route. During the period from 1950 to 1980 the world’s steel 
production increased considerably. This is mainly due to larger production units, improved 
metallurgical processes and process yield, as well as improved process control. The energy 
crisis in mid-70s and early 80s affected the energy use in the industry. The specific use of oil, 
which is a measure of the energy conservation, has decreased continuously from 1970. 
Energy recovery, i.e. recovery of energy rich process gases, has also increased and is in many 
cases used as internal fuel for various processes. According to IISI, the world’s crude steel 
production in 2002 was 902Mt [3]. The raw materials used for steel production today are still 
dominated by hot metal from the blast furnaces (i.e. ore based production) and steel scrap. 
The oxygen based processes, e.g. the BF/BOF route accounts for 60% of the production. The 
EAF steel-making ratio was 33.9% and the rest, 6.1% was produced in other processes. The 
annual increase in the steel production is predicted to be about 2%, where the main production 
increase is in China. For Sweden, the total steel production in 2002 was 5.8 Mt and the 
BF/BOF share of this was 66.3%. 

In a study of the greenhouse gas emission from the steel industry, de Beer et al. [4] reported 
emissions of 1.6 – 2.2 tCO2/t product from the BF/BOF route. For EAF-based production the 
emission varies from 0.6 to 0.9 tCO2/t product. In a study by Birat et al. [5], the specific CO2
emission from several traditional and new production routes was analysed. From a CO2
perspective, it was found that it is important to increase the share of recirculated scrap 
globally. It was shown that routes containing ore have a higher energy use and thus higher 
CO2 emissions. The BF/BOF route showed the lowest CO2 emissions for the ore based 
production with 2.2 tCO2/t steel. Future research is predicted to decrease the emissions even 
further. In a study by Aichinger et al. [6], further analyses have been made of the calculation 
and accounting principle. In this study the CO2 emissions for ore based production was 
calculated to be 1.5 tCO2/t steel. Credit was introduced for by-products recovered from the 
steel plant, e.g. process gases and BF slag for cement production, hence the lower emissions.  

In this paper a comprehensive study of the CO2 emission related to the steel production for the 
integrated steel making production route is reported. The specific CO2 emissions were 
calculated both for the existing BF/BOF route and for integration of technologically possible 
alternatives e.g. EAF, COREX, DR process and a new future smelting reduction process 
(Sidcomet), into the existing steel making route. The analysis included processes up to casting 
of slabs (this is the end-product as the rolling mills of SSAB Tunnplåt AB are situated 
elsewhere). The scope of this paper is to describe the computer-based analysis and the results 
as well as to give an in-depth analysis of the possibility of decreasing the CO2 emissions from 
an existing steel plant system by process changes and modifications or by integration of 
alternative process equipment. 
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The iron and steel making routes 

Reference case: the existing steel plant system 

The SSAB Tunnplåt AB steel plant is a BF/BOF route based system. The blast furnace (BF) 
is operated with 100% pellets, and is equipped with pulverised coal injection (PCI), normally 
140 kg/tHM (tonne hot metal). The coke plant produces the majority of the coke used in the 
BF. There are two basic oxygen furnaces (BOF converters) in the system, operated with hot 
metal from the BF and a small amount of scrap. The crude steel is further treated in the 
alloying processes, CASOB and RH-vacuum oven. The steel making is followed by two 
continuous casters. The slabs are transported 1000 km by train to the rolling mill located in 
Borlänge. The process gases produced from the coke oven, BF and BOF are recovered as 
coke oven gas, BF gas and BOF gas. The gases are used internally as primary fuel; the coke 
oven plant is under-fired with pure coke oven gas, and the hot stoves for the BF are fired with 
a mixture of BF gas and coke oven gas. The coke oven gas is also used in various heating 
burners at the steel plant as well as for primary fuel in a steam boiler and in a lime furnace. 
Since the rolling mill for the steel plant is located at another geographical location of the 
company, a surplus of process gases arises. The surplus is therefore used as primary fuel in a 
combined heat and power plant (CHP), producing steam, heat and electricity. The produced 
power is used within the steel plant system and the heat covers the main demand from the 
district community heat network. Drying gas from the power plant is also delivered to a 
nearby wood-pellet plant.

Alternative steel making processes

An alternative steel production route to the BF/BOF route is the scrap-based production in the 
electric arc furnace (EAF route). The main iron source is scrap, but the EAF can also be 
operated by use of direct reduced iron (DRI/HBI) or with a mix of DRI and scrap. The main 
energy source for the route is electric power.  

The DRI/HBI is produced by reducing iron ore in solid state. The direct reduction processes 
are normally natural gas or coal based. There are three types of reactors, the shaft oven 
processes, the fluidised bed processes and the rotary hearth processes. The shaft oven 
processes (e.g. Midrex, Hyl) are the most developed processes for direct reduction and 
account for almost 85% of all DRI produced. The fluidised bed reactors can be operated with 
both natural gas (e.g. Finmet, Circored) and coal (e.g. Circofer). For the rotary hearth 
processes (e.g. Fastmet, Itmk3, Fastmelt, Redsmelt, and Sidcomet) are other developed 
processes. In the study, a rotary hearth process combined with a separate melting furnace 
(Sidcomet) has been chosen as an integrated alternative to the BF to produce liquid hot metal.  

The smelting reduction processes have been developed to produce hot metal from iron ore 
without use of coke. Several processes have been proposed using ore or agglomerated ore 
(e.g. COREX, AISI, and Technored) and processes using fines (e.g. Finex, Dios, Hismelt). In 
the analysis the COREX process in some different system designs has been chosen as an 
integration alternative to the BF.  

Method

The analysis was conducted in a mathematical simulation model derived for the steel plant 
system. A number of cases were chosen to describe the process enhancements or the process 
alternatives of interest for the investigation. The comparison between the different cases was 
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made with respect to the specific CO2 emission for each process chain. The specific CO2
emission was defined as the normalised emission per ton of slab out from the system.  

Process simulation model

The calculations were made in a spreadsheet simulation model for the total energy system. It 
was developed from an earlier SSAB model for energy optimisation (Grip et.al. [7]), and 
consists of one process module calculating the mass- and energy flows in the system and one 
CO2 module using the mass- and heat balance data to calculate the CO2 emissions, Figure 1. 

The process module includes simulation models for the main processes in the existing system; 
coke oven plant; blast furnace; BOF furnaces as well as for the CHP plant.  For the ladle 
metallurgy, simplified models describing the yield and material consumption are used. New 
process alternatives are included 
by a mass balance sheet, based on 
process data. All models are 
governed by an interface 
controlling the different sub 
models. As far as possible, 
simulations for the BF process 
have been validated against real 
process data. For new process 
technologies, e.g. Corex, Midrex, 
Sidcomet and EAF, process data 
from various sources have been 
used for the modelling [8, 9 and 
10]. Process data have been 
adapted to fit into the existing steel 
plant system.  

Calculation principle 

In an industrial energy and production system, such as the integrated steel plant system, the 
different processes are connected together by primary and secondary products. Because of 
this, the individual processes often affect each other. Several things might make the analysis 
more difficult. Some materials used in iron and steel making have generated CO2 emissions in 
their preparation. There are processes generating CO2 emission inside the steel plant border 
that is emitted in by-products (e.g. process gases) outside the steel plant border. The use of 
by-products might also result in a global decrease of the CO2 emissions due to replacement of 
fossil fuels. There are principally three ways of making the analysis:  

as an inventory analysis, including only direct emissions (i.e. actual emissions) from 
the system 
as an effect-oriented analysis, also including indirect upstream emissions (i.e. earlier 
emissions) from raw material preparation or products used in the production and 
downstream emissions related to by-product use.  
as an LCA analysis, taking into consideration the total emission during the total life 
cycle of the product.

In order to take the specific aspects of the current system into consideration, an effect-oriented 
calculation philosophy has been chosen. The LCA analysis is not applicable since the life 
cycle emission of the product is of no relevance to this study. The analysis methodology 

CO2 Calculation  

InterfaceBlast Furnace 

BOF converter

New processes

Coke Oven Plant

CHP

Other gas users 

Existing processes at SSAB Tunnplåt AB 
New processes analysed 
External operated processes/users 

Figure 1. Description of analysis model use in the study 
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Table 1. CO2 emission factor used for indirect 
emissions from processes outside the system 
boundary (kg CO2/t)

Material/energy 
Specific
emission

Unit

Pellet (hematite ore) 154 kg CO2/ ton 
Pellet (magnetite ore) 51 “ 
Ore 26 “ 
DRI, Carbon based 1790 “ 
DRI, Natural gas based 586 “ 
Scrap 18.7 “ 
Burned Lime 1346 “ 
BOF slag 149 “ 
Limestone 428 “ 
Oxygen 1283 “ 
Steam 224 “ 
Power 0.6 kg CO2/ kWh
Transports 

Boat (coal/coke) 51.4 kg CO2/ ton 
Truck 0.072 kg CO2/ tonkm
Train 0.020 “ 

chosen is based on the method proposed by Aichinger et.al. [6], and is based upon five 
principles:

Relevance: the system boundary chosen should appropriately reflect the greenhouse 
gas emission from the system 
Completeness: the calculation should include all emission sources and activities within 
the system. 
Consistency: the result should allow for meaningful comparisons of emission 
performance over time. 
Transparency: the analysis should be conducted in a factual and coherent manner, 
based on a clear audit trail. 
Accuracy: The emission calculations should have the precision needed for the 
intended use, and provide reasonable assurance on the integrity of the calculated 
emission. 

Besides the direct emissions within the 
system, the indirect emissions from the 
preparation of the raw materials and the use 
of the process gases in the combined heat 
and power plant are included. The specific 
CO2 emission, defined as the total emission 
from the process step divided by the 
production volume of the primary product, 
from each primary process product, i.e. 
coke, hot metal, liquid steel and steel slab, 
is calculated stepwise on the basis of 
calculated or measured process variables. 
The CO2 emission is calculated as the 
carbon entering the system (as CO2)
subtracted by the carbon leaving the system 
in products and compounds other than the 
primary and carbon dioxide. The indirect 
emissions are then added by multiplying 
the actual material use by its specific 

emission, Table 1. This implies that the first process in the production chain is calculated first 
(i.e. the coke oven) and gradually the other processes are calculated on the basis of the earlier 
calculated emissions. 

For carbon, leaving the system in other forms than CO2, a credit is introduced in the analysis. 
The carbon is therefore only debited the process where it is used. For re-circulated materials, 
credits are given if they replace materials with a related CO2 emission. The electricity 
produced in the CHP is credited the system steel plant/ CHP. Since the BF slag is not 
granulated, this has not been included as a credit in the analysis. In order to take into account 
the CHP in the analysis, a final (fictive) process step is production of primary steel slabs 
including the electricity generated (per ton of steel slab, calculated from the CHP balance). 
The stepwise calculation gives the total accumulated emission for all processes in the Luleå 
system, per tonne of slab.  
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Description of the cases 

The steel making system has been analysed with respect to changed production practice or 
integration of new process equipment. The existing BF/BOF route (process configuration 1-3-
6-8, Figure 2) was thoroughly analysed in 8 different cases. Replacement of the BF by 
integration of Corex (4-6-8 and 2-4-7-8) and integration of Corex with the BF (1-3;4-6-8) was 
analysed. Integration of smelting reduction processes (5-6-8) was exemplified by integration 
of the Sidcomet process into the system. The BF/BOF route was compared to the EAF route 
by integration of an EAF (7-8 and 2-7-8) into the system. For the last scenario the DR plant is 
assumed to be operated using a gas with a low CO2 emission factor (i.e. natural gas). Totally 7 
different process routes were analysed in 15 calculated cases. A reference case was created 
according to the SSAB production in 2001. The reference case is used as a basis for the 
comparison. The different cases with a brief description are shown in Table 2. 
Table 2. Cases and production routes that have been analysed  
Case Description Process route 

1
Normal production practice during 2001; 
Coke plant; BF (130kg PCI, 331kg coke, O2 enrichment, 100% pellet, BOF slag); 
BOF (scrap, pellet); CHP (Coke oven-, BF- and BOF gas) 

1-3-6-8 

2 BF (no PCI) 1-3-6-8 
3 BF (180 kg PCI) 1-3-6-8 
4 BF (no BOF slag recycling) 1-3-6-8 
5 BF (pellet/DRI 70/30) 1-3-6-8 
6 BOF (no scrap, DRI) 1-3-6-8 
7 BOF (scrap preheating) 1-3-6-8 
8 BF (coke oven gas injection in BF) 1-3-6-8 
9 BF replaced by COREX[8] (pellet, coal) 4-6-8 

10 BF replaced by COREX[9] (ore, coke, coal) 4-6-8 
11 BF replaced by Sidcomet 5-6-7 
12 BF, BOF replaced by EAF (scrap) 7-8 
13 BF, BOF replaced by DR plant (ore, pellet); COREX[9]; EAF 2-4-7-8 
14 COREX integrated with BF 1-3;4-6-8 
15 BF, BOF replaced by EAF (DRI/scrap) 2-7-8 

Each case was analysed according to the specific CO2 emission for the system steel plant/ 
power plant. The results are summarized in Table 3. For comparison, the corresponding CO2
emission for HM and LS production has also been calculated. 
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Results

The CO2 emissions, calculated for the total system, including slab production at the steel plant 
and generation of power at the CHP, are summarized in Table 3. The specific CO2 emission is 
affected by the distribution of the ferrous burden and reductants. The use of process by-
products is also an important factor affecting the emission, e.g. how the process off-gases are 
utilised. Credits are only given for 
carbon or by the substitution factor 
for process by-products that are 
utilised externally. No credits are 
given for BF slag, which could 
have been utilised for producing 
slag cement.  

The specific CO2 emissions from 
ore based production are calculated 
to 1690 – 3510 kg CO2/tS (ton 
slab). For alternatives based on the 
EAF, the emissions are 420 – 1370 
kg CO2/tS. The different process 
routes show a large scattering, 
depending on the choice of 
equipment and operation practise, 
Figure 4. The lowest emission for 
iron ore based production is 
achieved within the existing route 
where also the scattering between 
the different alternatives is the 
smallest. For the COREX 
alternatives (alternatives 9-10, 13-
14) large differences between the 
lowest and highest emission value 
are shown. The main reason for 
this is the use and recovery 
possibilities for the COREX gas. 
For integration of EAF the system 
there are large differences due to 
the choice of raw material, the 
higher value corresponds to use of 
DRI.

Specific results for the existing BF route

For the BF cases 1-8, the specific CO2 emission for the total system is 1800 – 2000 kg 
CO2/tS. The corresponding emission for HM was 1300 – 1480 kg CO2/tHM, or 1340 – 1590 
kg CO2/tLS (liquid steel).  

By increasing the PCI rate from 0 (case 2) to 130 kg PCI /tHM (case 1), the CO2 emission 
decreases with approximately 50 kg CO2/tHM. Only a marginal change of the emission is 
achieved by additional increase of the PCI rate to 180 kg PCI /tHM (the upper PCI rate 

Table 3. Summarized results on specific CO2 emission 
calculation, kg CO2

case HM LS Steel
(steel plant/ CHP) 

  /tHM /tLS /tS 
1 1386 1389 1805 
2 1435 1453 1884 
3 1404 1428 1858 
4 1400 1429 1850 
5 1311 1339 1695 
6 1400 1588 2022 
7 1385 1338 1739 

BF

8 1480 1472 1857 
9 2177 2172 2577 COREX

10 3211 3011 3509 
Sidcomet 11 1438 1622 1833 
EAF 12 - 319 419 
COREX/MIDREX 13 2413 2480 2720 
COREX/BF 14 1476 1492 1869 
MIDREX/EAF 15 - 1209 1370 
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analysed). When increasing the injection from 0, external moister is removed as the PCI rate 
is increased to keep the raceway flame temperature (RAFT) constant. Injection rates over the 
point where the RAFT is balanced without external moisture will not result in a significant 
CO2 emission decrease. By recycling BOF slag through the BF (compare cases 1 and 4) a 
decrease of the emission can be achieved. The BOF slag replaces a slag forming additive that 
otherwise needs to be calcinated, CaCO3  CaO + CO2, which requires energy and it replaces 
a material that contains CO2. The recycling therefore gives a credit in the BOF system, 
lowering the CO2 emission from the steel plant system. By charging DRI into the BF (case 5), 
the slag volume will decrease significantly, resulting in a considerable decrease in coke 
demand and thus CO2 emission. But DRI used as cooling agent in the BOF converter (case 6) 
increases the emission significantly. Injection of coke oven gas in the BF (case 8) shows a 
decreased consumption of coke. The total emission is comparable with PCI cases 3 and 4. The 
distribution of scrap/HM, is the single largest factor affecting the specific CO2 emission for 
LS. An increased scrap rate from ~17% to 21% (case 7) decreases the emission with nearly 50 
kg. The differences between cases 1-5 and 8 are due to different emissions from the BF. 

Specific results for integration of new processes into existing system

By replacing the BF by a COREX (cases 9-10), the corresponding CO2 emission is 2580 – 
3500 kg CO2/tS. The big difference is due to the use of completely different raw materials; 
the lower value corresponds to a theoretical COREX operated with similar raw material 
quality as the reference BF. Credit has not been given to the full amount of the produced off-
gas from the system, due to limitations in external users (thermal limit at the CHP of 320 
MW). Integrating a COREX and Midrex (case 13) results in an emission level for the system 
of 2720 kg CO2/tS. Combinational operation with BF and COREX, recycling the COREX 
off-gas into the BF (case 14) presents the lowest emission figure for the COREX alternatives, 
1869 kg CO2/tS. The COREX alternatives 10, 13 and 14 are made with similar configurations 
and can be compared, while case 9 is evaluated for similar raw materials as the reference 
system. 

By replacing the BF with a smelting reduction process, Sidcomet (case 11), the corresponding 
CO2 emission was calculated to 1833 kg CO2/tS.

By integration of a scrap based EAF (cases 12), the lowest emission 419 kg CO2/tS is 
achieved. If the EAF is operated with 100% DRI (case 15), the corresponding emission is 
1370 kg CO2/tS. Note that the CO2 factor for electricity is based on a European average, 0.6 
kg CO2/kWh.

Discussion

Effect of different process routes

The analysis shows that the CO2 emission from the existing production system in Luleå is 
estimated to be 1800 kg CO2/tS. This includes the effect of the process off-gases used in the 
CHP plant and emission from raw material preparation outside the system boundary, e.g. 
transports and pelletising, this is the lowest known emissions published. Integration of new 
process alternatives for ore based production instead of the BF did not give any decrease in 
the global emission from the system, c.f. 3. This could partly be expected as these processes 
were designed for other purposes than lowering the CO2 emission. Use of DRI in the BF 
could decrease the global emission significantly. The possibility of utilising the BF slag in 
cement production has not been included in the analysis. Granulated BF slag is an important 
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raw material for cement production in most European countries. If the market structure could 
be modified so that this could be utilised, the global emission could be further decreased by 
165 kg CO2/tS (1000 kg CO2/t slag [6]). The emission decrease would in that case be in the 
cement producing system. 

A DRI-based EAF would also be an alternative that would lower the emissions significantly. 
However, in order to produce DRI a cheap, low emission-based fuel is needed, normally 
natural gas where no other use has been identified. In Sweden no such resource exists, so the 
closest solution could be to produce DRI based on Swedish ore and Norwegian natural gas. 
Integration of EAF into the system, i.e. melting scrap, would significantly give less emission 
than production from ore. A crucial issue when doing this is the availability of scrap, which is 
low in sparsely populated areas like northern Sweden. The recovered scrap corresponds to the 
steel produced some 10-50 years earlier multiplied by the recycling rate. Due to the global 
increase of the demand for steel, and the fact that the recycling rate is less than 100%, there 
will always be a demand for steel produced from iron ore. It is obvious that the emission from 
ore based production is higher than from production based on scrap. A large part of this is due 
to how the upstream CO2 emission for scrap is taken into account. In the calculations made, 
and in other studies, scrap is treated as a CO2 free material. In a global perspective all scrap 
recovered should be used for steel production, in order to decrease the emissions. The main 
question remaining is where and how this should be done. Transporting scrap from abroad 
and sending the finished products back would be a bad practice from both an economic and 
from an environmental perspective. In principle scrap, based production should be situated 
close to the scrap source and end user. 

Effect of the electricity grid

Depending on the way the power is generated, the CO2 intensity from the power generation 
varies. In the analysis a European average, 0.6 kg CO2/kWh has been used. The 
corresponding figure for Sweden is 0.3 kg CO2/kWh, due to the large share of hydro- and 
nuclear power [11]. A sensitivity analysis of the power dependency on the analysis is shown 
in Figure 4, where the 
emissions related to the 
power generation have been 
varied between 0 and 1.2 kg 
CO2/kWh. Two tendencies 
are shown in the figure; for 
process alternatives where 
the internal use of power is 
lower than the internal power 
produced, e.g. the EAF 
alternative, the specific 
emissions are increased with 
an increased CO2 emission 
for the power. For 
alternatives where the internally produced power is higher than that which is used, an 
increased emission for the power generation will decrease the specific CO2 emission for the 
steel. In these cases, the surplus of power will act as a credit for the steel production. The 
variations for these alternatives are low (c.f. 4, cases 1-10). The variation for cases 11-13, and 
15 are higher. However, the variations does not influence the order between the processes. 
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Comparison of effect-oriented analysis and inventory analysis

The calculations made in this study were made with an effect-oriented calculation method. 
Alternatively the analysis could have been made with an inventory analysis. A comparison 
between the two calculation methods based on the same cases as described earlier, Table 2, is 
shown in Figure 5. For the 
inventory analysis, the 
system boundary corresponds 
to the existing the steel plant 
system and includes only 
direct emissions at the site. 
Hence, the effect of the pellet 
production or electricity 
generation is not included, 
since it is emitted outside the 
system boundary. The 
emissions calculated with the 
different methods differ in 
absolute values but the 
conclusions drawn from the 
analysis are still the same.  

Effect of the pellet production

The specific CO2 emission for hot metal production in the Luleå system is 1386 kg CO2/tHM.
The use of the magnetite ore in the LKAB pellets is 
one of the explanations of this low figure. The 
specific CO2 emission for pellets from hematite ore 
is 154 kg CO2/t,  corresponding figure from 
magnetite ore is 51 kg. For sinter, the emission 
factor is 270 kg CO2/t. The chemical energy in the 
magnetite ore results in lower energy demand for 
the pelletising process. The specific energy decrease 
results in a CO2 emission reduction of 100 kg CO2/t. 
This is the main reason for the difference between 
the two pellet types. A comparison of the specific 
CO2 emission calculated for the reference BF and 
three modern steel plants from an international 
study [6] is shown in Figure 6. 
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Conclusion

A method and a tool for evaluating the CO2 emissions from for an integrated steel 
plant have been developed. The tool can be used to analyse the effect of process 
changes within the existing processes as well as integration of new process 
technologies. The method is effect-oriented. It takes into account how the 
surroundings are affected by the steel plant.
New process technologies such as COREX, Midrex – COREX or Sidcomet will not 
result in lower CO2 emissions for the system studied. The traditional COREX plants 
are today working well and are a proven technology. However in the local gas-energy 
balance of SSAB it results in higher CO2 emissions, alone or in combination. 
Increased recycling of scrap for steel production results in significantly reduced 
emissions, both for EAF based production and if increased into BOF. All scrap 
recovered should be utilised for steel production.
SSAB Tunnplåt AB should continue with its ore based production. Among ore based 
steel plants it shows the lowest specific CO2 emissions in the world. The use of 100% 
pellet produced from magnetite ore, whose emissions from preparation is low, are an 
explanation of this.
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Abstract

Residue materials generated in the metallurgical industry have gained an increasing 
importance, both from the points of view of both energy and material supply. A joint process 
integration model for the integrated steel plant system is developed and used in this paper. It 
takes into account both residue materials and energy recirculation for the system. The 
potential for increased recirculation and the effect on the system from an environmental point 
of view is presented, and implementations and practical experiences are discussed. The model 
developed can serve as a benchmark for different steelmaking operations and constitute a 
basis for the continuous work involved in material, energy, environment or economic analyses 
for the steel production system. 
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Introduction
The residue materials produced in the iron and steel plant include slag, sludge, dust, mill 
scales. Some of these residues are recycled and reused onsite as raw material for the processes 
since they contain valuable components, such as iron, carbon and slag formers. Some residues 
have a composition which makes them suitable for applications such as construction material, 
road building, concrete aggregate and thermal insulation, and these residues are therefore 
often reused externally. Some residues need special treatment, e.g., landfill treatment, which 
is associated with costs for both the treatment and the deposition.  Augmented taxes increase 
this cost. Thus, minimization of the landfill becomes more and more important and could be 
achieved by increasing the recycling and reuse of the residue materials internally or 
externally. The recycling rate is depending on factors such as environmental requirements, 
energy use and economical and technological feasibility.

Previously, two types of methods have been used for the waste management system in the 
iron and steel plant. One is the life cycle assessment (LCA) approach, the main objective of 
which is to describe, compare and evaluate the overall environmental impact of single 
products or services over their complete life cycle [1]. This method usually includes an 
analysis of their waste management. Birat [2] and Scaife et al. [3] took CO2 minimization and 
energy needs into account in their LCA models. Emi and Seetharaman [4] and Akisawa et al.
[5] suggested that minimizing energy consumption and waste management could be done by 
integration of the steel industry and other industries with the LCA perspectives. Besides the 
LCA approach, the mathematical programming method has been used. Gielen and Moriguchi 
[6] used a linear programming approach for waste reduction in the steel plant. In this 
approach CO2 emission reduction potentials were analysed as well.

The mixed integer linear programming (MILP) method used to develop a process integration 
model for the purpose of global energy optimization in the steel plant, was proved effective 
for systems with flows of different characteristics and useful for energy optimization in the 
integrated steel plant [7,8]. In this paper, this model is further developed for optimization of 
residual flows with the comprehensive and systematic consideration of its influence on 
energy, economy and environment impacts is presented. The integrated steel plant SSAB 
Tunnplåt AB in Luleå (SSAB) and the specialised residue recycling company, BDX Industri 
AB (BDX), have been chosen as a case study. 

Recycling and utilization of by-products at SSAB Tunnplåt AB 

Generated by-products 

SSAB Tunnplåt is one of Europe’s leading developers of high-strength strip steels. SSAB 
Tunnplåt AB has ore-based steel production in Luleå and strip steel manufacture in Borlänge. 
As shown in Figure 1, the total amount of by-products generated was about 1.29 million 
tonnes in 2002 [9]. The solid by-products may be mainly classified as three types: slag, steel 
scraps, and iron-bearing by-products such as dust, scale and sludge. The largest portion of the 
solid by-products at SSAB is slag with 60% of the weight of the by-products. The others are 
steel scrap (17%), dust and sludge (10%), pellets fines (8%) and nut coke (7%). Nearly 90% 
of the by-products were recycled or reused in 2002.  For the reuse of by-products, half of the 
total amount was recycled in internal processing (BDX recycling unit) and the other half was 
utilised in an external way.  
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Present recycling routes

The general strategy of by-product 
management at SSAB is to 
minimise the quantities that are 
discarded by increasing the 
company’s own recycling and 
looking for commercial uses [10]. 
The general philosophies at SSAB 
are recycling within the plant, 
selling as raw materials for other 
users, further processing into new 
products, and to landfill (must 
decrease). Totally around 527,000 
tonnes of by-products were 
recycled in internal processes in 
2002. They consisted of mainly 
three parts, (i) the iron and steel scrap recycled to the BOF; (ii) BOF slag used as slag former 
in the blast furnace and (iii) the fine particle materials agglomerated to the briquettes to be 
charged into the BF.

Recycling of dust and sludge through BF by cold bond briquetting
In 2002, around 110,000 tonnes of briquettes were produced by BDX, a coordinated partner 
of SSAB, and recycled through the blast furnace. The production results indicated that the 
cost for producing briquettes by far lowers the value of the briquettes. Cold bond briquetting 
proved to be technologically viable, economically attractive and environmentally safe for by-
products recycling. At present about 60-80 kg of briquettes/tHM are charged into BF, which 
means around five percent of the total burden material. This limit depends on several 
variables, such as the properties of by-products, the zinc content of materials, the strength of 
the cold bond briquette and the reduction conditions [11]. 

Utilisation of slags and scraps 
To increase the amount of recycled materials, a separation plant at BDX was set up for the 
treatment of BOF-slag, desulphurisation slag and BF-slag, including weighing capacity, two-
stage crushing, sieving and magnetic separation. The different size fractions of the slag after 
magnetic separation are returned to suitable processes within the steel mill or celled and 
deposited [11]. BF slag is sold as pavement structure material for road building. 
Approximately half of the BOF slag is recovered in the blast furnace and the fine size fraction 
(0-10 mm) is used internally. For the desulphurisation slag, non-magnetic parts are deposited 
and magnetic part is recycled by briquetting for BF or sold externally. Internal steel scrap is a 
very valuable material for the steel production. The steel scrap can be cut by using a ferro-
cutting machine. The different size fractions of the scraps after handling are prepared for 
internal use. 

Alternative recycling routes

Several studies have been conducted at SSAB to test different possibilities of recycling by-
products. Two suitable methods, recycling of dust and sludge through BOF by cold bonded 
pelletizing and injection into the BF, will be considered to be used for recycling dust and 
sludge in the future. The results of studies that have also been tested in full-scale operation 
and proved feasible, are used as input data to the optimisation model: 
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Figure 1. The by-products recycling, storage, export and 
landfill at SSAB Tunnplåt in Luleå, [9]
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1. Injection of blast furnace flue dust has been tested in the LKAB experimental blast 
furnace and in full scale tests, the results are described in [12,13].

2. Mill scale briquette for the blast furnace, replacing blast furnace flue dust with mill 
scale [14]. 

3. Cold bonded pelletizing of the sludge and dust using cement as binder in order to 
increase the recycling of fine sludge and dust disposed normally in landfill [15].  

Model development 

Description of the optimization model

The analysis method is based on mathematical programming. The model constructed to depict 
the industrial system is based on MILP. The steel plant model is solved by optimisation of an 
objective function for a fixed steel production resulting in an operation for the different sub-
processes, a commercial optimisation routine* has been used. The optimisation is defined as a 
minimisation problem, where the objective function defines what to be minimised and is 
comprised of the variables from the model description that are of interest. 

Inputs

Coke 

BF 

BOF 

CC Product 

Production line Environment 

Process unit 

Material 

Energy 

User-end product  

Residue treatment 

Landfill Residue solid 

BDX 

Steel plant 

System boundary steel plant 

System boundary,  

Steel plant/ CHP/ recycling unit 

Residue flow, recovered energy 

End product 

End waste 

Energy 

Residue liquid 

Residue gas Emission 

Effluent 

Material and energy flow 

CHP

Figure 2. Schematic description of the modelled system, integrated steel plant 

Model description of the integrated steel plant 
The steel plant is a BF/BOF route based system. The ingoing processes: coke plant, BF, BOF  
converters, alloying processes CASOB and RH-vacuum oven and the continuous casting unit 
(CC) are modelled separately and connected together by primary products, i.e. coke, hot metal 
(HM) and liquid steel (LS), and secondary by-products. The process gases produced from the 
coke oven, BF and BOF are recovered as coke oven gas, BF gas and BOF gas. The gases are 
used internally as primary fuel: the coke oven plant is under-fired with pure coke oven gas, 
and the hot stoves for the BF are fired with a mixture of BF gas and coke oven gas. The coke 
oven gas is also used in various heating burners at the steel plant as well as for primary fuel in 
a steam boiler and in a lime furnace. Since the rolling mill is located at another company site, 
a surplus of process gases arises. The surplus is therefore used as primary fuel in a combined 
heat and power plant (CHP), producing steam, heat and electricity. The major energy and 
material flows in the model are illustrated in Figure 2.  

* ILOG CPLEX 8.0 
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The different processes have been modelled on the basis of mass- and energy balances, and 
the efficiencies and specific process-related data used are based on internal industrial 
databases from the steel plant, CHP plant and the residue treatment plant (BDX). A boundary 
is placed for the production of first-rate steel slabs, which results in a liquid steel (LS), hot 
metal (HM) and coke demand. The development of the energy model has been described in 
previous studies [8,9,16] for which the energy efficiency of the integrated steel plant and a 
renovation of the coke ovens have been analysed. This model has been further developed with 
regards to the residue material production and handling system present in the system.  

The produced residue material, e.g. dust, sludge and slag, are modelled on the basis of the 
source of generation. For the coke oven plant, the residues included are the coke fines, which 
are modelled on the basis of the coke production. For the BF flue dust, sludge and slag, the 
generation is based on the different operation practice for the BF as well as the production 
rate. The desulphurisation slag is based on the hot metal rate into the BOF, while dusts, 
sludge and slag are based on the production in the BOF. In the existing steel plant model, two 
recycling alternatives are included. These are top charged briquette and BOF slag into the BF. 
A sub model for the waste handling system (BDX recycling unit) has been developed, based 
on the different residues generated in the system. In the system four new recycling 
alternatives have been included, Table 1. Other treatment methods included in the model are 
external use and to the landfill. Residue materials not used in the model are by definition 
destined to landfill. 
Table 1. Recycling possibilities, BF briquette and BOF cold bonded pellets, [%]. 

Process
unit

BOF
sludge 

fine

BOF
sludge 
coarse

BOF
slag BF

dust
Mill

scales
Steel
scrap

Desulph. 
Scrap 

Briq.
Fines

filter
dust cement

Existing            
 Briquette1, normal BF - 14.8 - 26.0 - 23.2 8.8 8.7 8.0 10.5 
 Top charged BF - - 100 - - - - - - - 
New possibilities            
 Briquette2, mill scale BF - 14.8 - - 26.0 23.2 8.8 8.7 8.0 10.5 
 Injection BF - - - 100* - - - - - - 
 CB pellet1 BOF 40 20 - 20 10 - - - - 10 
 CB pellet2 BOF 51 26 - - 13 - - - - 10 
*BF flue dust mixed together with PCI. 

Objective function 
The minimisation goal, the objective, for the MILP model is described by the objective 
function. The objective function is independent of the model. Hence, several objectives can be 
used for the same model but only one objective function at a time. The objective function 
defined in the analysis is minimisation of residue material to landfill and is based on different 
variables in the system describing the solid residue material to landfill, i.e. dust, sludge and 
slag. The optimised results are used to evaluate two other objectives defined for the system, 
but not included in the optimisation, i.e. CO2 emission and energy use. The CO2 emission and 
energy use are calculated on the basis of the optimised model results of the landfill 
minimisation. 

Studied cases

Eight cases and one reference case have been analysed. For the reference case (case 1), the 
model has been set to simulate the material and energy system including the production of 
residues according to the production in 2002 and is used as comparison for the different cases. 
A short description of the different cases is shown in Table 2. Possible changes within the 
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different production units, BF and BOF are evaluated one at a time in the cases 2-7. For cases 
8-9, the system is optimised for minimising the amount of residue to landfill. The model is set 
free to optimise among the different recycling alternatives described in Table 1.  
Table 2. Description of analyzed cases 
Case Description 
1 Reference, model based on production in 2002 
2 Mill scale briquette used in BF 
3 – 5 BF flue dust injection in BF, different amounts of BF flue dust injection, [5.0, 1.0, 2.2 kg/tHM] 
6 – 7 Cold bonded pellets, CB1 and CB2 used in BOF 
8 Optimisation between different alternatives cases 2 - 7 
9 Optimisation as case 8, external mill scale allowed 

Results
The residue material balance including the different residue materials produced, re-circulated, reused 
and taken to landfill is summarised in the Table 3. The residues are separated on the basis of the place 
of generation, e.g. all residues produced in the coke oven plant are summarised under “coke oven” in 
the table. All figures are based on hourly production. For the different cases, the balance between 
produced residues, internal recirculation, external use and landfill is shown. For cases where more 
residue material is used than produced, this balance is negative. This is a consequence of a static 
modelling of the residue material system that in the real case is a dynamic system with a history of 
residue generation. In the real system storage of different residues exists, but this is not included in the 
model. In the model, the residues produced but not reused or re-circulated go to landfill. Therefore, 
when modelling the real cases, where residue materials have been generated over a long period a 
negative balance might occur, and still be a feasible solution. In this table the minimisation goal for 
the system, i.e. minimisation of landfill, is highlighted.  

Table 3. Summary results of residue material flows of different process units in different alternatives 
and optimization (ton/h)

Case
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Coke oven
    Quantity 6.3 6.3 6.3 6.3 6.3 6.3 6.3 6.3 6.3 
    External reuse 6.3 6.3 6.3 6.3 6.3 6.3 6.3 6.3 6.3 
BF
    Quantity 61.2 59.6 56.8 61.3 60.0 61.7 61.2 68.4 68.6 
    Internal recirculation 15.0 12.5 16.1 16.5 16.8 15.7 15.0 27.1 27.0 
    Landfill 2.7 5.1 0.8 2.1 1.2 2.4 2.6 1.0 1.0 
    External reuse 43.6 42.0 41.2 42.7 42.7 43.6 43.6 40.3 40.6 
BOF
    Quantity 40.5 40.5 40.5 40.5 40.5 41.2 41.3 38.0 38.0 
    Internal recirculation 22.8 23.0 22.6 24.0 23.9 24.2 24.3 22.1 22.1 
    Landfill 13.2 13.1 13.4 12.3 12.4 12.6 12.6 11.8 11.8 
    External reuse 4.4 4.4 4.4 4.4 4.4 4.4 4.4 4.1 4.1 
CC
    Quantity 1.382 1.382 1.382 1.382 1.382 1.382 1.382 1.382 1.382 
    Internal recirculation 0.849 3.553 0.780 1.239 1.218 0.849 0.849 1.325 1.476 

    Landfill 0.533 0.121 0.602 0.411 0.411 0.533 0.533 0.057 0.057 
Produced 109.5 107.8 105.0 109.6 108.2 110.6 110.3 114.1 114.3 
Internal re-circulation 38.7 39.1 39.5 41.7 41.9 40.8 40.1 50.5 50.6 
Landfill 16.4 18.2 14.8 14.8 13.9 15.5 15.8 12.9 12.9 
External reuse 54.4 52.7 52.0 53.5 53.5 54.3 54.4 50.7 51.0 
Balance 0.0 -2.3 -1.3 -0.5 -1.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.1 

Validation of the residue material model

For the reference case (case 1), the produced residues were calculated to 109.5t/h. From the 
environmental report, the total amount of residues produced with exclusion of the process 
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scrap was 110.4t/h. For the BF system, the calculated total amount of residues generated and 
the corresponding amount from the environmental report were the same, 61.2t/h. For the 
BOF, the same comparison is 40.5t/h compared to 41.8t/h; and for the CC, the amount of 
residues produced in the reference case is 1.38t/h, the same amount as that reported in the 
environment report. If the comparison is made for the landfill, there is less agreement, 16.4t/h 
compared to 10.9t/h for the total system. A more detailed analysis of the different sources 
yields 2.7t/h for the BF, compared to 2.5t/h, for the BOF, 13.2t/h compared to 7.8t/h and for 
the CC, 0.5t/h compared to 0.4t/h. The large deviation for the BOF is found for the 
desulphurisation slag. Since the agreement between the inventory analysis and the model for 
the residues produced was good for the BOF system, the difference in distribution between 
landfill and internal and external use is the explanation. New values for the distribution of the 
desulphurisation slag from SSAB have therefore been used, resulting in this deviation. If this 
is corrected for (desulphurisation slag was calculated to 5.6t/h), the total amount of residues to 
landfill is 10.8 compared to the 10.9t/h. 

Specific results

For the different cases 2-7, different recycling alternatives are analysed. The different 
amounts of residues produced, recycled and taken to landfill vary between the different cases. 
The total amount to landfill in the reference case is 16.4t/h. In the analysed recycling 
alternatives the corresponding figure is 18.2 – 13.9t/h. By implementing BF flue dust 
injection (case 5), the total amount to landfill is decreased to 13.9t/h, which is the lowest 
value for the residue to landfill. In this alternative the low value has been obtained by 
decreasing the amount produced and increasing the internal recirculation. For the optimised 
cases (cases 8 and 9), the total amount to landfill is further decreased by implementing a mix 
of the different recycling alternatives. The specific changes in the BF and BOF system are 
shown in Table 4.
Table 4. Operation parameters for BF and BOF
 BF BOF
Case 1 8 9 1 8 9

Pellets 1380.8 1371.8 1369.4 Hot metal 921.5 844.1 844.1
Coke 336.1 335.9 339.1 Scrap 92.5 137.6 137.6
PCI 129.9 134.1 134.6 Pellets 18.9 0 0
Flue dust 0 2.5 2.8 CB pellets1 0 0 0
Lime 59.0 46.5 46.4 CB pellets2 0 1.9 1.9
Briquette1 40.3 42.3 40.0 
Briquette2 0 5.4 7.7 
BOF-slag 36.6 39.6 40.0 
Slag 170.3 162.8 164.3 

Note: unit in BF, kg/ton hot metal (HM); unit in BOF, kg/ton liquid steel (LS).

For the optimization cases, the BOF slag, briquette and flue dust are increased while the 
amounts of lime, and pellets are decreased compared to the reference case. The decrease in 
the use of pellets and lime are consequences of the increased recycling of BOF slag, and 
briquettes. For the BOF, the pellets are replaced by CB pellets and increased use of scrap. 
There are small differences in the BF operation practice for the two optimised cases, while 
there are no differences for the BOF operation practice. 

The relative changes in energy use and CO2 emission for the cases 1-9, based on the 
minimisation to landfill objective are shown in Table 5. The calculations are based both on 
actual emissions/energy use in the processes on site and on material preparation of raw 
material (e.g. pelletisation) and recovery of by-products (e.g. process gases) outside the 
system. For the optimised cases (cases 8-9), the total amount of residues to landfill is 
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decreased by around 22%. By doing this the energy and CO2 emission are decreased by 
around 2% at the same time.  
Table 5. Relative change for different cases in energy use and CO2 emission based on minimization of 
residue to landfill [%] 
 Case 
Objectives 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Energy 100.0 105.7 101.9 101.3 100.1 100.0 100.0 98.0 98.7 
CO2 100.0 105.4 101.8 101.4 100.0 100.1 100.0 97.7 98.4 
Residue  100.0 111.2 90.3 90.3 85.0 94.6 96.1 78.6 78.6 

Discussion

Importance of an optimising analysis method

Characteristics of a process integration tool are that they include some kinds of feature for 
optimisation, not just simulation of predefined cases. The importance of this distinction may 
be illustrated by Figure 3. Cases 2-7 show alternative routes or parameter combinations that, 
in the experience of the group, were expected to influence the amount of landfill. The diagram 
shows the landfill among these cases by simulation. Moreover, it shows that the improvement 
can be taken one step further if the optimisation routine in the model is used, resulting in a 
global decrease of the total amount of residues to landfill by 31 000 tonnes on a yearly basis.  
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Figure 3. Comparison of amount of landfill in the different calculation cases 

Of the simulated cases the ones with flue dust injection (3-5) seem to give the best result. The 
case with the lowest value for landfill (No. 5) corresponds to injection of 2.2 kg/tHM. When 
the model is left free to optimise (cases 8-9), it also suggests a flue dust injection of the same 
magnitude as case 5, combined with an increased recirculation of mill scale, both in BF 
briquettes and as pellets into the BOF. In the optimised case 8, only residue material produced 
on site is considered. For the case 9, external mill scales are taken into account i.e. from the 
rolling mill. 

Most residues to landfill originate from the BOF where desulphurisation slag and the fine 
sized BOF gas cleaning sludge account for 41.5% and 39.9% respectively. For the BF the 
main source of residue to landfill is the BF sludge; all BF dust is recycled. In all recycling 
alternatives except the BOF slag and BF dust injection, the coarse BOF sludge is used. This 
residue material is at present limiting the amount recycled. In order to increase the amount 
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recycled, one recycling alternative should be to utilise another residue material instead of the 
coarse BOF sludge. Hence, the analysis indicates that a new recycling alternative should 
consider the desulphurisation slag, fine sized BOF sludge and not be based on the coarse BOF 
sludge or the BF flue dust.

Parameters not included in model

The recycling alternatives analysed are based on the “best” situation, that is, process 
disturbances that might occur during the recycling are not included. The recycling alternatives 
are based on real process data, but these are for short-time testing. Since the models are based 
on average for the production period, extremes are not modelled which might influence the 
results. There are also physical limitations to how and where different residue materials 
should be recycled. Residues with a high content of sulphur should not be recycled into the 
BOF, since the desulphurisation has been made earlier in the process chain. How a higher slag 
volume or an increased activity in the BOF during the processing affects the process are other 
aspects of the recycling. This is not included in the model, instead we rely on the know-how 
from of experts in this field.  

Energy and environmental aspects on recycling

The minimisation of residue material to landfill is connected to the increased internal and 
external recycling. Increased internal recycling might lead to reduced energy use and CO2
emission from the system because the recycled residue material is reintroduced into the 
production chain closer to the final product [2]. Less primary raw material might be needed in 
the optimization cases, resulting in decreased use of primary raw material accompanying with 
a decreased energy use and CO2 emission. A decrease in landfill results in lower values of 
energy and CO2 emission, which is something that often happens, not a general rule. In 
principle, a good efficient practice usually, but not always, leads to better energy efficiency 
and decreased emissions. The relation between the cost and the residue minimisation of 
landfill can also be shown in a similar way. 

Conclusions
A model for residue material recycling has been developed taking into account the 
material and energy system for SSAB Tunnplåt AB. The model has been validated 
against real process data and been used to analyse different recycling possibilities and 
to minimise the residue material to landfill at the site.  

It has been proved that there are great similarities in analysis method for energy, 
material and residue material minimisation.  

The residue material optimization model developed has taken into account the aspects 
of economy, environmental impact and energy which makes it a first step towards a 
sustainable optimization system. The model developed can serve as a benchmark for 
different steel making operations and constitute a basis for the continuous work 
improving the material and energy efficiency. 

The results can be improved if an optimization function is used in the computation. 
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Abstract
Industrial decision-making is often of a multi-objective character and has become even more 
so in recent years as environmental issues have become more important. The aim of this paper 
is to analyse the relationships between different criteria by applying a multi-objective 
approach when optimising an integrated steel plant with a connected combined heat and 
power plant. Based on this analysis, the endeavour is to create a better foundation for strategic 
decision-making, with regard to both operation practice and investment strategy. The system 
is modelled with a tool that uses mixed integer linear programming, where both single and 
multi-objective optimisations have been performed. For the multi-objective approach, the 
-constraint method is used and the results are presented by creating pareto optimal fronts to 

make it easier to overview the solutions. The results show that the applied methodology is 
useful for facilitating the work of both determining which factors are the crucial ones for the 
different objectives and analysing how the objectives affect each other. 

1. Introduction 
Industrial decision-making is often of a multi-objective character, even though the main focus 
is usually on the economic criteria. In recent years, the growing environmental concerns 
around the world have meant that environmental issues have become more important, which 
in turn has led to even more complex decision-making in industry.  

Today, it is especially global warming, which comes from greenhouse gases, that is highly 
prioritised on the global environmental agenda [1]. One of the most important green house 
gases is carbon dioxide (CO2), which is strongly related to the use of energy [2]. According to 
the commitments of the Kyoto protocol [3], Sweden is allowed to increase CO2 emissions by 
4%. However, the internal goal is a 4% decrease as the mean value for the 2008–2012 period, 
compared to 1990 levels [4]. In order to fulfil this goal, great efforts must be made in Sweden, 
not least in the industrial sector. The integrated steel industry’s dependence on coal, which is 
an essential factor in the production, makes it an important actor in this work. In context, the 
Swedish steel industry accounts for 15% of Swedish industry’s total energy use [5] and 9% of 
Sweden’s domestic CO2 emissions [6], which makes it the largest net contributor of CO2
emissions in the manufacturing industry (since bio-fuel is counted as CO2 neutral, e.g. in the 
pulp and paper industry). The 9% share is also a higher percentage than the steel industry’s 
world average share of CO2 emissions. This is because about 90% of Sweden’s electricity is 
generated in hydropower plants and nuclear power plants, which results in a very low total 
amount of CO2 emissions. This makes the environmental concerns an important issue for the 
sector, which of course applies to energy-intensive industries in general. Because of its 
extensive use of energy, the steel industry is also burdened with high energy costs. For these 
reasons, it is important to consider both economic and environmental issues when making 
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decisions in the steel industry. Even though energy conservation may not be an end in itself, it 
is often strongly linked to both economic and environmental issues.

In a previous article by Larsson and Sandberg [7], the total material and energy costs for an 
integrated steel plant were optimised by applying a method based on mixed integer linear 
programming (MILP). The focus of that study was to investigate the importance of the choice 
of system boundary and the analysis showed that the total system cost could be decreased 
significantly by widening the system boundary. A later study [8] investigated the stability of 
the cost-optimised solution with regard to both economic and environmental performance. In 
this study, the perspective is further widened by including criteria such as environmental 
performance and energy use directly in the objective function. The focus is on investigating 
the relationship between different objectives when optimising an integrated steel plant. The 
aim of this study is to analyse this complexity by applying a multi-objective approach in order 
to improve the analysis of trade-offs between different decision criteria. Based on this 
analysis, we strive to create a better and easily comprehensible basis for strategic decision-
making, with regard to both operation practice and investment strategy.  

2. Theory and methodological approach 
As mentioned above, most real optimisation problems are multi-objective in nature. 
Consequently, many methods have been developed over the years in order to tackle these 
kinds of problem. Generally, a multi-objective optimisation problem can be approached in 
four different ways depending on when the decision maker articulates his or her preferences 
regarding the different objectives: never, before, during or after the actual optimisation 
procedure [9]. Note that there are several different optimisation methods under each preferred 
approach. Some examples of methods are weighted sum, -constraint, and goal programming. 
In the weighted sum method, the objectives have different weights depending on the chosen 
importance of each objective. Based on this, the total objective, including all weighted 
objectives, is optimised. For the -constraint method only one objective is optimised, the other 
objectives being instead bounded through global constraints. Goal programming means that 
each objective is formulated as a certain goal that the decision maker wants to achieve. This 
goal might be that the objectives should be greater than or equal to, less than or equal to, 
equal to, or in the range of some chosen value. A survey describing different methods and 
their advantages and drawbacks under each preference approach can be found in a study by 
Andersson [9]. Greening and Bernow [10] provide a general review of multi-criteria decision-
making methods and their use when drawing up energy and environmental policies. They 
state that economic modelling tools that depend upon one criterion have limitations and can 
lead to sub-optimal solutions. Further, they analyse different multi-criteria methods on an 
aggregated level, their different characteristics and benefits compared with methods that 
include only one criterion. Pohekar and Ramachandran [11] found that multi-criteria decision 
making techniques have gained in popularity within sustainable energy management. The 
study includes a review of papers in the area, and multi-objective optimisation was found to 
be used mainly in energy resource allocation, energy planning and electricity utility 
applications. They also found that the number of published articles on multi-criteria decision-
making more than doubled after 1990 compared to before then.  

Tsay [12] made a study of a cogeneration system based on evolutionary programming, 
including cost, CO2, SOx and NOx in the objective function. The multi-objective problem was 
formulated as a least square problem based on the single objectives best and worst solutions 
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and weighting factors for the different objectives. The search for a better solution was made 
through an iterative procedure where the decision maker can adjust the weighting factors until 
a satisfying solution is reached. In an article by Chang and Wang [13] a weighted sum 
approach was formulated to analyse solid waste management using a MILP model. The study 
included four different objectives illustrating the economic and environmental goals for the 
system. They found that single objective programming including environmental quality 
constraints could provide a completely different optimal plan compared to an approach that 
included multi-objective considerations. In another study, Metzer et al [14], an energy 
resource allocation based on economic and environmental objectives was analysed by 
applying a multi-objective goal programming method. Based on the proposed method, 
conclusions were drawn regarding the optimum allocation of end uses in the residential sector 
in the Lebanon. Antunes et al [15] applied a multi-objective approach for modelling 
expansion planning of power generation, where costs and environmental impact was the 
decision criteria. MILP is used with an iterative weighting procedure that proceeds until the 
decision maker is satisfied. Hsu and Chou [16] provide a study where a multi-objective 
programming model was used to evaluate the cost of reducing CO2 emissions in Taiwan. The 
aim was to identify policy alternatives that are better for achieving CO2 mitigation, and which 
are less in conflict with economic growth. These studies show that there is a wide field of 
application for multi-objective optimisation and many different methods that can be used. 
However, even if a large number of energy related studies have been made, there are few that 
focus on industrial energy systems and that include both material and energy flows. 

The decision approach used in this paper is one where the preferences from the decision 
makers are made after the optimisation. This approach gives the decision maker greater 
flexibility and freedom to base decisions on compared to other approaches, even though it 
becomes cumbersome to make it comprehensive. The method used in this approach is the -
constraint method, where the results are presented by creating pareto optimal fronts in order 
to overview the best possible solutions and the relationship between the objectives more 
easily. A pareto optimal solution is a solution where no objective can be improved without 
another deteriorating. Figure 1 illustrates a minimising problem where the pareto front is the 
solutions on the thicker line, i.e. where a reduced value on objective 1 leads to an increased 
value of objective 2. 

2.1. Formulation of the multi-criteria optimisation problem 
The model of the steel plant system is made with a method called MIND (Method for analysis 
of INDustrial energy systems), which is a method for constructing models to be optimised 
through MILP. The optimisation problem is solved with the branch-and-bound technique used 
in the software CPLEX [17]. The steel plant model is solved for a fixed steel production 
resulting in a certain operation for the different sub-processes. An ideal operation of the 
system is to maximise the profit while minimising the energy use and environmental impact. 
Note that in this study the objective is to minimise the cost instead of maximising the profit. 

The possibility to apply a multi-objective approach and setting global constraints is enabled 
by implementing equation 1:  
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where xm,t is the flow m for the time step t. cm,t,n is the coefficient for flow m of objective type 
n in time step t. an is a coefficient making it possible to normalize each objective function n,
while bn is a coefficient making it possible to weight the objectives (note that one constant 
could also have been used, but two constants were used to facilitate the work). The constants 
also provide the possibility to exclude any objectives from the optimisation, by setting them 
to zero. The -constraint method is enabled by equation 2: 
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where Cn is a constant that sets the constraint of each objective n for the whole of the analysed 
period. This global constraint function allows a constraint to be set on each objective, for 
example a maximum total cost or maximum total emission. Equal to is used in the equation in 
this study in order to be able to find solutions outside the pareto front, which is done for the 
purposes of illustration. 

3. Description of the steel plant 
The two main routes for producing steel are the integrated steel making route (BF/BOF route) 
using iron ore as the main iron source, and the electro steel making route (EAF route) 
primarily based on steel scrap. The analysed steel plant is a BF/BOF-based steel production 
route using agglomerated iron ore (pellet) as the main source of iron to produce primary steel. 
Hot metal (HM) is produced by reducing iron ore pellets in the blast furnace (BF), using coke 
and other injected reductants, pulverised coal (PCI) in this steel plant. Two basic oxygen 
furnaces (BOF) are used to process the HM and a small amount of steel scrap and iron ore, for 
cooling and as iron carrier, into primary liquid steel (LS). The LS is finalised in the unit 
processes, CAS-OB and RH vacuum degassing and cast in two continuous casters (CC). The 
concession limit for the steel plant is 2,300 ktonnes steel slab a year, while the actual 
production for the year 2003 was 2,044 ktonnes.

From the production of coke in the coke oven, the reduction of the iron ore in the BF and the 
processing of the HM in the BOF, energy rich gases are recovered. In the traditional BF/BOF 
route system, a rolling mill is located on the premises and operated by the recovered process 
gases. In the analysed steel plant, the rolling mill is located at another company site, resulting 
in a surplus of energy rich process off-gases, which are used mainly by a combined heat and 
power (CHP) plant. 

4. Model description of the integrated steel plant 
The main processes in the steel production chain, i.e. the coke oven, BF, BOF and CC units 
have been modelled separately and are connected together by each primary product, i.e. coke, 
HM, LS, and by-product interactions. The steel demand from the CC units will determine the 
production rate in the BOF, which in turn will determine the hot metal rate for the BF and so 
forth. The use of internal and external material is based on the process requirements for each 
sub-process. The consumption and excess of by-products are also determined from each sub-
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process model. The models’ level of sophistication varies between linear process models, 
empirically derived process relations based on engineering practice, and models based on 
mass and energy balances for the different processes. The primary driving force for the model 
is the required production of steel slabs. For the CHP plant model, the driving force is the 
demand for district heating. The major energy and material flows in the modelled system are 
shown in Figure 2. The main processes in the system are indicated with each process 
boundary. The boundary for the steel plant includes all the steelmaking processes, while the 
boundary for the analysed system incorporates the CHP plant as well.  

All efficiencies and specific process-related data used are based on actual production data 
from the steel plant and the CHP plant. The development of the model is described in more 
detail in earlier studies, where the possibilities for reducing specific energy use and the choice 
of system boundary during a coke oven renovation were analysed, Larsson et al [18, 7]. The
different sub-models have been adapted for this study. 

4.1. Model constraints 
Each process model describes the material consumption and energy use related to the 
production. The limitations introduced are used to govern the processes to ensure that the 
process results are reasonable and that they can be identified in the system. The introduced 
constraints are shown in Table 1. For the coke oven plant these are the production rate, the 
volatile matter (%VM) in the coal mix and the coke composition. For the BF, the HM 
production and operation practice (OP, totally 9 different OP:s are included in the model) and 
the Yield HM (yield between HM from BF to BOF). The BOF includes, the LS production, 
the amount of Pig iron (ground casted HM, introduced into the BOF as cold HM) and the 
amount of iron ore Pellet. For the CC, the production rate and the Yield slab (The yield 
between LS from the BOF to cast steel slab). For the CHP, the heat production, the mixed gas 
composition, the amount of gas and the maximum allowed power generation. A reference 
case corresponding to the 2003 yearly production average have been included to illustrate the 
improvement possibilities for the different objectives. The production figures have been 
scaled into hourly production based on 100% availability. During the reference period, the 
production capacity of the coke oven plant is less than normal due to a renovation of the coke 
oven battery. The effect of this can also be seen in the other production units.

5. Identifying important issues within the steel plant  
The steel plant production system is affected by both internal and external goals. In order to 
identify the most important decision criteria, personnel in different departments of the 
company were interviewed: two respondents each from the economy and environmental 
department respectively and one from the technical department. The interviews lasted for 
approximately an hour in each case and a transcript was sent to the respondents for checking 
in order to avoid any misunderstandings. A general issue mentioned by all respondents was 
that the system boundary should be wide, so as not to miss any important aspects. 

5.1. Economic issues 
Internal goals that affect the production system are the actual production rate and the product 
mix as well as the production cost. The production rate and product mix are determined by 
customer demand while the production cost is determined by, e.g. the costs for raw material 
and energy, taxes on production and labour. However, as the steel industry is extremely 
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capital-intensive, the labour cost and support activities are only minor costs compared to the 
production itself. This means that the largest cost-cutting opportunities can be found in getting 
the most out of the steel production, which includes both the amount and the quality of the 
steel. Production optimisation is therefore believed to provide the greatest benefit. It is also 
important to avoid sub-optimal operation that can occur due to each department optimising 
their own subsystem. Other issues of interest are to reduce storage costs and optimise 
maintenance activities.  

5.2. Energy efficiency issues 
The production of iron, i.e. processes up to the BF, are the most energy-intensive units in the 
steel production chain. This is also mainly where the energy-related costs originate. A good 
recovery of process gases and the share of HM/LS are important factors affecting the energy 
system. The specific energy supply in the studied steel plant system is somewhat different 
from a traditional steel plant, resulting in a surplus of process off-gases. This is one reason 
why the combined heat and power plant is connected to the steel plant and why the town of 
Luleå has the lowest district heating price in Sweden [19].

5.3. Environmental issues 
In the concession limit for the steel plant, the steel production is associated with several 
limitations regulating its environmental impact, such as emissions to air and water, waste to 
landfill, and noise from the factory premises.  

Three external goals have been given high priority on the environmental agenda for Swedish 
industry in general and the steel industry in particular. The CO2 emissions are restricted 
primarily due to the Kyoto protocol agreement and the Swedish government’s internal goal 
for GHG emissions [3, 4]. The permitted level of sulphur emissions is restricted by the 
Swedish Parliament’s environmental quality objective [20], through the sulphur emission tax, 
and the concession limit for the steel plant. The NOx emissions are another important 
environmental concern, which is regulated through the act on environmental charges on 
emissions of nitrogen oxides in energy production [21].  

5.4. Objective functions 
Four different minimisation objectives have been included in the analysis to illustrate the 
economic, environmental, and energy issues for the analysed steel plant / power plant system. 
The different objectives and the variables included are shown in Table 2. The system 
boundary includes the CHP plant, which is co-owned by the steel plant and the municipal 
energy company. This is also the main reason why it is included in the system boundary and 
why sold electricity and district heating are part of the objective function instead of sold gas 
to the CHP plant. 

The first objective is minimisation of the variable production cost for the system, 
which includes material and energy costs and revenues, but not the revenue from 
produced steel slabs. All fixed costs, maintenance costs, and labour costs are also 
ignored.

The second objective is to minimise the CO2 emissions, which is the main issue in the 
Kyoto protocol that influenced the Swedish government to promise CO2 reductions. 
Moreover, the future CO2 emission trading is another reason to include this objective. 
The CO2 emission objective function is based on an effect oriented calculation 
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principle, taking into account the emissions from production, not only at the site but 
also from earlier raw material preparation and from handling and usage of residue 
material. The balance is therefore based on both direct emissions at the site and 
indirect emissions from raw material preparation and by-product handling. A CO2
factor is calculated for the indirect emissions, in ingoing material in the system. Direct 
emissions are actual on-site emissions that originate from the use of carbon and other 
CO2 carrying materials. A credit entry is used for material containing carbon and 
unoxidised carbon in recovered by-products and downstream electricity production in 
the power plant. The CO2 balance used is described further in [22].

Minimisation of the sulphur dioxide emissions is identified as the third objective and 
has been included as a sulphur objective function. The objective is defined as a 
minimisation of the sulphur that enters the system and is recovered in the by-products 
tar, sulphur and coke breeze. This means that the driving potential for sulphur bound 
to slag is removed, which is a more realistic way to minimise the sulphur emissions. 

The fourth objective is minimisation of the energy use. This objective function is 
based on both direct and indirect energy use similar to the CO2 emission objective. 
The direct energy use is the actual energy used in the system, while the indirect energy 
use is upstream or downstream related activities outside the system boundary. The 
energy contents debit entries are based on heat values and upstream energy loads. 
Downstream energy in recovered process flows (e.g. power in the CHP plant) are 
treated as credit in the optimisation.  

6. Results and discussion 
Four single optimized objectives have been made to evaluate the best possible solution for 
each objective and identify the differences in operation practice between them. Based on this, 
it is possible to draw conclusions regarding which factors that have the largest impact on the 
different objectives. In addition, one reference case, ref. 2003, has been created for 
comparison to normal operation practice in 2003 and to validate the model. The results from 
the four single objective optimisations and the case ref. 2003 are summarised in Table 3 and a 
summary of the specific energy and material use is shown in Table 4. Multi-objective 
optimizations have also been made for the system, and are presented by means of pareto 
fronts from which it is possible to identify the trade-offs between the different objectives. The 
pareto fronts are illustrated in Figures 3 and 4.

For the different single objective optimisations and the multi-objective optimisations, the 
production is set according to the concession limit. This means the maximum allowed 
production calculated with 100% availability, resulting in an increased production compared 
to the case ref. 2003.

6.1. Validation of the model 
As stated earlier, the specific production figures for 2003 and the case ref. 2003 are listed in 
Tables 3 and 4. In the case ref. 2003, the model has been adjusted according to the production 
in 2003. The congruence between the reported production figures and the model predictions is 
high. The different objective functions have been validated using the environmental report for 
the steel plant in 2003 [23]. There are some small differences regarding the system boundary 
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between the defined objective functions and the reported energy use, and CO2 and SO2
emissions in the environmental report. For the case ref. 2003, the SO2, CO2 and energy use 
have been calculated based on model results according to the system boundary used in the 
environmental report. The largest difference is for the SO2 emissions where the reported 
emission is 900 tonnes SO2 per year with an annual production of 2,044 ktonnes steel slab 
(0.44 kg SO2/tSlab) while the model predicts the SO2 emissions to be 0.48 kg SO2/tSlab, i.e. 
an approximate 9% difference. The SO2 emissions emerge from two types of source: 
combustion and diffuse emissions such as dust. Sulphur is also bound in residue material such 
as slag and recovered sulphur. Due to a low percentile share of sulphur in relation to the 
production of steel, the objective is sensitive to changes in sulphur contents in the sources and 
sinks. As already pointed out, the sulphur objective included is minimisation of the incoming 
amounts of sulphur and not the actual sulphur emissions from the system. This is a more 
realistic way to minimise the sulphur emissions as it removes the driving force for binding 
sulphur in slag. For the energy use and CO2 emissions, the deviation is smaller.  

6.2. Single objective optimisation 
Results from single objective optimisation of cost, energy use, and CO2 and sulphur emissions 
are shown in Table 3. The values of the objective functions are shown as percentages, using 
the cost optimisation as the basis for the comparisons, because it is the primary decision 
criterion. The corresponding energy use, and CO2 and sulphur emissions are set to 100% 
referring to this case. This also implies that the comparison is defined so that the cost 
objective can never be lower than 100%. 

All objectives show possibilities for reduction when optimized one at a time, compared to the 
case ref. 2003. The shadow objectives, i.e. the non-optimized decision criteria, are increased 
compared to each single objective optimisation. The reduction potential for the energy 
objective is approximately 10%, compared to cost optimisation. This results in increased 
costs, but lower emissions of CO2 and sulphur. The reduction potential for the CO2 emission 
objective is 8% and the effect on the other objectives is similar to the energy objective 
optimisation, although the cost is not increased as much. For the sulphur objective the 
reduction potential is 21%, while sulphur minimization brings the highest cost objective, and 
medium level for energy use and CO2 emissions. Table 4 summarises some key features of 
the operation for each optimization case. 

For optimisation of the cost objective, the volatile mix is at its lowest bound, 22%, and the 
external coke use is 18.9 ton/h. This is due to a high HM rate into the BOF resulting in a high 
coke demand, indicating also that the cost for using HM is less than for external scrap. For the 
BF, the hot blast temperature is 1,199 C (1,200 C is the highest temperature allowed in the 
model) resulting in a low specific coke demand. This operation practice requires a high share 
of coke oven gas enrichment for firing the hot stoves, hence coke is replaced by coke oven 
gas in the BF. For the BOF, the iron sources are HM, scrap, and pellet. The heat balance and 
the required LS composition limits the amount used of the different sources. The pellet rate is 
the highest allowed (2% of ingoing iron carriers), resulting in a high HM rate in the furnace. 
The excess gases are used in the CHP plant while flaring is at its minimum level.  

For optimisation of the energy and CO2 objectives, the main changes compared to the cost 
optimisation are similar to each other. The use of external coke is reduced due to a lower HM 
demand in the BOF, which in turn is due to an increased use of external scrap instead of 
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pellet. The volatile mix for the coal blend is as for the cost optimisation at its lowest bound. 
The BF is also operated in a similar way as for the cost optimisation case. The main 
difference between energy and CO2 optimisation is in the total cost, which depends on that 
more internal scrap and less external scrap is used in the CO2 optimisation. The higher use of 
internal scrap in the CO2 optimisation occurs because it is better from a CO2 perspective to 
reuse and introduce a rest product (internal scrap) into the production chain rather than using 
a new raw material, see Table 2. 

When minimising sulphur emissions the volatile mix is increased to 24.5%, since coal with 
low sulphur content is chosen. The amount of external coke is reduced, and the use of scrap is 
increased compared to the cost optimisation case. The BF is operated with a low sulphur and 
ash content in the coke, resulting in a slightly higher specific coke rate. The incoming sulphur 
to the system is in this case decreased by almost 22% compared to the cost-optimised case.  

The primary reasons why the ref. 2003 case is more expensive than the cost-optimised case 
are found in the coke oven. The case ref. 2003 compared to the single optimised cases (cost, 
energy, CO2 or sulphur) uses more external coke, and a more expensive coking coal mix, 
resulting in a more expensive coke to the BF. The BF is operated with higher coke use also 
resulting in a more expensive operation practice. The lower performance in CO2 emissions is 
mainly due to the choice of a higher volatile content in the coal mix, which is also why more 
energy is used. The increase in sulphur emissions also originates from the coal mix used in 
the coke oven system. 

6.3. Multi-objective optimisation using pareto fronts 
The level for the cost objective and runs for the multi-objective optimizations is chosen based 
on the single objective optimizations, showing the potential reduction of different objectives. 
An intermediate level is also chosen. First, the pareto front for CO2 and energy use is made 
with fixed cost objectives at 101, 102.2 and 105.6%, compared to cost optimisation. For these 
different fixed costs, repeated optimisations in line with the -constrain method are made in 
order to create the pareto front between energy and CO2, as illustrated in Figure 3. 

The results shows that the front is small, which means that there is a low degree of conflict 
between the objectives, i.e. a decreased CO2 objective results in an increased energy objective 
in only a small interval. As seen in Tables 3 and 4, the operation practices match and the 
objectives are affected in similar ways when the energy and CO2 emission objectives are 
optimized. Since the CO2 emission and energy objectives are correlated, it is not relevant to 
analyse this trade-off further. Conclusions drawn for the CO2 objective are applicable for the 
energy objective, and the energy objective is therefore excluded from further analysis  

The cost objective is fixed at three levels, 101, 102.2 and 106.6%, when making the pareto 
front for sulphur and CO2. The pareto front between sulphur and CO2 emissions for the 
different cost levels is shown in Figure 4, with cost optimization as a reference point. 

The pareto fronts for sulphur and CO2 are quite large, which means that the objectives have a 
high degree of conflict with each other and the operation practice to achieve optimality for 
each objective differs significantly. Generally, a higher cost level results in a wider pareto 
front, meaning that the difference in operation practice increases. The single objective 
optimizations in Table 4 show that both CO2 and sulphur minimization resulted in a higher 
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system cost. The tendencies shown in the pareto fronts differ somewhat between the different 
cost levels. The tendency for cost level 102.2% is most significant; the first 5% of sulphur 
reduction is outside the pareto front because CO2 emissions are also decreased. A 5- 15% 
sulphur reduction can be achieved with a relatively low increase in CO2 emissions, while the 
last 4% of sulphur reduction leads to a significant increase of the CO2 emission objective. 
These tendencies are not as significant for the other cost levels, but, as shown in Figure 4 
there are several breakpoints for each pareto front.

6.4. General discussion based on the analysis 
There are several methods to choose between when applying multi-objective optimisation, 
under the different preference approach by the decision makers, i.e. never, before, during, or 
after the optimisation. This study has included single objective optimisations for each 
objective as it provides the possibility to identify which factors influence the objectives in 
different ways. This is complemented by a multi-objective approach where the -constraint
method has been used to create pareto fronts as it gives the decision makers greater flexibility 
and freedom to base their decisions on. The results show that by creating pareto fronts it is 
possible to obtain a comprehensive view of the trade-offs between the objectives. The choice 
of pareto optimal solution as cost level and where on the pareto front the system should 
operate will of course vary, depending on the decision makers’ preferences. This approach 
supports the insight that optimisation is only a means to help the decision makers to make 
their decisions. 

Based on the pareto fronts, it is also possible to calculate the real economic outcome by 
subtracting the reduction in environmental taxes that the improved environmental 
performance leads to. For that purpose, only direct emissions should be included, instead of as 
in this study using a wider system approach to reach solutions that are appropriate from an 
environmental perspective. This approach could instead help policy makers to construct 
policy instruments that support a better environmental performance at companies. Moreover, 
the suggested approach provides the possibility to analyse the effect of the coming CO2
emission trading.  

The approach used in this study is a step in the ambition to improve the decision foundation 
and facilitate the decision-making in complex process industries. As has already been stated, 
the main advantage of using pareto fronts is that they provide good possibilities for the 
decision maker to get a comprehensive view of the trade-offs between different decision 
criteria. One drawback, though, is that the method requires a relatively large number of 
optimisations, depending on the required accuracy of the pareto front. This drawback, 
however, can be remedied by developing programming routines that automate the making of 
the pareto fronts. 

6.5. Comments from the steel plant personnel 
The comments on the results from the personnel who participated in the study were positive. 
They stated that they had never seen the suggested approach before, i.e. the creation of pareto 
optimal fronts. They were of the opinion that the staff in the metallurgic department is 
probably well aware of the important factors influencing the criteria, but pareto fronts 
definitely make it easier to obtain a comprehensive view of the trade-offs between different 
decision criteria. However, they emphasised the importance of a learning period in order to 
become familiar with the method. One of the main problems today is regarding how the 
legislation is going to be in the future. For instance, energy investments in the steel plant has a 
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relatively long lifetime more than 10 years, while governmental guide lines reaches for 1-3 
years ahead. Regarding this aspects the suggested approach believed to be helpful. 

Based on the analyses made it was also emphasized the same tool could be used by both the 
economic department and the technical departments to analyse different aspects and thereby 
work as a bridge between the departments.  

7. Conclusions
An analysis including both single objective optimisation and a multi-objective approach using 
the -constraint method to create and present the results with pareto fronts has been 
performed. This methodology is shown to increase knowledge of the trade-off between 
different objectives as well as determine which factors are the crucial ones for the different 
objectives and analyse how they affect the objectives in different ways. In this study, the 
choice of coal mix, usage of external coke, hot blast temperature, and the ratio between HM 
and external scrap were shown to affect the different objectives the most.  

It is shown that the applied multi-objective approach gives the decision makers a 
comprehensive view of the system characteristics and provides a good foundation to base 
their decisions upon. 

8. Future work 
It was found to be difficult to visualize more then three objectives using pareto fronts, because 
many diagrams are required to reach a complete decision foundation. In this study, there were 
four different objectives, but the specific energy use was excluded because it did not conflict 
with the CO2 emission objective. When analyzing more than three objectives where no 
objective can be excluded, the weighted sum method might be more useful, this is a question 
that should be investigated further.
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Table 1 Constraints used in the model.  

 Coke Oven plant BF BOF CC CHP plant 
              Gases   

Prod. 
coke

Coal 
blend 
wt%

Coke  
wt%

Prod. 
HM OP Yield

HM 
Prod. 
LS

Pig
iron Pellet

Prod. 
steel
slab

Yield
slab

Prod. 
Heat

BF;
Coke oven; 

BOF

Gas
limit Power

 t/h VM Ash S t/h   t/h  % % t/h  MW % MW MW 
                 

General  80 22 -  
28

8.0 -
 10.8

0.4 - 
0.6  265 Free. 0.962  285 2 - 10 < 2 263.4 0.937 87.1 Free.  320  97.1

Reference 70.7 24.0 10.5 0.5 258.5 Ref. 0.962 256.3 5.8 1.47 - 0.937 87.1 79.1; 6.3; 
14.6 264  97.1 

Table 2 Objectives included in the analysis (the figures in the angle brackets indicates discrete choices). 

Cost 
[relative]

CO2
[tonne]

Sulphur
[kg] 

Energy
[GJ]

Included debits    
Coking coal [t/h] [1.1 - 1.3] [2.0 - 3.2] [5.5 - 14.0] [27.0 - 35.9] 
External coke [t/h] 2.0 3.7 5.5 40.9 
PCI coal [t/h] [0.8 - 0.9] 2.9 [3.3 - 8.3] 28.2 
Transport coal/coke [t/h] - 0.051 - - 
Pellet [t/h] 0.6 0.1 0.5 0.3 
External scrap [t/h] 2.1 0.019 - - 
Internal scrap [t/h] 0.1 0.019 - - 
Pig iron [t/h] 0.1 - - - 
Mn ore [t/h] 0.7 - - - 
Limestone [t/h] 0.2 0.4 - - 
Lime [t/h] 0.9 0.4 - - 
Dolomite [t/h] 1.8 0.4 - - 
Quartz [t/h] 0.4 - - - 
Briquette [t/h] 0.7 0.4 - 3.9 
Power [MWh] 0.5 0.6 - 3.6 
Oil [t/h] [12.5 - 13.3] 3.1 3.0 46.2 
Included credits    
Coke breeze [t/h] -1.0 -3.62 -Si -40.90 
By-product:  Tar [t/h] -2.5 -3.3 -6.0 - 
 Sulphur [t/h] -0.1 - -1000.0 -
 Benzene [t/h] -3.1 -3.3 - - 
Power [MWh] -0.5 -0.6 - -3.6 
Heat [MWh th] -0.3 - - - 
i S indicates that this relation varies with the sulphur content in the produced 
coke, which is determined by the coal mix. 
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Table 3: Specific values for the single optimised objectives with cost-optimising as the basis for the comparison 
and environmental report  

Production 
2003

Ref.
2003 Costs* CO2* Sulphur* Energy*

Objectives      
Specific cost  n.a. 106.5 100 102.2 106.6 105.6 
Specific energy (GJ/tSlab) n.a. 107.7 100 92.8 92.8 90.5 
Specific CO2 (t/tSlab) n.a. 106.8 100 92.1 94.6 92.2 
Specific S (kg/tSlab) n.a. 102.8 100 94.9 78.6 94.3 

     
Environmental report      
Specific energy use 20.6 20.7i     
Specific CO2 (kg CO2/tSlab) 0.650 0.651i     
Specific SO2 (kg SO2/tSlab) 0.44 0.48i     
* Indicates which objective has been optimised.
i Compensated according to system boundary in environmental report 
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Table 4: Key factors values for the operation practices with single objective optimisation 

Production
2003

Ref.
2003 Costs* CO2* Sulphur* Energy* 

Coke oven     
Coke production, ramp coke (t/h) 70.6 70.6 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 
Coke to BF (t/h) n.a. 65.7 74.4 74.4 74.4 74.4 
External coke (t/h) 24.9 22.0 18.9 11.2 14.0 11.2 
wt% VM (%) 24.0 24.0 22.0 22.0 24.5 22.0 
wt% Ash (%) 10.77 10.77 10.52 10.54 10.33 10.54 
Wt% Sulphur (%) 0.53 0.53 0.49 0.52 0.39 0.52
Coke oven gas (knm3/h) n.a. 33.2 33.2 37.3 33.2 33.2 
 External  15.8 18.8 18.5 19.5 18.8 18.7 
 Flared  n.a. 1.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

     
BF      
Production 258.5 258.5 288.0 264.3 264.3 264.3 
Coke (kg/tHM) 339 340 325 326 334 326 
PCI coal (kg/tHM) 134 134 130 130 127 130 
Specific blast 970.4 970.4 971.9 972.1 961.9 972.1 
Oxygen enrichment 4.0 4.0 2.3 2.3 3.6 2.3 
Blast temperature ( C) 1099 1100 1199 1200 1130 1200 
Slag (kg/tHM) 166 166 165 165 166 165 
BF gas prod. (knm3/h) 384.2 384.1 410.2 376.6 375.1 376.6 
 Internal  105.3 107.4 106.1 97.3 106.5 97.3 
 External 251.5 251.4 304.2 279.3 268.6 279.3 
 Flared 27.5 25.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

     
BOF      
LS production (t/h) 249.6 249.6 281.0 281.0 281.0 281.0 
HM (kg/tLS) 918 912 939 862 862 862 
Scrap (kg/tLS) 155 154 122 213 211 210 
External/total scrap n.a. 47% 39% 66% 80% 80% 
Pig Iron (kg/tLS) 58 58 20 18 18 18 
Pellet (ore) (kg/tLS) 16 16 22 0 0 0 
Slag (kg/tLS) n.a. 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 
BOF gas recovered (GJ/tRS) 0.54 0.56 0.63 0.61 0.61 0.61 
BOF gas recovered (knm3/h) n.a. 19.8 25.3 24.5 24.5 24.5 
Flared (knm3/h) n.a. 5.7 2.8 2.7 2.7 2.7 
Cast steel  (t/h) 234 234.1 263.5 263.5 263.5 263.5 

     
CHP      
Coke oven gas (MW) 16.6 16.6 10.5 14.7 37.6 14.0 
BOF gas (MW) 38.5 38.5 49.1 47.5 47.5 47.5 
BF gas (MW) 208.9 208.8 237.5 218.0 215.2 218.0 
Heat (MW) 87.1 87.1 87.1 87.1 87.1 87.1 
Electricity (MW) n.a. 73.8 83.4 78.5 84.3 78.3 

* Indicates which objective has been optimised. 






